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The NASA STI Office ... in Profile
Since its founding, NASA has been dedicated to the advancement of aeronautics
and space science. The NASA Scientific and Technical Information (STI) Office
plays a key part in helping NASA maintain this important role.
The NASA STI Office provides access to the NASA STI Database, the largest
collection of aeronautical and space science STI in the world. The Office is also
NASA's institutional mechanism for disseminating the results of its research and
development activities.
Specialized services that help round out the Office's diverse offerings include
creating custom thesauri, translating material to or from 34 foreign languages,
building customized databases, organizing and publishing research results ... even
providing videos.
For more information about the NASA STI Office, you can:
• Phone the NASA Access Help Desk at (301) 621-0390
• Fax your question to the NASA Access Help Desk at (301) 621-0134
• E-mail your question via the Internet to help@sti.nasa.gov
• Write to:
NASA Access Help Desk
NASA Center for AeroSpace Information
800 Elkridge Landing Road
Linthicum Heights, MD 21090-2934
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INTRODUCTION
This issue of the Index to NASA News Releases and Speeches contains a listing of news releases
distributed by the Office of Public Affairs, NASA Headquarters, and a selected listing of speeches
presented by members of the Headquarters staff during 1994. This index supplements the previous
issues that were identified as Index to NASA News Releases and Speeches 1963-1966, and the
supplements for 1967 through 1993.
The index is arranged in six sections--Subject Index, Personal Names Index, News Release
Number Index, Accession Number Index, Speeches, and News Releases.
Section 1, Subject Index, contains subject headings arranged alphabetically that describe the
contents of the items indexed. Under each heading the user will find applicable references to news
releases and speeches containing information on that subject entry and, in many cases, cross-
references to related subject headings. Each entry contains the title, accession number, news
release number, and reference section (05 for Section 5, Speeches and 06 for Section 6,
News Releases).
Two types of cross-references are used:
S for 'SEE' directs the user to a subject heading where references can be found--
COMSAT
S COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CORP.




Section 2, Personal Names Index, contains personal names arranged alphabetically that identify
the persons mentioned in the indexed items or, in the case of speeches, the speaker. Each entry
contains the title, accession number, news release number, and the reference section. The symbol
+ is used to identify speeches presented by the person under whose name they are indexed.
Section 3, New Release Number Index, lists all numbered NASA News Releases arranged in news
release number order, with the corresponding accession and reference numbers.
Section 4, Accession Number Index, lists all items indexed in this publication arranged in accession
number order. Each entry contains the reference section and the corresponding news release
number.
Section 5, Speeches, lists the speeches indexed in this publication arranged in accession number
order. Each entry contains the title, speaker, date of release, and other reference information.
Section 6, News Releases, lists the news releases, press briefings, news conference transcripts,
and other public information releases indexed in this publication, arranged in accession number
order. Each news release reference contains the title, date of release, news release number, if any,
and other reference information.
Copies of documents listed in this index are available to NASA offices on request from the NASA
Center for AeroSpace Information (CASI), 800 Elkridge Landing Road, Linthicum Heights, MD
21090-2934. Requests for copies of the index itself should also be addressed to CASI via letter, the
Internet (help@ sti.nasa.gov), telephone (301-621-0390), or fax (301-621-0134).
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SECTION 1
INDEX TO NASA NEWS RELEASES AND SPEECHES 1994
SUBJECT INDEX
APRIL 1995
Typical Subject Index Listing
AIRCRAFT ENGINES
HIGH-SPEED AIRCRAFT RESEARCH COMBUSTOR
ESTS EXCEED GOAL
ASA RELEASE-94-24] P94-110024 06
V-
I _ REFERENCE I
ACCESSION
"_l TITLE I SECTION
NUMBER I NUMBER J
The title of the news release or speech is used
as the prime retrieval point. The accession
number is located at the bottom right of the entry,
followed by a two-digit number (05 or 06)
identifying the index section where the complete
citation appears. If available, the news release
number is also included.
A
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
MARS OBSERVER INVESTIGATION REPORT
RELEASED
I NASA RELEASE-94-1 I P94-10001 06
PERSEUS MISHAP TRACED TO FAULTY GYRO
INASA RELEASE-94-2181 P94-10218 06
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION BOARD
MARS OBSERVER INVESTIGATION REPORT
RELEASED




ACQUIRED IMMUNODEFICIENCY SYNDROME /AIDS/
NASA, NIH SIGN AGREEMENT ON BIOMEDICAL
RESEARCH






INASA RELEASE-94-31 P94-10003 06
ABBEY NAMED JSC DEPUTY DIRECTOR; WEITZ TO
RETIRE IN APRIL
I NASA RELEASE-94-61 P94-10006 06
BROOKS APPOINTED SPACE COMMUNICATIONS
DEPUTY AA
I NASA RELEASE-94-9 I P94-10009 06
WHITEHEAD NAMED NASA DEPUTY AA FOR
AERONAUTICS
I NASA RELEASE-94-23 I P94-10023 06
NASA ANNOUNCES SPACE FLIGHT PERSONNEL
CHANGES
I NASA RELEASE-94-661 P94-10066 06
ADVANCED STOVL AIRCRAFT
S STOVL AIRCRAFT
ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER
DECEMBER 4 LAUNCH PLANNED FOR NOAA-J
INASA RELEASE-94-1891 P94-10189 06
ADVANCED X-RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY
S X-RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
NASA/FEMA REMOTE SENSING SYSTEM TO SPEED
DISASTER RELIEF
I NASA RELEASE-94-621 P94-10062 06
AERODYNAMIC LOADS
NASA-ARMY RESEARCH PAVES WAY FOR BETTER
HELICOPTERS
I NASA RELEASE-94-21 I P94-10021 06
AERODYNAMIC TEST RANGE
S EDWARDS AFB, CALIF
AERODYNAMICS
REPORT CALLS FOR GREATER NASA GENERAL
AVIATION ROLE
I NASA RELEASE-94-291 P94-10029 06
AEROJET CO.
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION
INASA RELEASE-94-1901 P94-10190 06
AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH
NASA FOSTERS AEROSPACE RESEARCH IN
STATES
INASA RELEASE-94-131 P94-10013 06
NASA ACQUIRES BOEING 757 FOR AERONAUTICAL
FLIGHT RESEARCH
I NASA RELEASE-94-391 P94-10039 06
AERONAUTICS
NASA FOSTERS AEROSPACE RESEARCH IN
STATES
INASA RELEASE-94-131 P94-10013 06
REPORT CALLS FOR GREATER NASA GENERAL
AVIATION ROLE
I NASA RELEASE-94*291 P94-10029 06
NASA HOSTS NATIONAL AEROSPACE EDUCATION
CONFERENCE
I NASA RELEASE-94-461 P94-10046 06
ADDRESS TO THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS: CHALLENGE,
CHANGE AND ACHIEVEMENT - RESHAPING THE US.
SPACE PROGRAM IN 1993 P94-10221 05
AERONAUTICS ADVISORY COMMITTEE
REPORT CALLS FOR GREATER NASA GENERAL
AVIATION ROLE
I NASA RELEASE-94-29] P94-10029 06
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
NASA AWARDS TECHNOLOGY GRANT TO SIERRA
COLLEGE
INASA RELEASE-94-63) P94-10063 06
NASA AWARDS RESEARCH GRANTS TO HISPANIC
SERVING INSTITUTIONS
INASA RELEASE-94-85_ P94-10085 06
AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
REPORT CALLS FOR GREATER NASA GENERAL
AVIATION ROLE
tNASA RELEASE-94-29] P94-10029 06
NASA HOSTS NATIONAL AEROSPACE EDUCATION
CONFERENCE
INASA RELEASE-94-461 P94-10046 06
15 ADDITIONAL 1994 PHASE ONE STTR SE LECTIONS
ANNOUNCED
I NASA RELEASE-94-111 I P94-10111 06
AEROSPACE INDUSTRY TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
NASA SOLICITS AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-94-91 I P94-10091 06
AITP PROPOSALS SELECTED FOR NEGOTIATIONS




NASA FOSTERS AEROSPACE RESEARCH IN
STATES
INASA RELEASE-94-131 P94-10013 06
REPORT CALLS FOR GREATER NASA GENERAL
AVIATION ROLE
l NASA RELEASE-94-291 P94-10029 06
NASA HOSTS NATIONAL AEROSPACE EDUCATION
CONFERENCE
I NASA RELEASE-94-461 P94-10046 06
ADDRESS TO THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS: CHALLENGE,
CHANGE AND ACHIEVEMENT - RESHAPING THE US
SPACE PROGRAM IN 1993 P94-10221 05
AGENZIA SPAZIALE ITALIANA
S ITALIAN SPACE AGENCY
AGREEMENTS
SA INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
LANGLEY AND FORD SIGN TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER AGREEMENTS
I NASA RELEASE-94-1661 P94-10166 06
RESULTS FROM HUDDLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994
INASA RELEASE-94-2161 P94-10216 06
AGRICULTURAL AND TECH. STATE UNIV., N.C.
S NORTH CAROLINA A AND T STATE UNIV
AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF
S DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
AIAA




AIR FORCE ACADEMY, COLO.
NASA SELECTS PARTICIPANTS FOR STUDENT
LAUNCH PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-94-1131 P94-10113 06
AIR FORCE SPACE COMMAND, COLORADO SPGS, CO
NASA APPOINTS NEAR-EARTH OBJECT SEARCH
COMMITTEE
INASA RELEASE-94-128] P94-10128 06
AIR FORCE, U.S.
SA AIR FORCE SPACE COMMAND, COLORADO
SPGS, CO
SA VANDENBERG AFB, CALIF
SA WRIGHT PATTERSON AFB, OHIO
ASTRONAUTS SELECTED FOR ATLANTIS' STS-66
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-94-41 P94-10004 06
NASA HOSTS NATIONAL AEROSPACE EDUCATION
CONFERENCE
[ NASA RELEASE-94+461 P94-10046 06
ASTRONAUT GUTIERREZ LEAVES NASA, AIR
FORCE
INASA RELEASE-94-1291 P94-10129 06
DECEMBER 4 LAUNCH PLANNED FOR NOAA-J




ELECTRONIC CHART WILL AID AERIAL
FIREFIGRTERS
I NASA RELEASE-94-691 P94-10069 06
AIR POLLUTION
HIGH-SPEED AIRCRAFT RESEARCH COMBUSTOR
TESTS EXCEED GOAL
INASA RELEASE-94-241 P94-10024 06
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
NASA ACQUIRES BOEING 757 FOR AERONAUTICAL
FLIGHT RESEARCH
INASA RELEASE-94-391 P94-10039 06
AIRCRAFT
S BOEING 757 AIRCRAFT
S CONVAIR CV-990 AIRCRAFT
S F-I04 AIRCRAFT
S HELICOPTERS
S HIGH SPEED CIVIL TRANSPORT









PERSEUS MISHAP TRACED TO FAULTY GYRO
INASA RELEASE-94-2181 P94-10218 06
AIRCRAFT CONTROL
NASA DEVELOPS NEW DIGITAL PLIGHT CONTROL
SYSTEM
I NASA RELEASE+94-209} P94-10209 06
AIRCRAFT DESIGN
NASA-ARMY RESEARCH PAVES WAY FOR BETTER
HELICOPTERS
I NASA RELEASE-94-21 I P94-10021 06
NASA/FAA SPONSOR GENERAL AVIATION
COMPETITION
I NASA RELEASE-94-1021 t:)94-10102 06
BOEING AND DOUGLAS TEAM UP IN HIGH-SPEED
AERO CONTRACT
L NASA RELEASE-94-1181 P94o10118 06
AIRCRAFT ENGINES
HIGH-SPEED AIRCRAFT RESEARCH COMBUSTOR
TESTS EXCEED GOAL
I NASA RELEASE-94-241 P94-10024 06
HIGH-SPEED ENGINE CYCLES TAPPED FOR
FURTHER RESEARCH
I NASA RELEASE-94-41 I P94-10041 06
NASA AWARDS HIGH-SPEED PROPULSION
CONTRACT
INASA RELEASE-94-1501 P94-10150 06
AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT
ELECTRONIC CHART WILL AID AERIAL
FIREFIGHTERS
INASA RELEASE-94-69] P94-10069 06
AIRCRAFT NOISE
NASA TESTS NOISE-REDUCING NOZZLE FOR
SUPERSONIC AIRLINERS
I NASA RELEASE*94-141 P94-10014 06
NASA-ARMY RESEARCH PAVES WAY FOR BETTER
HELICOPTERS
I NASA RELEASE-94-21 I 1:394-10021 06
REPORT CALLS FOR GREATER NASA GENERAL
AVIATION ROLE
iNASA RELEASE-94-291 P94-10029 06
TESTS SEEN AS STEP TOWARD QUIETER
HELICOPTER BLADES
INASA RELEASE-94-741 1:)94-10074 06
AIRCRAFT SAFETY
REPORT CALLS FOR GREATER NASA GENERAL
AVIATION ROLE
t NASA RELEASE-94-291 P94-10029 06
NASA ACQUIRES BOEING 757 FOR AERONAUTICAL
FLIGHT RESEARCH
I NASA RELEASE-94-39 J P94-10039 06
AIRLOCK
UNIQUE NASA WIND TUNNEL RESTORATION
COMPLETED




S SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR
ALABAMA
NASA FOSTERS AEROSPACE RESEARCH IN
STATES
I NASA RELEASE-94-131 P94-10013 06
ALABAMA UNIV.
AITP PROPOSALS SELECTED FOR NEGOTIATIONS
I NASA RELEASE-94-1651 P94-10165 06
NEW SPACELAB SCIENCE MISSION TO FLY IN
1996
INASA RELEASE-94-2121 P94-10212 06
ALABAMA UNIV., BIRMINGHAM
NEW SPACELAB SCIENCE MISSION TO PLY IN
1996
I NASA RELEASE-94-2121 P94-10212 06
ALASKA
NASA STUDYING AURORAS OVER ALASKA USING
SUBORBITAL ROCKETS
INASA RELEASE-94-121 P94-10012 06
ALASKA UNIV.
SPECTACULAR COLOR FLASHES RECORDED
ABOVE ELECTRICAL STORMS
I NASA RELEASE*94-1241 P94-10124 06
ALLIED SIGNAL AEROSPACE CO., TORRANCE, CA.
AITP PROPOSALS SELECTED FOR NEGOTIATIONS
I NASA RELEASE-94-1651 P94-10165 06
ALLISON DIV., GM CORP., INDIANAPOLIS
AITP PROPOSALS SELECTED FOR NEGOTIATIONS
I NASA RELEASE-94-166] P94-10165 06
ALLISON GAS TURBINE
NASA AWARDS HIGH-SPEED PROPULSION
CONTRACT
INASA RELEASE-94-1501 P94-10150 06
AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION CONFERENCE
NASA AND AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION
HONOR JAMES A VAN ALLEN
I NASA RELEASE-94-81 I P94-10081 06
TOPEX/POSEIDON BUILDS CRITICAL DATA BASE ON
CLIMATE CHANGE
[ NASA RELEASE-94-2021 P94-10202 06
GAMMA RAY FLASHES tN ATMOSPHERE MORE
COMMON THAN THOUGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-2041 P94-10204 06
AMERICAN INST. OF AERON. AND ASTRONAUTICS
ADDRESS TO THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS: CHALLENGE,
CHANGE AND ACHIEVEMENT - RESHAPING THE US
SPACE PROGRAM IN 1993 P94-10221 05
AIAA MEETING REMARKS; CRYSTAL CITY
1>94-10222 05
AMERICAN ROCKET CO., CALIF.
NASA SIGNS TECHNOLOGY AGREEMENT WITH
AEROSPACE CONSORTIUM
INASA RELEASE-94-59] P94-10059 06
AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO.
NASA TECHNOLOGY SUPPORTS NEW MEDICAL
INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY
I NASA RELEASE-94-156 J P94-10156 0B
AMES RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFEI-r FIELD, CA.
NASA DEVELOPS ENHANCED RUNWAY VIEWS FOR
SUPERSONIC PILOTS
INASA RELEASE-94-2] P94-10002 06
NASA ADMINISTRATOR ANNOUNCES
MANAGEMENT CHANGES
I NASA RELEASE-94-31 P94-10003 06
SATELLITE FINDS IMPRINT OF UNIVERSE ON
GAMMA-RAY EXPLOSIONS
INASA RELEASE-94-101 P94-10010 06
NASA TESTS NOISE-REDUCING NOZZLE FOR
SUPERSONIC AIRLINERS
NASA RELEASE-94-14] P94-10014 06
NASA TRACKS LAND-SURFACE MOVEMENT tN JAN
17 EARTHQUAKE
I NASA RELEASE-94-19] P94-10019 06
NASA-ARMY RESEARCH PAVES WAY FOR BETTER
HELICOPTERS
NASA RELEASE-94-21 I P94-t0021 06
REPORT CALLS FOR GREATER NASA GENERAL
AVIATION ROLE
NASA RELEASE-94-291 P94-10029 06
SUBJECT INDEX
NASA DEVELOPS PLAN TO SEARCH FOR MARTIAN
FOSSILS
INASA RELEASE-94-491 P94-10049 06
IMPROVED SHUTTLE TILE TO FLY ON STS-59
fNASA RELEASE-94-541 P94-10054 06
NASA/FEMA REMOTE SENSING SYSTEM TO SPEED
DISASTER RELIEF
I NASA RELEASE-94-62 P94-10062 06
NASA PROVIDES PILOT FATIGUE
COUNTERMEASURES TRAINING
INASA RELEASE-94-64 P94-10064 06
50 SCIENTISTS STUDY CANADIAN FORESTS +
iMPACT ON CLIMATE CHANGE
FNASA RELEASE+94-651 P94-10065 06
ELECTRONIC CHART WILL AID AERIAL
FIREFIGHTERS
NASA RELEASE-94*69 P94-10069 06
NASA AND MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS ASSOCIATION TO
COLLABORATE
NASA RELEASE-94+80 P94+10080 06
BOEING AND DOUGLAS TEAM UP IN HIGH-SPEED
AERO CONTRACT
NASA RELEASE-94-118 } P94-10118 06
NASA USES SATELLITE DATA TO DETECT LYME
DISEASE RISK
[NASA RELEASE-94-1231 P94-10123 06
NASA APPOINTS NEAR-EARTH OBJECT SEARCH
COMMITTEE
NASA RELEASE-94-1281 P94-10128 06
NASA NAMES SCIENCE TEAM FOR ASTEROID
RENDEZVOUS MISSION
NASA RELEASE-94-1591 P94-10159 06
NASA HELPS PILOTS COMBAT FATIGUE DURING
LONG FLIGHTS
I NASA RELEASE-94-1771 P94-10177 06
REMOTE ACCESS WIND TUNNEL AIDS IN HIGH
SPEED RESEARCH
NASA RELEASE-94-186t P94+10186 06
UNIQUE NASA WIND TUNNEL RESTORATION
COMPLETED
INASA RELEASE-94-1931 P94-10193 06
LIVE EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTS FROM
ANTARCTICA
I NASA RELEASE-94-2071 P94-10207 06
NASA DEVELOPS NEW DIGITAL FLIGHT CONTROL
SYSTEM
I NASA RELEASE-94-2091 P94-10209 06
SULFUR-RICH ASTEROID SITE HOLDS CLUES TO
DEMISE OF DINOSAURS
INASA RELEASE-94-2191 P94-10219 06
AMROC
S AMERICAN ROCKET CO, CALIF
ANDROGYNOUS PERIPHERAL DOCKING ASSEMBLY
SHUTTLE/MIR DOCKING HARDWARE ARRIVES
FROM RUSSIA




ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE LEVELS SAME AS LAST
YEAR'S RECORD LOWS
INASA RELEASE-94-1671 P94+10167 06
LIVE EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTS FROM
ANTARCTICA






APOLLO REFLECTORS CONTINUE TO AID STUDIES
OF THE MOON
INASA RELEASE-94-122t P94-10122 06
APOLLO 14
APOLLO REFLECTORS CONTINUE TO AID STUDIES
OF THE MOON
INASA RELEASE-94-1221 P94-10122 06
APOLLO 15
APOLLO REFLECTORS CONTINUE TO AID STUDIES
OF THE MOON





APPLIED PHYSICS LAB., LAUREL, MD.
NASA NAMES SCIENCE TEAM FOR ASTEROID
RENDEZVOUS MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-1591 P94-10159 06
APPLIED RESEARCH CORP., LANDOVER, MD.
HST CONFIRMS EXISTENCE OF MASSIVE BLACK
HOLE IN ACTIVE GALAXY
I NASA RELEASE-94-821 P94-10082 06
APPROPRIATIONS AND BUDGETS
SA FUNDING
NASA CHIEF HAILS HOUSE VOTE PRESERVING
SPACE STATION
I NASA RELEASE-94-106 p P94-10106 06
NASA FY 1995 BUDGET BRIEFING P94-10227 05
APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEE, U.S. SENATE
GOLDEN HAILS SOLID SENATE VOTE ON SPACE
STATION
rNASA RELEASE-94-127[ P94-10127 06
ARC
S AMES RESEARCH CENTER. MOFFETT FIELD,
CA
ARECIBO OBSERVATORY, PUERTO RICO
COMPUTER MODEL OF NEAR-EARTH ASTEROID
SHOWS 'DOUBLE OBJECT'
I NASA RELEASE-94-261 P94-10026 06
ARIZONA STATE UNIV., TEMPE
NASA DEVELOPS PLAN TO SEARCH FOR MARTIAN
FOSSILS
INASA RELEASE-94-491 P94-10049 06
ARIZONA UNIV.
HUDDLE TECHNOLOGY CONTRIBUTES TO
IMPROVED BREAST BIOPSIES
(NASA RELEASE-94-107[ P94-10107 06
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
OF UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE-94-1801 P94-10180 06
ARIZONA UNIV., TUCSON
NASA NAMES SCIENCE TEAM FOR ASTEROID
RENDEZVOUS MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-1591 P94-10159 06
ARKANSAS
NASA FOSTERS AEROSPACE RESEARCH IN
STATES
[NASA RELEASE-94-13J P94-10013 06
NASA FOSTERS AEROSPACE EDUCATION IN
ARKANSAS
I NASA RELEASE-94-56] P94-10056 06
ARKANSAS AEROSPACE EDUCATION CENTER
NASA FOSTERS AEROSPACE EDUCATION IN
ARKANSAS
I NASA RELEASE-94-561 P94-10056 06
ARKANSAS AVIATION AEROSPACE COMMISSION
NASA FOSTERS AEROSPACE EDUCATION IN
ARKANSAS
INASA RELEASE-94-56t P94-10056 06
ARKANSAS AVIATION HISTORICAL SOCIETY
NASA FOSTERS AEROSPACE EDUCATION IN
ARKANSAS
( NASA RELEASE-94-561 P94-10056 06
ARKANSAS SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY AUTHORITY
NASA FOSTERS AEROSPACE EDUCATION IN
ARKANSAS
I NASA RELEASE-94-56J P94-10056 06
ASC SATELLITES
S COMMERCIAL SPACECRAFT
ASINC INC., TUSTIN, CA
ELECTRONIC CHART WILL AID AERIAL
FIREFIGHTERS
I NASA RELEASE-94-691 P94-10069 06
ASSOCIATION OF UNIV. FOR RES. IN ASTRON.
HST OBSERVES THE SUPERNOVA IN THE
WHIRLPOOL GALAXY
I NASA RELEASE-94-761 P94-10076 06
HST CONFIRMS EXISTENCE OF MASSIVE BLACK
HOLE IN ACTIVE GALAXY
r NASA RELEASE-94-821 P94-10082 06
HUBBLE OBSERVATIONS SHED NEW LIGHT ON
JUPITER COLLISION
[NASA RELEASE-94-161 I P94-10161 06
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE. SIZE
OF UNIVERSE
I NASA RELEASE-94-1801 P94-10180 06
HUDDLE IDENTIFIES PRIMEVAL GALAXIES,
UNCOVERS NEW CLUES TO THE UNIVERSE'S
EVOLUTION





COMPUTER MODEL OF NEAR-EARTH ASTEROID
SHOWS 'DOUBLE OBJECT'
INASA RELEASE-94-261 P94-I0026 06
GALILEO SPACECRAFT SIGHTS PROBABLE MOON
OF ASTEROID IDA
I NASA RELEASE-94-34 I P94-10034 06
GALILEO DISCOVERS MOON OF ASTEROID
[ NASA RELEASE-94-50 j P94-10050 06
NEW GALILEO ASTEROID MOON IMAGES, DATA
RELEASED
INASA RELEASE-94-831 P94-10083 06
NASA APPOINTS NEAR-EARTH OBJECT SEARCH
COMMITTEE
INASA RELEASE-94-1281 P94-10128 06
ASTEROID MOON DISCOVERED BY GALILEO
SPACECRAFT IS NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-94-1581 P94-10158 06
SULFUR-RICH ASTEROID SITE HOLDS CLUES TO
DEMISE OF DINOSAURS




CREW SELECTED FOR STS-67 ASTRONOMY
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-5] P94-10005 06
ASTRO-SPAS
S ASTRONOMY SHUTTLE PALLET SATELLITE
ASTRONAUT TRAINING
ASTRONAUTS THAGARD AND DUNBAR TO TRAIN
FOR FLIGHT ON MIR
I NASA RELEASE-94-161 P94-10016 06
CAMERON TO MANAGE NASA ACTIVITIES AT STAR
CITY, RUSSIA
t NASA RELEASE-94-271 P94-10027 06
1995 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-94-205] P94-10205 06
ASTRONAUTS
ASTRONAUTS SELECTED FOR ATLANTIS' STS-66
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-4) P94-10004 06
CREW SELECTED FOR STS-67 ASTRONOMY
MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-5 J P94-10005 06
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF t994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
I NASA RELEASE-94-11 ] P94-10011 0'6
ASTRONAUTS THAGARD AND DUNBAR TO TRAIN
FOR FLIGHT ON MIR
[NASA RELEASE-94-161 P94-10016 06
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
ASTRONAUT LINENGER JOINS STS-64 CREW
[NASA RELEASE-94-31 I P94-10031 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
I NASA RELEASE-94-38) P94-10038 06
NASA HOSTS NATIONAL AEROSPACE EDUCATION
CONFERENCE
I NASA RELEASE-94-46) P94-10046 06
SHUTTLE ASTRONAUT GRADE MOVES TO ORBITAL
SCIENCES CORP
I NASA RELEASE-94-571 P94-10057 06
AVAILABILITY OF SHUTTLE CREWS CHANGES FOR
POST-FLIGHT INTERVIEWS
I NASA RELEASE-94-671 P94-10067 06
ASTRONOMY
HUDDLE TEAM TO RECEIVE COLLIER TROPHY
[NASA RELEASE-94-71 P94-10071 06
ASTRONAUT WILLIAM THORNTON RETIRES FROM
NASA
I NASA RELEASE-94-87 P94-10087 06
CREW NAMED FOR FIRST SPACE SHUTTLE, MIR
DOCKING MISSION
(NASA RELEASE-94-90 P94-10090 06
INTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVlTY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-96 P94-10096 06
ASTRONAUT BOLDEN RETURNS TO MARINE
CORPS
) NASA RELEASE-94-97 P94-10097 06
SHUTTLE ASTRONAUT RICHARD COVEY TO LEAVE
NASA, AIR FORCE
[NASA RELEASE-94-110 P94-10110 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-114 P94-10114 06
ASTRONAUT READDY TO REPLACE CAMERON AS
NASA MANAGER IN RUSSIA
I NASA RELEASE-94-115 [ P94-10115 06
ASTRONAUT GUTIERREZ LEAVES NASA, AIR
FORCE
INASA RELEASE-94-1291 P94-10129 06
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHU]q-LE MISSION STS-64
INASA RELEASE-94-1351 P94-10135 06
CABANA APPOINTED CHIEF OF ASTRONAUT
OFFICE
INASA RELEASE-94-1461 P94-10146 06
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR STS-68/ENDEAVOUR
NASA RELEASE-94-154 P94-10154 06
NASA ESTABLISHES PROGRAM OFFICE FOR
US -RUSSIAN SPACEFLIGHTS
NASA RELEASE-94-172 P94-10172 06
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
NASA RELEASE-94-175 P94-10175 06
ASTRONAUT SEGA TO REPLACE READDY AS NASA
MANAGER IN RUSSIA
NASA RELEASE-94-182 P94-10182 06
ASTRONAUTS BLAHA AND LUCID TO TRAIN FOR
FLIGHT ON MIR
NASA RELEASE-94-183 P94-10183 06
ASTRONAUTS CHILTON, READDY TO COMMAND
SHUTTLE/MIR MISSIONS
INASA RELEASE-94-185 P94-10185 06
COMMANDER, PILOT AND FLIGHT ENGINEER
NAMED TO STS-73 CREW
[NASA RELEASED94-195 P94-10195 06
1995 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES SELECTED
I NASA RELEASE-94-205) P94-10205 06
SPACE SHU'FrLE CREW NAMED FOR STS-72
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-94-208] P94-10208 06
APOLLO ASTRONAUT STUART ALLEN ROOSA
DIES
INASA RELEASE-94-2101 P94-10210 06
ASTRONOMICAL MODELS
COMPUTER MODEL OF NEAR-EARTH ASTEROID
SHOWS 'DOUBLE OBJECT'
I NASA RELEASE-94-261 P94-10026 06
ASTRONOMICAL SPECTROSCOPY
CREW SELECTED FOR STS-67 ASTRONOMY
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-51 P94-I0005 06
GALILEO SPACECRAFT SIGHTS PROBABLE MOON
OF ASTEROID IDA
I NASA RELEASE-94-341 P94-10034 06
GALILEO DISCOVERS MOON OF ASTEROID
I NASA RELEASE-94-50J P94-10050 06
ASTRONOMY




HUDDLE RULES OUT A LEADING EXPLANATION FOR
DARK MATTER
I NASA RELEASE-94-1881 P94-10188 06
A-3
ASTRONOMY SHUTTLE PALLET SATELLITE
HUBBLE IDENTIFIES PRIMEVAL GALAXIES,
UNCOVERS NEW CLUES TO THE UNIVERSE'S
EVOLUTION
I NASA RELEASE-94-201 J P94-10201 06
ASTRONOMY SHUTTLE PALLET SATELLITE
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-175I P94-10175 06
ASTROPHYSICAL JOURNAL
HUDDLE YIELDS SECRETS OF STAR BIRTH IN THE
EARLY UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE-94-171 I P94-10171 06
HUDDLE RULES OUT A LEADING EXPLANATION FOR
DARK MATTER
INASA RELEASE-94-188t P94-10188 D6
ATLANTIS
ASTRONAUTS SELECTED FOR ATLANTIS' STS-66
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-41 P94-10004 06
CREW NAMED FOR FIRST SPACE SHUTTLE, MIR
DOCKING MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-901 P94-10090 06
SHUTTLEIMIR DOCKING HARDWARE ARRIVES
FROM RUSSIA
[NASA RELEASE-94-1511 P94-10151 06
MAGELLAN LOSS OF CONTACT CAPS VENUS
MISSION
NASA RELEASE-94-1701 P94-10170 06
NASA ESTABLISHES PROGRAM OFFICE FOR
U S,-RUSSIAN SPACEFLtGHTS
NASA RELEASE-94-1721 P94-10172 06
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
NASA RELEASE-94-1751 P94-10175 06
NASA COMPLETES SHIPMENT OF FIRST STATION
HARDWARE TO RUSSIA
NASA RELEASE-94-2171 P94-10217 06
ATLAS E
UPDATED MIXED FLEET MANIFEST RELEASED
I NASA RELEASE-94-61 I P94-10061 06
DECEMBER 4 LAUNCH PLANNED FOR NOAA-J





LAUNCH DATE FOR SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-66 ANNOUNCED
INASA RELEASE-94-1731 P94-10173 06
ATLAS-3 MISSION
ASTRONAUTS SELECTED FOR ATLANTIS' STS-66
MISSION
t NASA RELEASE-94-4 [ P94-10004 06
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT









I NASA RELEASE-94-81 P94-10008 06
ATMOSPHERIC LAB FOR APPLICATIONS & SCIENCE
S ATLAS MISSIONS
ATMOSPHERIC LAB FOR SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS
S ATLAS MISSIONS
ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDING
NASA STUDYING AURORAS OVER ALASKA USING
SUBORBITAL ROCKETS
I NASA RELEASE-94-121 P94-10012 06
NASA AND BRAZIL SIGN SOUNDING ROCKET
CAMPAIGN AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-94-511 P94-10051 06
AUBURN UNIV., ALA.
AITP PROPOSALS SELECTED FOR NEGOTIATIONS
INASA RELEASE-94-1651 P94-10165 06
AURA
S ASSOCIATION OF UNIV FOR RES IN ASTRON
AURORA BOREALIS
NASA STUDYING AURORAS OVER ALASKA USING
SUBORBITAL ROCKETS
NASA RELEASE-94-12 P94-10012 06
AURORA PHOTOGRAPHY EXPERIMENT-B
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
NASA RELEASE-94-11 P94-10011 06
AURORAS
HUDDLE OBSERVATIONS SHED NEW UGHT ON
JUPITER COLLISION
NASA RELEASE-g4-16f P94-_0161 06
AUSTRALIA
NASA OPENS GROUND STATION FOR COMPTON
GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY
NASA RELEASE-94-421 P94-10042 06
AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIV., CANBERRA
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
OF UNIVERSE
NASA RELEASE-94-180 P94-10180 06
AVIATION SAFETY REPORTING PROG.
NASA PROVIDES PILOT FATIGUE
COUNTERMEASURES TRAINING
NASA RELEASE-94-64 P94-10064 06
NASA HELPS PILOTS COMBAT FATIGUE DURING
LONG FLIGHTS




SA INVENTOR OF THE YEAR AWARD
SA MINORITY CONTRACTOR OF THE YEAR
AWARD
SA SOFTWARE OF THE YEAR AWARD
SA SPACE FLIGHT MEDALS
NASA AWARDS RESEARCH GRANTS TO HISPANIC
SERVING INSTITUTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-94-85[ P94-10085 06
FRENCH SPACE AGENCY HONORS
TOPEX-POSEIDON TEAM
INASA RELEASE-94-1321 P94-10132 06
TECHNOLOGY 2004 CONFERENCE OPENS
NOVEMBER 8
INASA RELEASE-94-1841 P94-10184 06
B
BALL AEROSPACE SYSTEMS
NASA SELECTS TWO SMALL EXPLORER MISSIONS
FOR DEVELOPMENT
INASA RELEASE-94-1521 P94-10152 06
BAMSI, INC.
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION
INASA RELEASE-94-1901 P94-10190 06
BATSE/EXPERIMENT/
S BURST AND TRANSIENT SOURCE EXPERIMENT
BATTERIES
INVESTIGATION PANEL RELEASES REPORT ON
NOAA-13 FAILURE
_NASA RELEASE-94-1571 P94-10157 06
BAYLOR COLLEGE OF MEDICINE, HOUSTON, TEX.
NEW SPACELAB SCIENCE MISSION TO FLY iN
1996
I NASA RELEASE-94-2121 P94-10212 06
BDM CORP., MCLEAN, VA
NASA STIMULATES USE OF SCIENCE DATA OVER
THE INTERNET
[NASA RELEASE-94-131 I P94-10131 06
BELIZE
SULFUR-RICH ASTEROID SITE HOLDS CLUES TO
DEMISE OF DINOSAURS
INASA RELEASE-94-2191 P94-10219 06
BERKELEY GEO RESEARCH GROUP, ORINDA, CA.
NASA SELECTS PROJECTS FOR COMMERCIAL
REMOTE SENSING
I NASA RELEASE-94-2031 P94-10203 06
BIG-BANG COSMOLOGY
HUBBLE DETECTS PRIMORDIAL HELIUM IN THE
EARLY UNIVERSE
I NASA RELEASE-94-1091 P94-10109 06
HUDDLE
UNCOVERS NEW CLUES TO
EVOLUTION








[NASA RELEASE-94-3 P94-10003 06
ASTRONAUTS SELECTED FOR ATLANTIS" STS-66
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-94-4 P94-10004 06
CREW SELECTED FOR STS-67 ASTRONOMY
MISSION
NASA RELEASE-94-5 P94-10005 06
ABBEY NAMED JSC DEPUTY DIRECTOR; WEITZ TO
RETIRE IN APRIL
INASA RELEASE-94-6J P94-10006 06
BROOKS APPOINTED SPACE COMMUNICATIONS
DEPUTY AA
NASA RELEASE-94-9 P94-10009 06
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
NASA RELEASE-94-11 P94-10011 06
ASTRONAUTS THAGARD AND DUNBAR TO TRAIN
FOR FLIGHT ON MIR
NASA RELEASE -94- _6 P94 - 100 _ 6 06
WHITEHEAD NAMED NASA DEPUTY AA FOR
AERONAUTICS
NASA RELEASE-94-23 P94-10023 O6
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
NASA RELEASE-94-25 P94-10025 06
CAMERON TO MANAGE NASA ACTIVITIES AT STAR
CITY, RUSSIA
NASA RELEASE-94-27 P94-10027 06
ASTRONAUT LINENGER JOINS STS-64 CREW
NASA RELEASE-94-31 P94-10031 06
RESEARCHER DEVELOPS 1993 INVENTION OF THE
YEAR
NASA RELEASE-g4-33 P94- f,3033 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
NASA RELEASE-94-38 P94-10038 06
PAYLOAD COMMANDER, MISSION SPECIALIST
NAMED TO STS-73
NASA RELEASE-94-47 P94-10047 06
SHUTTLE ASTRONAUT GRABE MOVES TO ORBITAL
SCIENCES CORP,
NASA RELEASE-94-57 P94-10057 06
NASA ANNOUNCES SPACE FLIGHT PERSONNEL
CHANGES
NASA RELEASE-94-66 P94-10066 06
NASA AND AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION
HONOR JAMES A VAN ALLEN
NASA RELEASE-94-B1 P94-10081 06
ASTRONAUT WILLIAM THORNTON RETIRES FROM
NASA
NASA RELEASE-94-87 P94-10087 06
CREW NAMED FOR FIRST SPACE SHUTTLE. MIR
DOCKING MISSION
NASA RELEASE-94-90 P94-10090 06
CHAPPELL NAMED TO WHITE HOUSE GLOBE
PROJECT
NASA RELEASE-94-92 P94-10092 06
INTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVITY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
NASA RELEASE-g4-96 P94-fOO96 06
ASTRONAUT BOLDEN RETURNS TO MARINE
CORPS
NASA RELEASE-94-97 P94-10097 06
ARNOLD ALDRICH RETIRES
[NASA RELEASE-94-1081 P94-10108 06
SHUTTLE ASTRONAUT RICHARD COVEY TO LEAVE
NASA, AIR FORCE
INASA RELEASE-94.110} P94-10110 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT










ASTRONAUT READDY TO REPLACE CAMERON AS
NASA MANAGER IN RUSSIA
INASA RELEASE-94-1151 P94-10115 06
WELCH NAMED NEWS CHIEF AT NASA
HEADQUARTERS
NASA RELEASE -94-1161 1°94-10116 06
ASTRONAUT GUTIERREZ LEAVES NASA. AIR
FORCE
INASA RELEASE-94-1291 P94-10129 06
FORDYCE NAMED OHIO AEROSPACE INSTITUTE
CHIEF SCIENTIST
I NASA RELEASE-94-1301 P94-10130 06
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHUTTLE MISSION STS-64
INASA RELEASE-94-1351 P94-10135 06
CREW MEMBERS NAMED FOR SPACE SHUl-rLE
MISSION STS-70
I NASA RELEASE-94-141 I 1:)94-10141 06
CHANG.DIAZ NAMED PAYLOAD COMMANDER FOR
TSS REFLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-1421 P94-10142 06
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW NAMED FOR SECOND MIR
DOCKING MISSION
NASA RELEASE-94-1451 P94-10145 06
CABANA APPOINTED CHIEF OF ASTRONAUT
OFFICE
NASA RELEASE-94-1461 P94.10146 06
GUIDONI NAMED TO CREW OF TETHERED
SATELLITE REFLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-169{ P94-10169 06
NASA ESTABLISHES PROGRAM OFFICE FOR
U.S.-RUSSIAN SPACEFLIGHTS
INASA RELEASE.94-172] P94-10172 06
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-1751 1:>94-10175 06
LADWlG TO LEAD NEW OFFICE OF POLICY AND
PLANS
INASA RELEASE-94.181 I P94-10181 06
COMMANDER, PILOT AND FLIGHT ENGINEER
NAMED TO STS-73 CREW
NASA RELEASE-94-1951 1094-10195 06
LYNN TO BECOME NASA'S FIRST CIO
INASA RELEASE-94*1991 P94-10199 06
DELUCAS NAMED SPACE STATION ACTING SENIOR
SCIENTIST
INASA RELEASE-94-2061 P94-10206 06
APOLLO ASTRONAUT STUART ALLEN ROOSA
DIES
INASA RELEASE-94-2101 P94-10210 06
KSC CENTER DIRECTOR ROBERT L. CRIPPEN TO
LEAVE NASA
I NASA RELEASE-94-211 I P94-10211 06
JAY HONEYCUTT NAMED KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
DIRECTOR




SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-114 ] P94-10114 06
BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN CANISTERS/BRICI
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-114 ] 1°94-10114 06
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHUTTLE MISSION STS-64




RESEARCHER DEVELOPS 1993 INVENTION OF THE
YEAR
{NASA RELEASE-94-331 P94-10033 06
NASA AND NIH READY FOR FIRST JOINT SCIENCE
FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-551 P94-10055 06
NASA, NIH SIGN AGREEMENT ON BIOMEDICAL
RESEARCH
INASA RELEASE-94*1341 P94-10134 06
BIOPROCESSING
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
INASA RELEASE-94-111 P94-10011 06
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
BIOREACTORS
NASA, NIH SIGN AGREEMENT ON BIOMEDICAL
RESEARCH






SA LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
NASA, NIH SIGN AGREEMENT ON BIOMEDICAL
RESEARCH
{NASA RELEASE-94-1341 P94-10134 06
BLACK HOLES/ASTRONOMY/
HST CONFIRMS EXISTENCE OF MASSIVE BLACK
HOLE IN ACTIVE GALAXY
{NASA RELEASE-94-821 1:>94-10082 06
BOEING AEROSPACE CO.
SPACE STATION PROGRAM MARKS MAJOR
MILESTONE
INASA RELEASE-94-451 P94-10045 06
SPACE STATION SYSTEM DESIGN REVIEW
COMPLETED
INASA RELEASE-94-531 P94-1 053 06
NASA TO USE RUSSIAN SUPERSONIC AIRLINER
FOR FLIGHT TESTS
INASA RELEASE-94-1431 P94-I0143 06
BOEING AIRCRAFT
S BOEING 757 AIRCRAFT
BOEING CO.
STATION CONTROL BOARD RATIFIES IMPROVED
ASSEMBLY SEQUENCE
I NASA RELEASE-94-1171 P94-10117 06
NASA AND BOEING REACH AGREEMENT ON SPACE
STATION CONTRACT
INASA RELEASE-94-144J P94-10144 06
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION
INASA RELEASE-94-190J P94-10190 06
BOEING COMMERCIAL AIRPLANE CO., WASH.
BOEING AND DOUGLAS TEAM UP IN HIGH-SPEED
AERO CONTRACT
INASA RELEASE-94-1181 1=94-10118 06
NASA AWARDS HIGH-SPEED PROPULSION
CONTRACT
INASA RELEASE.94-1501 1:)94-10150 06
BOEING DEFENSE AND SPACE GROUP
NASA MARKS SPACE STATION MILESTONE
{NASA RELEASE-94-151 1:)94-10015 06
BOEING 757 AIRCRAFT
NASA ACQUIRES BOEING 757 FOR AERONAUTICAL
FLIGHT RESEARCH
{NASA RELEASE-94-391 P94-10039 06
BONE DEMINERAUZATION
NASA AND NIH READY FOR FIRST JOINT SCIENCE
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-551 P94-10055 06
BOREAL ECOSYSTEM-ATMOSPHERE STUDY
50 SCIENTISTS STUDY CANADIAN FORESTS'
IMPACT ON CLIMATE CHANGE
I NASA RELEASE-94_5 ] P94-10065 06
BOREAS
S BOREAL ECOSYSTEM-ATMOSPHERE STUDY
BRAZIL
SA BRAZILIAN SPACE COMMISSION
SA INSTITUTE FOR SPACE RESEARCH, BRAZIL
NASA SOUNDING ROCKET CAMPAIGN TO STUDY
IONOSPHERE WITH BRAZIL
INASA RELEASE-94-126J P94.10t26 06
BRAZILIAN LAUNCH RANGES
NASA AND BRAZIL SIGN SOUNDING ROCKET
CAMPAIGN AGREEMENT
I NASA RELEASE-94-511 P94-10051 06
CALIFORNIA UNIV., RIVERSIDE
BRAZILIAN SPACE COMMISSION
NASA AND BRAZIL SIGN SOUNDING ROCKET
CAMPAIGN AGREEMENT
I NASA RELEASE-94-511 P94-1005_ 06
NASA SOUNDING ROCKET CAMPAIGN TO STUDY
IONOSPHERE WITH BRAZIL
INASA RELEASE-94-1261 P94-10126 06
BROWN UNIV., PROVIDENCE, R.I.
NASA INSTALLS TELECONFERENCE SYSTEM FOR
GATEWAY TO MOSCOW
I NASA RELEASE-94-281 P94-10028 06
lIST SYSTEMS, INC., PLAINFIELD, CT.
NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR
AWARDED
INASA RELEASE-94-1631 P94-10163 06
BUOGETS
S APPROPRIATIONS AND BUDGETS
S FUNDING
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
ELECTRONIC CHART WILL AID AERIAL
FIREFIGHTERS
I NASA RELEASE-94-691 P94-10069 06
BURST AND TRANSIENT SOURCE EXPERIMENT
SATELLITE FINDS IMPRINT OF UNIVERSE ON
GAMMA-RAY EXPLOSIONS
INASA RELEASE-94-101 P94-10010 06
UNUSUAL HIGH ENERGY FLASHES SEEN IN
EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE
INASA RELEASE-94_61 P94-10086 06
COMPTON GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY FINDS
BRIGHT NEW X-RAY SOURCE
INASA RELEASE-94-140] P94-10140 06
GAMMA RAY FLASHES IN ATMOSPHERE MORE
COMMON THAN THOUGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-2041 P94-10204 06
C
CAUFORNIA
NASA TRACKS LAND-SURFACE MOVEMENT IN JAN.
17 EARTHQUAKE
I NASA RELEASE-94-19 P94-10019 06
CALIFORNIA INST. OF TECHNOL, PASADENA
NASA SELECTS TWO SMALL EXPLORER MISSIONS
FOR DEVELOPMENT
NASA RELEASE-94-1521 P94-10152 06
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIV., LOS ANGELES
NASA AWARDS RESEARCH GRANTS TO HISPANIC
SERVING INSTITUTIONS
NASA RELEASE-94-851 P94-10085 06
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIV., NORTHRIDGE
NASA TRACKS LAND-SURFACE MOVEMENT IN JAN
17 EARTHQUAKE
NASA RELEASE-94-19 P94-10019 06
CALIFORNIA UNIV.
HUBBLE UNCOVERS A HIDDEN QUASAR IN A
NEARBY GALAXY
NASA RELEASE-94-1601 P94-10160 06
CALIFORNIA UNIV., BERKELEY
SULFUR-RICH ASTEROID SITE HOLDS CLUES TO
DEMISE OF DINOSAURS
NASA RELEASE-94-219 P94-10219 06
CALIFORNIA UNIV., LA JOLLA
NEW SPACELAB SCIENCE MISSION TO FLY IN
1996
NASA RELEASE-94-212 P94-10212 06
CALIFORNIA UNIV., LIVERMGRE
S LAWRENCE LIVERMORE LAB
CALIFORNIA UNIV., LOS ANGELES
NASA NAMES SCIENCE TEAM FOR ASTEROID
RENDEZVOUS MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-1591 P94-10159 06
NEW SPACELAB SCIENCE MISSION TO FLY IN
1996
I NASA RELEASE-94-2121 P94-10212 06
CAUFORNIA UNIV., RIVERSIDE
NEW SPACELAB SCIENCE MISSION TO FLY IN
1996
iNASA RELEASE-94-2121 P94-10212 06
A-5
CALIFORNIA UNIV., SAN FRANCISCO
CALIFORNIA UNIV., SAN FRANCISCO
NEW SPACELAB SCIENCE MISSION TO FLY IN
1996
{NASA RELEASE-94-2121 I:>94-10212 06
CALIFORNIA UNIV., SANTA BARBARA
HUBBLE UNCOVERS A HIDDEN QUASAR IN A
NEARBY GALAXY
{NASA RELEASE-94.1601 P94-10160 06
CALIFORNIA UNIV., SANTA CRUZ
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
OF UNIVERSE
I NASA RELEASE-94-1801 P94*101B0 06
CAMERAS
S FAINT OBJECT CAMERA
S WIDE FIELD/PLANETARY CAMERA 2
CANADA
SA CANADIAN SPACE AGENCY
SA NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, CANADA
50 SCIENTISTS STUDY CANADIAN FORESTS'
IMPACT ON CLIMATE CHANGE
{NASA RELEASE-94-651 I:>94-10065 06
SPACE STATION MANAGERS RELEASE UPDATED
ASSEMBLY PLAN
INASA RELEASE-94-1641 P94-10164 06
CANADIAN CENTRE FOR REMOTE SENSING
50 SCIENTISTS STUDY CANADIAN FORESTS'
IMPACT ON CLIMATE CHANGE




NASA MARKS SPACE STATION MILESTONE
{NASA RELEASE-94-151 P94-10015 06
SPACE STATION PROGRAM MARKS MAJOR
MILESTONE
{NASA RELEASE-94-451 P94-10045 06
SPACE STATION SYSTEM DESIGN REVIEW
COMPLETED
I NASA RELEASE-94-53] P94-10053 06
NASA AND CSA ANNOUNCE SPACE COOPERATION
PLAN
{NASA RELEASE-94-891 P94-10089 06
CAP
S CIVIL AIR PATROL
CAPE CANAVERAL, FLA.
S KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, COCOA BEACH.
FLA
CAPE KENNEDY, FLA.
S KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, COCOA BEACH,
FLA
CARNEGIE INST. OF WASHINGTON, D.C.
NASA APPOINTS NEAR-EARTH OBJECT SEARCH
COMMITTEE
[NASA RELEASE-94-1281 P94-10128 06
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
OF UNIVERSE
{NASA RELEASE-94-1801 P94-10180 06
CASSINI MISSION
CASSINI DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENT RELEASED
INASA RELEASE-94-1741 1=94-10174 06
CCD




NASA AND NIH READY FOR FIRST JOINT SCIENCE
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-551 P94.fO055 06
NASA. NIH SIGN AGREEMENT ON BIOMEDICAL
RESEARCH
INASA RELEASE-94-134J P94-10134 06
CENTER FOR DISEASE CONTROL, ATLANTA, CA.
NASA USES SATELLITE DATA TO DETECT LYME
DISEASE RISK
I NASA RELEASE-94-1231 P94-10123 06
CENTRE NATL. D'ETUDES SPATIAUES, FRANCE
FRENCH SPACE AGENCY HONORS
TOPEX-POSEIDON TEAM
{NASA RELEASE-94-1321 P94-10132 06
NASA NAMES SCIENCE TEAM FOR ASTEROID
RENDEZVOUS MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-159( Pg4-10153 06
CENTRIFUGES
SPACE STATION MANAGERS RELEASE UPDATED
ASSEMBLY PLAN
I NASA RELEASE-94-164 { P94-10164 06
CENTRO DE LANCAMENTOS DE ALCANTARA
S BRAZILIAN LAUNCH RANGES
CHARGE COUPLED DEVICE
HUBBLE TECHNOLOGY CONTRIBUTES TO
IMPROVED BREAST BIOPSIES




NASA ANNOUNCES 2-YEAR MICROGRAVITY
RESEARCH GRANTS
( NASA RELEASE-94-521 P94-10052 06
CHEMICAL SYSTEMS FOR SPACE POWER
S BATTERIES
CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL OF BOSTON
NASA AND NIH READY FOR FIRST JOINT SCIENCE
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-551 P94-10055 06
CHLOROFLUOROCARBON
NASA'S UARS CONFIRMS CFCS CAUSED
ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE
INASA RELEASE-94-2151 P94-10215 06
CHROMOSOMES
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94.114 ) P94-10114 06
CINCINNATI UNIV,
NASA SELECTS PARTICIPANTS FOR STUDENT
LAUNCH PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-94-1131 P94-10113 06
CINCINNATI UNIV., OH
NASA SELECTS PARTICIPANTS FOR STUDENT
LAUNCH PROGRAM
NASA RELEASE-94-1[31 P94-10113 06
CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS
NASA PROVIDES PILOT FATIGUE
COUNTERMEASURES TRAINING
NASA RELEASE-94Po41 P94-10064 06
CIRCUITS
INVESTIGATION PANEL RELEASES REPORT ON
NOAA.I 3 FAILURE
NASA RELEASE-94-157] P94-10157 06
CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK
NASA AWARDS RESEARCH GRANTS TO HISPANIC
SERVING INSTITUTIONS
NASA RELEASE-94-851 1>94-10085 06
CIVIL AIR PATROL
NASA HOSTS NATIONAL AEROSPACE EDUCATION
CONFERENCE
NASA RELEASE-94-461 P94-10046 06
CIVIL AVIATION
NASA HOSTS NATIONAL AEROSPACE EDUCATION
CONFERENCE
NASA RELEASE-94-46J t::94-10046 06
CLEMENTINE MISSION
CLEMENTINE PRODUCES FIRST GLOBAL DIGITAL
MAP OF MOON
NASA RELEASE-94-84 ] 1::)94-10084 06
CLEMSON UNIV., S.C.
NASA SOUNDING ROCKET CAMPAIGN TO STUDY
IONOSPHERE WITH BRAZIL
NASA RELEASE-94-1261 P94-10126 06
CLIMATE
TOPEX/POSEIDON CHARTS LONG TERM EL HIND
INFLUENCE ON CLIMATE




NASA RELEASE-94-81 P94-10008 06
50 SCIENTISTS STUDY CANADIAN FORESTS'
IMPACT ON CLIMATE CHANGE
I NASA RELEASE-94-651 P94-10065 06
SUBJECT INDEX
AVAILABILITY OF SHUTTLE CREWS CHANGES FOR
POST-FLIGHT INTERVIEWS
[NASA RELEASE-94-67 j P94-I0067 06
TOPEX/POSEtDON CHARTS LONG TERM EL NINO
INFLUENCE ON CLIMATE
INASA RELEASE-94-1621 P94-10162 06
TOPEX/POSEIDON BUILDS CRITICAL DATA BASE ON
CLIMATE CHANGE
I NASA RELEASE-94-2021 P94-10202 06
CLIMATOLOGY
ASTRONAUTS SELECTED FOR ATLANTIS' STS-66
MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-41 P94-10004 06
'MISSION EARTHBOUND' EDUCATIONAL
TELECASTS SCHEDULED
INASA RELEASE-94-81 P94-10008 06
50 SCIENTISTS STUDY CANADIAN FORESTS'
IMPACT ON CLIMATE CHANGE




S CENTRE NATL D'ETUDES SPATIALES. FRANCE
COBAE
S BRAZIUAN SPACE COMMISSION
COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY, VA.
NASA SELECTS PARTICIPANTS FOR STUDENT
LAUNCH PROGRAM
1 NASA RELEASE-94-1131 P94-10113 06
COLLIER TROPHY
HUBBLE TEAM TO RECEIVE COLLIER TROPHY
{NASA RELEASE-94-71 / P94-10071 06
COLLISIONS
COMPUTER MODEL OF NEAR-EARTH ASTEROID
SHOWS 'DOUBLE OBJECT'
I NASA RELEASE-94-261 P94-10026 06
EDUCATION TELECASTS SCHEDULED FOR 1934-95
SCHOOL YEAR
I NASA RELEASE-94-1981 P94-10198 06
COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
SPECTACULAR COLOR FLASHES RECORDED
ABOVE ELECTRICAL STORMS
[NASA RELEASE-94.124 I P94-10124 06
COLORADO SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
NASA SELECTS PARTICIPANTS FOR STUDENT
LAUNCH PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-94-113[ P94-10113 06
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
{NASA RELEASE-34-175 J P94-10175 06
COLORADO STATE UNIV., FORT COLLINS
NASA SELECTS PARTICIPANTS FOR STUDENT
LAUNCH PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-94-1131 P94-10t13 06
COLORADO UNIV.
NASA SELECTS PARTICIPANTS FOR STUDENT
LAUNCH PROGRAM
{NASA RELEASE-94-1131 P94-10113 06
TOPEX/POSEIDON BUILDS CRITICAL DATA BASE ON
CLIMATE CHANGE
INASA RELEASE-94-2021 P94-10202 06
COLORADO UNIV., BOULDER
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 PHASE ONE STTR
SELECTIONS
l NASA RELEASE-94-991 P94-10099 06
NASA SELECTS PARTICIPANTS FOR STUDENT
LAUNCH PROGRAM
JNASA RELEASE-94-113] P94-10113 06
APOLLO REFLECTORS CONTINUE TO AID STUDIES
OF THE MOON
INASA RELEASE-94-1221 P94-10122 06
COLUMBIA
CREW SELECTED FOR STS-67 ASTRONOMY
MISSION
JNASA RELEASE-94-51 P94-10005 06
PAYLOAD COMMANDER. MISSION SPECIALIST
NAMED TO STS-73
I NASA RELEASE-94-47 i P94-10047 06
INTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVITY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
A-6
SUBJECT INDEX
NASA SELECTS PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SPACELAB MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-981 P94.10096 06
GUIDONI NAMED TO CREW OF TETHERED
SATELLITE REFLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-1691 1=94-10169 06
COMMANDER, PILOT AND FLIGHT ENGINEER
NAMED TO STS-73 CREW
WNASA RELEASE-94-195_ P94-10195 06
NEW SPACELAB SCIENCE MISSION TO FLY IN
1996
INASA RELEASE-94-2121 P94-10212 06
COLUMBUS SPACE LABORATORY
SPACE STATION PROGRAM MARKS MAJOR
MILESTONE
INASA RELEASE-94-451 1>94-10045 06
COMBUSTION
HIGH-SPEED AIRCRAFT RESEARCH COMSUSTOR
TESTS EXCEED GOAL
INASA RELEASE-94-241 1:)94-10024 06
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-94-581 P94-t0058 06
COMBUSTION CHAMBERS
HIGH-SPEED AIRCRAFT RESEARCH COMBUSTOR
TESTS EXCEED GOAL




HUBBLE OBSERVATIONS SHED NEW LIGHT ON
JUPITER COLLISION
[NASA RELEASE-94-161 I P94-10161 06
RESULTS FROM HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994
INASA RELEASE-94-2161 1=94-10216 06
COMET PATH
NASA APPOINTS NEAR-EARTH OBJECT SEARCH
COMMITTEE
[NASA RELEASE-94-1281 P94-10128 06
COMETS
SA SHOEMAKER-LEVY 9 COMET
NASA APPOINTS NEAR-EARTH OBJECT SEARCH
COMMITTEE
INASA RELEASE-94-1281 P94-10128 06
COMM. ON SCI., SPACE, & TECH, U.S. HOUSE
NASA APPOINTS NEAR-EARTH OBJECT SEARCH
COMMITTEE
[NASA RELEASE-94-1281 P94-10128 06
COMMERCE, DEPARTMENT OF
S DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
COMMERCIAL SPACECRAFT
UPDATED MIXED FLEET MANIFEST RELEASED
INASA RELEASE-94-61 I P94-10061 06
COMMISSION FOR SPACE ACTIVITIES, BRAZIL
S BRAZILIAN SPACE COMMISSION
COMMITTEES
S NEAR-EARTH OBJECT SEARCH COMMITTEE
COMMUNICATION NETWORKS
SA INTERNETS
SA PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS
NETWORK
NASA OPENS GROUND STATION FOR COMPTON
GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY
INASA RELEASE-94-421 P94-10042 06
NASA INITIATING INDUSTRY TESTING PROGRAM
VIA SATELLITE NETWORK
[NASA RELEASE-94-431 1:>94-10043 06
NASA TECHNOLOGY SUPPORTS NEW MEDICAL
INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY








NASA/FAA SPONSOR GENERAL AVIATION
COMPETITION
INASA RELEASE-94-1021 P94-10102 06
COMlrrON GAMMA RAY OBSERVATORY
S GAMMA RAY ORSERVATORY
COMPUTER NETWORKS
SA INTERNETS
REMOTE ACCESS WIND TUNNEL AIDS IN HIGH
SPEED RESEARCH
INASA RELEASE-94-1861 P94-10186 06
¢OIPUTER PROGRABI
NASA ANNOUNCES SOFTWARE OF THE YEAR
AWARD
INASA RELEASE-94-221 P94-10022 06
COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP.
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION
INASA RELEASE-94-Ig01 1=94-10190 06
COMPUTER SOFTWARE MGT. AND INFORM. CTR.
NASA ANNOUNCES SOFTWARE OF THE YEAR
AWARD
INASA RELEASE-94-221 1=94-10022 06
COMPUTENZED mMULAllON
COMPUTER MODEL OF NEAR-EARTH ASTEROID
SHOWS 'OOUBLE OBJECT'
INASA RELEASE-94-261 P94-10026 06
CONCAP-4
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
INASA RELEASE.94-381 P94-10038 06
CONFERENCES
SA AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION
CONFERENCE
SA NATIONAL CONGRESS ON AVIATION & SPACE
EDU.
SA PRESS CONFERENCE
TECHNOLOGY 2004 CONFERENCE OPENS
NOVEMBER 8
INASA RELEASE-94-1841 1=94-10184 06
CONO_L HFJUm_as
NASA CHIEF HALLS HOUSE VOTE PRESERVING
SPACE STATION
INASA RELEASE.94.1061 P94-1010e 06
CONSORTIUM FOR MATERIALS DEV. IN SPACE
SPACE RAOAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STEP59






RESEARCHER DEVELOPS 1993 INVENTION OF THE
YEAR
I NASA RELEASE-94-331 P94-10033 06
CONTRACT ADMINISRl_ATION
NASA MARKS SPACE STATION MILESTONE
INASA RELEASE-94-151 P94-10015 06
NASA TAKES OVER LANDSAT 7 DEVELOPMENT
CONTRACT
INASA RELEASE-94-781 P94-10078 06
CONTRACT AWARDS
SA SUBCONTRACTS
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH PROJECTS
INASA RELEASlE-94-181 P94-10010 06
NASA ANNOUNCES SMALLSAT CONTRACT
AWARDS
INASA RELEASE-94-941 P94.I(X)94 06
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 PHASE ONE STTR
SELECTIONS
INASA RELEASE-94-991 P94-10099 06
NASA STIMULATES USE OF SCIENCE DATA OVER
THE INTERNET
I NASA RELEASE-94-1311 1:=94-10131 06
NASA AWARDS HIGH-SPEED PROPULSION
CONTRACT
INASA RELEASE-94-150 1 P94-10150 06
COOPERATION
CONTRACT EVALUATION
NASA SOLICITS AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM PROPOSALS
I NASA RELEASE-94-91 I P94-10091 06
CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS
NASA MARKS SPACE STATION MILESTONE
INASA RELEASE-94-151 P94-10015 06
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH PROJECTS
I NASA RELEASE-94-181 P94-10018 06
15 ADDITIONAL 1994 PHASE ONE STTR SELECTIONS
ANNOUNCED
I NASA RELEASE-94-111 I P94-10111 06
AITP PROPOSALS SELECTED FOR NEGOTIATIONS
INASA RELEASE-94-1651 P94-10165 06
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 SBIR PHASE 1
SELECTIONS
INASA RELEASE-94o1761 P94-10176 06
CONTRACT PROPOSALS
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH PROJECTS
INASA RELEASE-94-181 P94-10018 06
NASA SOLICITS AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM PROPOSALS
I NASA RELEASE-94-91 I P94-10091 06
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 SBIR PHASE 1
SELECTIONS
INASA RELEASE-94-1761 P94-10176 06
CONTRACT SPECIFICATIONS
NASA MARKS SPACE STATION MILESTONE
I NASA RELEASE-94-151 P94-10015 06
NASA/DOD TO ESTABLISH STANDARD QUALITY
ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS
INASA RELEASE-94-37} P94-10037 06
NASA AND RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCY SIGN SPACE
STATION INTERIM AGREEMENT AND $400 MILLION
CONTRACT
{NASA RELEASE-94-101 P94-10101 06
NASA AND BOEING REACH AGREEMENT ON SPACE
STATION CONTRACT
INASA RELEASE-94-144 P94-10144 06
CONTRACTING AND PROCUREMENT
NASA MARKS SPACE STATION MILESTONE
J NASA RELEASE-94-15 P94-10015 06
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH PROJECTS
{NASA RELEASE-94-18 P94-10018 06
NASA/DOD TO ESTABLISH STANDARD QUALITY
ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS
INASA RELEASE-94-37 P94-10037 06
NASA SOLICITS AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM PROPOSALS
INASA RELEASE-94-91 P94-10091 06
NASA AND RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCY SIGN SPACE
STATION INTERIM AGREEMENT AND $400 MILLION
CONTRACT
I NASA RELEASE-94-101 I P94-10101 06
BOEING AND DOUGLAS TEAM UP IN HIGH-SPEED
AERO CONTRACT
I NASA RELEASE-94-1181 P94-10118 06
CONTROL SYSTEMS
SA AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
SA AIRCRAFT CONTROL
SA SPACECRAFT CONTROL
RESEARCHER DEVELOPS 1993 INVENTION OF THE
YEAR
I NASA RELEASE-94-331 P94-10033 06
SPACE STATION PROGRAM MARKS MAJOR
MILESTONE
I NASA RELEASE-94-451 1°94 -10045 06
CONVAIR CV-990 AIRCRAFT
RUNWAY RESURFACING STARTS FOLLOWING
CV-990 TESTS










STATION SOLAR ARRAY MODULES TO BE SENT TO
RUSSIA
INASA RELEASE-94-79J P94-10079 06
CORNELL UNIV., N.Y.
NASA SELECTS TWO SMALL EXPLORER MISSIONS
FOR DEVELOPMENT
INASA RELEASE-94-1521 P94-10152 06
NASA NAMES SCIENCE TEAM FOR ASTEROID
RENDEZVOUS MISSION




NASA DECLARES HUDDLE SERVICING MISSION
SUCCESSFUL
I NASA RELEASE-94-71 P94-10007 06
NASA PRESS CONFERENCE; GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, MARYLAND P94-10223 05
PRESS CONFERENCE OF THE HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IMAGES RELEASE; GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND
P94-10224 05
COSMIC
S COMPUTER SOFTWARE MGT AND INFORM.
CTR
COSMIC RAYS
S GAMMA RAY BURSTS
COSMOLOGY
SA BIG-BANG COSMOLOGY
SATELLITE FINDS IMPRINT OF UNIVERSE ON
GAMMA-RAY EXPLOSIONS
I NASA RELEASE-94-101 P94-10010 06
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
OF UNIVERSE
I NASA RELEASE-94-1801 P94-10180 06
COSMONAUTS
SA STAR CITY. U SS.R
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
1NASA RELEASE-94-11 I P94-10011 06
MIR COSMONAUTS CONDUCT NASA EXPERIMENT
I NASA RELEASE-94-1681 P94-10168 06
NASA ESTABLISHES PROGRAM OFFICE FOR
U S-RUSSIAN SPACEFLIGHTS
INASA RELEASE-94-172] P94-10172 06
COST REDUCTION
NASA ADMINISTRATOR RELEASES STATEMENT ON
GAD REPORT
INASA RELEASE-94-1031 P94-10103 06
COSTS
NASA BEGINS RESTRUCTURING EXPLORER
PROGRAM AND FUSE MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-1551 P94-10155 06
CRANBROOK INST. OF SCIENCE, MI.
NASA AWARDS INTERNET PUBLIC ACCESS GRANTS
AND COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS




S CRYO IR SPECTROMETERS & TELESCOPES
ATMOS
CRYO. IR SPECTROMETERS l TELESCOPES ATMOS.
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-1751 P94-10175 06
CRYOGENIC EQUIPMENT
ASTRONAUTS SELECTED FOR ATLANTIS' STS-66
MISSION
L NASA RELEASE-94-41 P94-t0004 06
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE.94-175] P94-10175 06
CRYSTAL GROII_FH
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
I NASA RELEASE-94-11 I P94-10011 06
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
INTERNATIONAL MtCROGRAVITY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-1141 P94-10114 06
MIR COSMONAUTS CONDUCT NASA EXPERIMENT
INASA RELEASE-94-1681 P94-10168 06
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-1751 P94-10175 06
CRYSTALS
S PROTEIN CRYSTALS
CTA INC., ROCKVILLE, MD
NASA ANNOUNCES SMALLSAT CONTRACT
AWARDS
I NASA RELEASE-94-941 P94-10094 06
CULTURE TECHNIQUES
SA SPACE TISSUE LOSS SYSTEM
NASA. NIH SIGN AGREEMENT ON BIOMEDICAL
RESEARCH
I NASA RELEASE-94-134 j P94-10134 06
CV-990 AIRCRAFT
S CONVAIR CV-990 AIRCRAFT
CYBERNET SYSTEMS CORP., ANN ARBOR, MI
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 PHASE ONE STTR
SELECTIONS
INASA RELEASE-94-99i P94-10099 06
CYGNUS A
HUBBLE UNCOVERS A HIDDEN QUASAR IN A
NEARBY GALAXY
I NASA RELEASE-94-1601 P94-10160 06
D
DARK MATTER
HUBBLE RULES OUT A LEADING EXPLANATION FOR
DARK MATTER
t NASA RELEASE-94-188 _ P94-10188 06
DARTMOUTH COLLEGE, HANOVER, N.H.
NASA SOUNDING ROCKET CAMPAIGN TO STUDY
IONOSPHERE WITH BRAZIL
I NASA RELEASE-94-126] P94-10126 06
DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS
SA PLANETARY DATA FACILITY
SA TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION
NASA-ARMY RESEARCH PAVES WAY FOR BETTER
HELICOPTERS
I NASA RELEASE-94-21 ) P94-10021 06
DATA BASES
S REMOTE SENSING DATA BASES
DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM
DECEMBER 4 LAUNCH PLANNED FOR NOAA-J
tNASA RELEASE-94-1891 P94-10189 06
DATA TRANSMISSION
NASA OPENS GROUND STATION FOR COMPTON
GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY
I NASA RELEASE-94-42] P94-10042 06
GALILEO BEGINS SENDING SHOEMAKER-LEVY
DATA
[NASA RELEASE-94-1331 P94-10133 06
DATYL
ASTEROID MOON DISCOVERED BY GALILEO
SPACECRAFT IS NAMED
INASA RELEASE-94-158J P94-10156 06
DC-X
DELTA CLIPPER AGREEMENT SIGNED






UPDATED MIXED FLEET MANIFEST RELEASED
I NASA RELEASE-94-61 I P94-10061 06
SUBJECT INDEX
SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE TO RETIRE AFTER 34
YEARS OF SERVICE
I NASA RELEASE-94-72 b P94-10072 06
INTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVITY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94 961 P94-10096 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-114 I P94-10114 06
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHUTTLE MISSION STS-64
I NASA RELEASE-94-135 ] P94-I0135 06
DEFENSE, DEPARTMENT OF
S DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
DELEWARE SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
NASA SELECTS PARTICIPANTS FOR STUDENT
LAUNCH PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-94-t131 P94-10113 06
DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLES
SA DELTA 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
NASA BEGINS DEVELOPMENT OF NEW MARS
EXPLORATION PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-94-20 I P94-10020 06
LAUNCH DATE FOR SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-66 ANNOUNCED
INASA RELEASE-94-173t P94-10173 06
NASA'S WIND SATELLITE WILL STUDY SOLAR WIND
AND CARRY FIRST RUSSIAN INSTRUMENT TO FLY ON
A US. SPACECRAFT
INASA RELEASE-94-1781 P94-10178 06
DELTA 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA SET FOR SECOND FLIGHT OF TETHER
EXPERIMENT
I NASA RELEASE-94-351 P94-10035 06
UPDATED MIXED FLEET MANIFEST RELEASED
I NASA RELEASE-94-6t I P94-10061 06
NASA'S WIND SATELLITE WILL STUDY SOLAR WIND
AND CARRY FIRST RUSSIAN INSTRUMENT TO FLY ON
A US SPACECRAFT




SA FOREST SERVICE, U.S
NASA FOSTERS AEROSPACE RESEARCH IN
STATES
INASA RELEASE-94-131 P94-10013 06
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE




INASA RELEASE-94-171 P94-10017 06
TECHNOLOGY 2004 CONFERENCE OPENS
NOVEMBER 8
I NASA RELEASE-94-1841 P94-10184 06
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
NASA FOSTERS AEROSPACE RESEARCH IN
STATES
INASA RELEASE-94-131 P94-10013 06
NASA/INDUSTRY PIONEER TECHNOLOGY
REINVESTMENT PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-94-17J P94-10017 06
NASA/DOD TO ESTABLISH STANDARD QUALITY
ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS
I NASA RELEASE-94-37 ] P94-10037 06
NASA TAKES OVER LANDSAT 7 DEVELOPMENT
CONTRACT
I NASA RELEASE-94-78 I P94-10078 06
CLEMENTINE PRODUCES FIRST GLOBAL DIGITAL
MAP OF MOON
I NASA RELEASE-94-641 P94-10064 06
DELTA CLIPPER AGREEMENT SIGNED
I NASA RELEASE-94-1251 P94-10125 06
NASA APPOINTS NEAR-EARTH OBJECT SEARCH
COMMITTEE
INASA RELEASE-94-1281 P94-10128 06
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
NASA HOSTS NATIONAL AEROSPACE EDUCATION
CONFERENCE
I NASA RELEASE-94-461 P94-10046 06
A-8
SUBJECT INDEX
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION
INASA RELEASE-94-1901 P94-10190 06
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
NASA FOSTERS AEROSPACE RESEARCH IN
STATES
[NASA RELEASE-94-131 P94-10013 06
NASA/INDUSTRY PIONEER TECHNOLOGY
REINVESTMENT PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-94-17 I P94-10017 06
TECHNOLOGY 2004 CONFERENCE OPENS
NOVEMBER 8
I NASA RELEASE-94-1841 P94-10184 06
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
S CENTER FOR DISEASE CONTROL, ATLANTA,
CA.
DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR
S BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
S EARTH RESOURCE OBSERVATION SAT. DATA
CTR
S GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
SA FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION
NASA/INDUSTRY PIONEER TECHNOLOGY
REINVESTMENT PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-94-171 P94-10017 06
TECHNOLOGY 2004 CONFERENCE OPENS
NOVEMBER 8
INASA RELEASE-94-184 I P94-10184 06
DESIGN ANALYSIS
SPACE STATION PROGRAM MARKS MAJOR
MILESTONE




DIGINET RESEARCH INC., SAN ANTONIO, TX
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 PHASE ONE STTR
SELECTIONS
I NASA RELEASE-94-991 P94-10099 06
DIGITAL LIBRARY TECHNOLOGY/DLT/
NASA AWARDS INTERNET GRANTS AND
COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS
INASA RELEASE-94-1361 P94-10138 06
DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHIC TRANSMISSION
NASA/FEMA REMOTE SENSING SYSTEM TO SPEED
DISASTER RELIEF
I NASA RELEASE-94-621 P94-10062 06
DINOSAURS
SULFUR*RICH ASTEROID SITE HOLDS CLUES TO
DEMISE OF DINOSAURS
INASA RELEASE-94-219] P94-10219 06
DIODES
NEW TECHNOLOGY TO BE TESTED FOR NASA
SAFETY OFFICE
I NASA RELEASE-94-361 P94-10036 06
DISCOVERY
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
INASA RELEASE-94-11 t P94-10011 06
ASTRONAUT LINENGER JOINS STS-64 CREW
I NASA RELEASE-94*31 ] P94-10031 06
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHUTTLE MISSION STS-64
INASA RELEASE-94-1351 1:>94-10135 06
DISEASES
SA ACQUIRED IMMUNODEFICIENCY SYNDROME
/AIDS/
NASA USES SATELLITE DATA TO DETECT LYME
DISEASE RISK
INASA RELEASE-94-123) P94-10123 06
DISPLAY DEVICES
SA RESEARCH EXTERNAL VISION DISPLAY
NASA ACQUIRES BOEING 757 FOR AERONAUTICAL
FLIGHT RESEARCH
I NASA RELEASE-94-391 P94-10039 06
DOC
S DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
DOCKING
SA SPACE DOCKING
ASTRONAUTS THAGARD AND DUNBAR TO TRAIN
FOR FLIGHT ON MIR
INASA RELEASE-94-161 P94-10016 06
CAMERON TO MANAGE NASA ACTIVITIES AT STAR
CITY. RUSSIA
INASA RELEASE-94-271 P94-10027 06
NASA AND CSA ANNOUNCE SPACE COOPERATION
PLAN
JNASA RELEASE-94-891 P94-10089 06
CREW NAMED FOR FIRST SPACE SHUTTLE, MtR
DOCKING MISSION
I NASA RELEASE*94-90 r P94-10090 06
OGD
S DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
DOE
S DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
DOMINION ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY,
CANADA
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
OF UNIVERSE
tNASA RELEASE-94-180] P94-10180 06
DORADUS CONSTELLATION
HUBBLE YIELDS SECRETS OF STAR BIRTH IN THE
EARLY UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE-94-171 I P94-10171 06
DOT
S DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
DOW CHEMICAL CO.
AITP PROPOSALS SELECTED FOR NEGOTIATIONS
I NASA RELEASE*94-1651 P94-10165 06
DROP TESTS
NASA ANNOUNCES 2-YEAR MICROGRAVITY
RESEARCH GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-94-521 P94-10052 06
DROP TOWERS
NASA ANNOUNCES 2.YEAR MICROGRAVITY
RESEARCH GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-94-521 P94-10052 06
DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH FACILITY, CAMP.
NASA DEVELOPS ENHANCED RUNWAY VIEWS FOR
SUPERSONIC PILOTS
INASA RELEASE-94-21 P94-10002 06
NASA ADMINISTRATOR ANNOUNCES
MANAGEMENT CHANGES
I NASA RELEASE-94-3 J P94-10003 06
BOEING AND DOUGLAS TEAM UP IN HIGH-SPEED
AERO CONTRACT
I NASA RELEASE-94-1181 P94-10116 06
NASA TO USE RUSSIAN SUPERSONIC AIRLINER
FOR FLIGHT TESTS
INASA RELEASE-94-1431 P94-10143 06
RUNWAY RESURFACING STARTS FOLLOWING
CV-990 TESTS
] NASA RELEASE-94-153 } P94-10153 06
PERSEUS MISHAP TRACED TO FAULTY GYRO




HUBBLE RULES OUT A LEADING EXPLANATION FOR
DARK MATTER
INASA RELEASE-94-1881 P94-10188 06
E
EAGLE SCAN INC., BOULDER, CO.
NASA SELECTS PROJECTS FOR COMMERCIAL
REMOTE SENSING







I NASA RELEASE-94-81 P94-10008 06
EDUCATION
NASA STUDYING AURORAS OVER ALASKA USING
SUBORBITAL ROCKETS
I NASA RELEASE-94-121 P94-10012 06
UNUSUAL HIGH ENERGY FLASHES SEEN IN
EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE
I NASA RELEASE-94-861 P94-10086 06
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH. ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHUTTLE MISSION STS-64
rNASA RELEASE-94-1351 P94-10135 06
EARTH ENVIRONMENT
ASTRONAUTS SELECTED FOR ATLANTIS' STS-66
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-4 J P94-10004 06
EARTH MOVEMENTS
SA EARTHQUAKES
NASA TRACKS LAND-SURFACE MOVEMENT tN JAN
17 EARTHQUAKE
I NASA RELEASE-94-19 r P94-10019 06
EARTH OBSERVATIONS/FROM SPACE/
NASA ANNOUNCES SMALLSAT CONTRACT
AWARDS
rNASA RELEASE-94-94r P94-10094 06
ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE LEVELS SAME AS LAST
YEAR'S RECORD LOWS
INASA RELEASE-94-1671 P94-10167 06
NASA RADAR OBSERVES ERUPTING VOLCANO ON
THE RING OF FIRE
INASA RELEASE-94-1791 P94-10179 06
NASA SELECTS PROJECTS FOR COMMERCIAL
REMOTE SENSING
INASA RELEASE-94-2031 P94-10203 06
EARTH OBSERVATIONS COMMERCIALIZATION APPL.
S EOCAP/PROGRAM/
EARTH OBSERVING SYSTEM/EOS/
NASA DEDICATES RESEARCH FACILITY IN WEST
VIRGINIA
{ NASA RELEASE-94-881 P94-10088 06
EARTH OBSERVING SYSTEM SATELLITES
S LOS SATELLITES
EARTH ORBIT
NEW DATA BRIGHTENS DEBRIS OUTLOOK FOR
SPACE STATION
INASA RELEASE-94-136J P94-10136 06
EARTH RESOURCE OBSERVATION SAT. DATA CTR.
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INFLUENCE ON CLIMATE
INASA RELEASE-94-1621 P94-I0162 06
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, COCOA BEACH, FLA.
SPACE SHU]-FLE MODIFICATION WORK TO
CONTINUE AT PALMDALE
INASA RELEASE-94-441 P94-10044 06
NASA ANNOUNCES SPACE FLIGHT PERSONNEL
CHANGES
INASA RELEASE-94-661 P94-10066 06
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-94-95 ] P94-10095 06
NASA AND UKRAINE SPACE AGENCY AGREE ON
AREAS OF SPACE COOPERATION
I NASA RELEASE-94-1191 P94_)119 06
FRENCH SPACE AGENCY HONORS
TOPEX-POSEIDON TEAM
[NASA RELEASE-94-132J P94-10132 06
SHUTTLE/MIR DOCKING HARDWARE ARRIVES
FROM RUSSIA
INASA RELEASE-94-1511 P94-10151 06
RUNWAY RESURFAClNG STARTS FOLLOWING
CV-990 TESTS
NASA RELEASE-94-1531 P94-10153 06
SUBJECT INDEX
NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR
AWARDED
I NASA RELEASE-94-1631 P94-10163 06
CASSINI DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENT RELEASED
t NASA RELEASE-94-174 I P94-10174 06
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-1751 P94-10175 06
NASA'S WIND SATELLITE WILL STUDY SOLAR WIND
AND CARRY FIRST RUSSIAN INSTRUMENT TO FLY ON
A U.S SPACECRAFT
I NASA RELEASE-94-1781 P94-10176 06
KRAFT TO HEAD INDEPENDENT SHUTTLE
WORKFORCE REVIEW
INASA RELEASE-94-1971 P94-10197 06
INDEPENDENT SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT REVIEW
TEAM MEMBERS NAMED
{NASA RELEASE-94-2001 P94-10200 06
KSC CENTER DIRECTOR ROBERT L CRIPPEN TO
LEAVE NASA
INASA RELEASE-94o211 I P94-10211 06
JAY HONEYCUTr NAMED KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
DIRECTOR
I NASA RELEASE-94-2141 P94-10214 06
KENTUCKY
NASA FOSTERS AEROSPACE RESEARCH IN
STATES
INASA RELEASE-94-13] P94-10013 06
KSC
S KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, COCOA BEACH,
FLA
L
L. B. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.
S JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX
LABORATOIRE D'ASTRONOMIE SPATIALE, FRANCE
HUBBLE DETECTS PRIMORDIAL HELIUM IN THE
EARLY UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE-94-1091 P94-10109 06
LANDING AIDS
NASA DEVELOPS ENHANCED RUNWAY VIEWS FOR
SUPERSONIC PILOTS
INASA RELEASE-94-21 P94-10002 06
LANDING VEHICLES
NASA BEGINS DEVELOPMENT OF NEW MARS
EXPLORATION PROGRAM




50 SCIENTISTS STUDY CANADIAN FORESTS'
IMPACT ON CLIMATE CHANGE
I NASA RELEASE-94-651 P94-10065 06
LANDSAT 6
NASA TAKES OVER LANDSAT 7 DEVELOPMENT
CONTRACT
I NASA RELEASE-94-781 P94-10078 06
LANDSAT 7
NASA TAKES OVER LANDSAT 7 DEVELOPMENT
CONTRACT
I NASA RELEASE-94-781 P94-10078 06
LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER, HAMPTON, VA.
'MISSION EARTHBOUND' EDUCATIONAL
TELECASTS SCHEDULED
I NASA RELEASE*94-81 P94-10008 06
REPORT CALLS FOR GREATER NASA GENERAL
AVIATION ROLE
INASA RELEASE-94-29] P94-t0029 06
DATA SET FOR SECOND FLIGHT OF TETHER
EXPERIMENT
[ NASA RELEASE-94-351 P94-10035 06
NASA ACQUIRES BOEING 757 FOR AERONAUTICAL
FLIGHT RESEARCH
I NASA RELEASE-94-391 P94-10039 06
NASA HOSTS NATIONAL AEROSPACE EDUCATION
CONFERENCE
I NASA RELEASE-94-461 P94-10046 06
WINSTON-SALEM UNIVERSITY TO PARTICIPATE IN
JOINT NASA VENTURE
I NASA RELEASE-94-481 P94-10048 06
A-18
SUBJECT INDEX
SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE TO RETIRE AFTER 34
YEARS OF SERVICE
NASA RELEASE-94-72 P94-10072 06
TESTS SEEN AS STEP TOWARD QUIETER
HELICOPTER BLADES
NASA RELEASE-94-74 P94-10074 06
15 ADDITIONAL 1994 PHASE ONE STTR SELECTIONS
ANNOUNCED
NASA RELEASE-94-111 P94-10111 06
BOEING AND DOUGLAS TEAM UP IN HIGH-SPEED
AERO CONTRACT
NASA RELEASE-94-118 P94-10118 06
NASA TO USE RUSSIAN SUPERSONIC AIRLINER
FOR FLIGHT TESTS
NASA RELEASE-94-143 P94-10143 06
RUNWAY RESURFACING STARTS FOLLOWING
CV-990 TESTS
NASA RELEASE-94-153 P94-10153 06
NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR
AWARDED
NASA RELEASE-94-163 P94-10163 06
AITP PROPOSALS SELECTED FOR NEGOTIATIONS
INASA RELEASE-94-1651 P94-10165 06
LANGLEY AND FORD SIGN TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER AGREEMENTS
I NASA RELEASE-94-1661 P94-10166 06
NASA'S UARS CONFIRMS CFCS CAUSED
ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE
J NASA RELEASE-94-2151 P94-10215 06
LARD
S LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER, HAMPTON, VA
LARGE SPACE TELESCOPE
S HUDDLE SPACE TELESCOPE
LASER APPLICATIONS
NEW TECHNOLOGY TO BE TESTED FOR NASA
SAFETY OFFICE
INASA RELEASE-94-361 P94-10036 06
LASER INIT. ORDNANCE SYS. VALIDATION PROG.
NEW TECHNOLOGY TO BE TESTED FOR NASA
SAFETY OFFICE
I NASA RELEASE-94-361 P94-10036 06
LASER RANGING
APOLLO REFLECTORS CONTINUE TO AID STUDIES
OF THE MOON
I NASA RELEASE-94-1221 P94-10122 06
LASERS
NEW TECHNOLOGY TO BE TESTED FOR NASA
SAFETY OFFICE
I NASA RELEASE-94-36] P94-10036 06
LAUNCH DATES
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR STSo68/ENDEAVOUR
INASA RELEASE-94-1541 P94-10154 06
LAUNCH DATE FOR SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-66 ANNOUNCED
INASA RELEASE-94-173] P94-10173 06
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94+1751 P94-10t75 06
DECEMBER 4 LAUNCH PLANNED FOR NOAA-J




S DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLES
S DELTA 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
S EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
S PEGASUS AIR-LAUNCHED BOOSTER
S SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE
S TITAN-CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
LAWRENCE HALL OF SCIENCE, BERKELEY, CA.
NASA AWARDS INTERNET PUBLIC ACCESS GRANTS
AND COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS
INASA RELEASE-94-194] P94-10194 06
LAWRENCE LIVERMORE LAB.
NASA TECHNOLOGY SUPPORTS NEW MEDICAL
INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY
[ NASA RELEASE-94-1561 P94-10156 06
LERC
S LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER, CLEVELAND, OHIO
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER, CLEVELAND, OHIO
NASA ADMINISTRATOR ANNOUNCES
MANAGEMENT CHANGES
I NASA RELEASE-94-3 I P94-10003 06
HIGH-SPEED AIRCRAFT RESEARCH COMBUSTOR
TESTS EXCEED GOAL
I NASA RELEASE-94-24 I P94-10024 06
REPORT CALLS FOR GREATER NASA GENERAL
AVIATION ROLE
I NASA RELEASE-94-291 P94-10029 06
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVlTY RESEARCH
GRANTS
I NASA RELEASE-94-581 P94-10056 06
STATION SOLAR ARRAY MODULES TO BE SENT TO
RUSSIA
I NASA RELEASE-94-791 P94-10079 06
BOEING AND DOUGLAS TEAM UP IN HIGH-SPEED
AERO CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-94-118 P94-10118 06
FORDYCE NAMED OHIO AEROSPACE INSTITUTE
CHIEF SCIENTIST
I NASA RELEASE-94-130 P94-10130 06
NASA TO USE RUSSIAN SUPERSONIC AIRLINER
FOR FLIGHT TESTS
I NASA RELEASE-94-143 P94-10143 06
NASA AWARDS HIGH-SPEED PROPULSION
CONTRACT
INASA RELEASE-94-150 P94-10150 06
INVESTIGATION PANEL RELEASES REPORT ON
NOAA-13 FAILURE
NASA RELEASE-94-157 P94-10157 06
NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR
AWARDED
I NASA RELEASE-94-163 P94-10163 06
AITP PROPOSALS SELECTED FOR NEGOTIATIONS
INASA RELEASE-94-1651 P94-10165 06
NASA COMPLETES SHIPMENT OF FIRST STATION
HARDWARE TO RUSSIA
INASA RELEASE-94-2171 P94-10217 06
LICK OBSERVATORY, MT. HAMILTON, CALIF.
APOLLO REFLECTORS CONTINUE TO AID STUDIES
OF THE MOON
I NASA RELEASE-94-1221 P94-10122 06
LIDAR IN-SPACE TECHNOLOGY EXPERIMENT
ASTRONAUT LINENGER JOINS STS-64 CREW
INASA RELEASE-94-31 I P94-10031 06
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHUTTLE MISSION STS-64
INASA RELEASE-94-135) P94-10135 06
LIFE AND MICROGRAVITY SPACELAB MISSION
NEW SPACELAB SCIENCE MISSION TO FLY IN
1996




STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-94-951 P94-1OO95 06
AGENCIES FORM JOINT PROGRAM IN PLANT
BIOLOGY
INASA RELEASE-94-2131 P94-10213 06
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
SPACE STATION PROGRAM MARKS MAJOR
MILESTONE
I NASA RELEASE-94-451 P94-10045 06
LIGHTNING
SPECTACULAR COLOR FLASHES RECORDED
ABOVE ELECTRICAL STORMS
INASA RELEASE-94-124} P94-10124 06
LIQUID COOLED SUITS
NASA AND MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS ASSOCIATION TO
COLLABORATE
I NASA RELEASE-94-801 P94-10080 06






NASA DEVELOPS ENHANCED RUNWAY VIEWS FOR
SUPERSONIC PILOTS
[ NASA RELEASE-94-21 P94-10002 06
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION
INASA RELEASE-94-1901 P94-10190 06
LOCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE CO., CALIF.
STATION SOLAR ARRAY MODULES TO BE SENT TO
RUSSIA
] NASA RELEASE*94-791 P94-10079 06
AITP PROPOSALS SELECTED FOR NEGOTIATIONS
INASA RELEASE-94-1651 P94-10165 06
NASA COMPLETES SHIPMENT OF FIRST STATION
HARDWARE TO RUSSIA
I NASA RELEASE*94-2171 P94-10217 06
LOCKHEED PALO ALTO RESEARCH LABS., CALIF.
NASA'S UARS CONFIRMS CFCS CAUSED
ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE
NASA RELEASE-94-2151 P94-10215 06
LOCKHEED SOLAR OBSERVATORY, PALO ALTO, CA.
NASA SELECTS TWO SMALL EXPLORER MISSIONS
FOR DEVELOPMENT
INASA RELEASE-94-1521 P94-10152 06
LORAD CORP., DANBURY, CT
HUDDLE TECHNOLOGY CONTRIBUTES TO
IMPROVED BREAST BIOPSIES
INASA RELEASE-94-1071 P94-10107 06
LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LAB., N. MEX.
NASA APPOINTS NEAR-EARTH OBJECT SEARCH
COMMITTEE
[NASA RELEASE-94-1281 P94-10128 06
LOUISIANA
NASA FOSTERS AEROSPACE RESEARCH IN
STATES
INASA RELEASE-94-131 P94-10013 06
LOWELL OBSERVATORY. FLAGSTAFF, ARIZ.
NASA APPOINTS NEAR-EARTH OBJECT SEARCH
COMMITTEE
INASA RELEASE-94-128] P94-10128 06
LUNAR AND PLANETARY SCIENCE CONFERENCE
VENUS STILL GEOLOGICALLY ACTIVE, MAGELLAN
FINDS
INASA RELEASE-94-1051 P94-10105 06
LUNAR EXPLORATION
CLEMENTINE PRODUCES FIRST GLOBAL DIGITAL
MAP OF MOON




CLEMENTINE PRODUCES FIRST GLOBAL DIGITAL
MAP OF MOON
I NASA RELEASE-94-84 ] P94-10084 06
LUNAR SURFACE
CLEMENTINE PRODUCES FIRST GLOBAL DIGITAL
MAP OF MOON
I NASA RELEASE-94-841 P94 10084 06
M
MACNEAL-SCHWENDLER CORP., CAUF.
AITP PROPOSALS SELECTED FOR NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-94-168) P94-10165 06
MAGELLAN MISSION
VENUS STILL GEOLOGICALLY ACTIVE, MAGELLAN
FINDS
INASA RELEASE-94-1051 P94-10105 06
MAGELLAN EXECUTES 'WINDMILL' EXPERIMENT AS
MISSION END DRAWS NEAR
INASA RELEASE-94-147] P94-10147 06
MAGELLAN LOSS OF CONTACT CAPS VENUS
MISSION
INASA RELEASE*94-1701 P94-10170 06
RESULTS FROM HUDDLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994
INASA RELEASE-94-2161 P94-10216 06
MAGELLANIC CLOUDS
HUDDLE YIELDS SECRETS OF STAR BIRTH IN THE
EARLY UNIVERSE




NASA SOUNDING ROCKET CAMPAIGN TO STUDY
iONOSPHERE WITH BRAZIL
INASA RELEASE-94-1261 P94-10126 06
MAGNETIC FIELDS
S GEOMAGNETIC F_ELD
S SOLAR MAGNETIC FIELD
MAINTENANCE
S CORRECTIVE OPTICS/HURDLE TELESCOPE/
S SPACE MAINTENANCE
S SPACECRAFT MAINTENANCE
MALIN SPACE SCIENCE SYSTEMS
NASA NAMES SCIENCE TEAM FOR ASTEROID
RENDEZVOUS MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-159t P94-10159 06
MAMMARY GLANDS
HURDLE TECHNOLOGY CONTRIBUTES TO
IMPROVED BREAST BIOPSIES
INASA RELEASE-94-1071 P94-10107 06
MAN-MACHINE INTERFACE
REPORT CALLS FOR GREATER NASA GENERAL
AVIATION ROLE




MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.




NASA DEVELOPS NEW DIGITAL FLIGHT CONTROL
SYSTEM
INASA RELEASE-94-2091 P94-10209 06
MARQUETTE UNIV., MILWAUKEE, Wl.
NEW SPACELA8 SCIENCE MISSION TO FLY IN
1996
I NASA RELEASE-94-2121 P94-10212 06
MARS /PLANET/
NASA DEVELOPS PLAN TO SEARCH FOR MARTIAN
FOSSILS
t NASA RELEASE-94-49] P94-10049 06
NASA SELECTS MARS PATHFINDER LANDING SITE
INASA RELEASE.94-149} P94-10149 06
MARS EXPLORATION
SA MARS OBSERVER MISSION
NASA BEGINS DEVELOPMENT OF NEW MARS
EXPLORATION PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-94-201 P94-10020 06
NASA SELECTS MARS PATHFINDER LANDING SITE
tNASA RELEASE-94-1491 P94-10149 06
MARS GEOSCIENCEICLIMATOLOGY ORBITER
S MARS OBSERVER MISSION
MARS LANDING
NASA BEGINS DEVELOPMENT OF NEW MARS
EXPLORATION PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-94-201 P94-10020 06
NASA DEVELOPS PLAN TO SEARCH FOR MARTIAN
FOSSILS
I NASA RELEASE-94-491 P94-10049 06
NASA SELECTS MARS PATHFINDER LANDING SITE
INASA RELEASE-94-1491 P94-10149 06
MARS OBSERVER MISSION
MARS OBSERVER INVESTIGATION REPORT
RELEASED
I NASA RELEASE-94-1 I P94-10001 06
WIND AND POLAR LAUNCHES TO SLIP FOLLOWING
TECHNICAL REVIEW
INASA RELEASE-94-30] P94-10030 06
MARS PHOTOGRAPHS
S DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHIC TRANSMISSION
MARS SCIENCE EXPERIMENT PROJECT
NASA SSIP WINNERS HONORED IN WASHINGTON,
DC
I NASA RELEASE-94-70) P94-10070 06
MARS SURFACE
NASA DEVELOPS PLAN TO SEARCH FOR MARTIAN
FOSSILS
I NASA RELEASE-94-49 I P94-10049 06
NASA SELECTS MARS PATHFINDER LANDING SITE
INASA RELEASE-94-1491 P94-10149 06
MARS SURVEYOR PROGRAM
NASA BEGINS DEVELOPMENT OF NEW MARS
EXPLORATION PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-94-201 P94-10020 06
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, ALA.
NASA ADMINISTRATOR ANNOUNCES
MANAGEMENT CHANGES
rNASA RELEASE-94-3J P94-10003 06
SATELLITE FINDS IMPRINT OF UNIVERSE ON
GAMMA-RAY EXPLOSIONS
I NASA RELEASE-94-101 P94-10010 06
SUPER LIGHTWEIGHT EXTERNAL TANK TO BE USED
BY SHUTTLE
f NASA RELEASE-94-321 P94-10032 06
DATA SET FOR SECOND FLIGHT OF TETHER
EXPERIMENT
I NASA RELEASE-94-351 P94-10035 06
NASA SIGNS TECHNOLOGY AGREEMENT WITH
AEROSPACE CONSORTIUM
INASA RELEASE-94-591 P94-10059 06
YELLOW CREEK FACILITIES TO PERFORM SHUTTLE
NOZZLE WORK
I NASA RELEASE-94-68 I P94-10068 06
UNUSUAL HIGH ENERGY FLASHES SEEN IN
EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE
I NASA RELEASE-94-861 P94-10086 06
NASA SELECTS PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SPACELAB MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-981 P94-10098 06
DELTA CLIPPER AGREEMENT SIGNED
I NASA RELEASE-94-1251 P94-10125 06
NASA COMPLETES FIRST MIRROR FOR AXAF
OBSERVATORY
INASA RELEASE-94-1391 P94-10139 06
COMPTON GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY FINDS
BRIGHT NEW X-RAY SOURCE
INASA RELEASE-94-1401 P94-10140 06
NASA ON-LINE SYSTEM SPEEDS UP MIDRANGE
PROCUREMENTS
INASA RELEASE-94-148] P94-10148 06
NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR
AWARDED
INASA RELEASE-94-163_ P94-10163 06
AITP PROPOSALS SELECTED FOR NEGOTIATIONS
NASA RELEASE-94-165i P94-10165 06
GUIDONI NAMED TO CREW OF TETHERED
SATELLITE REFLIGHT
NASA RELEASE-94-169 P94-10169 06
NASA SIGNS CONTRACT WITH UKRAINE TO FLY
SPACE WELDING TOOL
NASA RELEASE*94-196 P94-10196 06
KRAFT TO HEAD INDEPENDENT SHUTTLE
WORKFORCE REVIEW
NASA RELEASE-94-197 P94-10197 06
INDEPENDENT SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT REVIEW
TEAM MEMBERS NAMED
NASA RELEASE-94-200 P94-10200 06
GAMMA RAY FLASHES IN ATMOSPHERE MORE
COMMON THAN THOUGHT
NASA RELEASE-94-2041 P94-10204 06
LIVE EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTS FROM
ANTARCTICA
NASA RELEASE-94-207 P94-10207 06
NEW SPACELAB SCIENCE MISSION TO FLY IN
1996
NASA RELEASE-94-212 P94-10212 06
MSFC PRESS AVAILABILITY P94-10226 05
MARTIN MARIETTA AEROSPACE
MARS OBSERVER INVESTIGATION REPORT
RELEASED
I NASA RELEASE-94-1 ] P94-10001 06
MARTIN MARIETTA ASTRO SPACE, NJ
WIND AND POLAR LAUNCHES TO SLIP FOLLOWING
TECHNICAL REVIEW
INASA RELEASE-94-301 P94-10030 06
INVESTIGATION PANEL RELEASES REPORT ON
NOAA- 13 FAILURE
INASA RELEASE-94-1571 P94-10157 06
SUBJECT INDEX
NASA'S WIND SATELLITE WILL STUDY SOLAR WIND
ANDCARRY FIRST RUSSIAN INSTRUMENT TO FLY ON
A US. SPACECRAFT
INASA RELEASE-94-1781 P94-10178 06
DECEMBER 4 LAUNCH PLANNED FOR NOAA-J
I NASA RELEASE-94-1891 P94-10189 06
MARTIN MARIETTA CORP.
SUPER LIGHTWEIGHT EXTERNAL TANK TO BE USED
BY SHUTTLE
I NASA RELEASE-94-321 P94-10032 06
NASA TO STOP WORK ON POLAR SPACECRAFT
rNASA RELEASE-94-751 P94-10075 06
NASA TAKES OVER LANDSAT 7 DEVELOPMENT
CONTRACT
INASA RELEASE-94-781 P94-10078 06
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION
INASA RELEASE-94-190] P94-10190 06
MARTIN MARIETTA CORP., DENVER, COLO.
AITP PROPOSALS SELECTED FOR NEGOTIATIONS
INASA RELEASE-94-165J P94-10165 06
MARTIN MARIETTA MANNED SPACE SYSTEMS, LA.
NASA SIGNS TECHNOLOGY AGREEMENT WITH
AEROSPACE CONSORTIUM
INASA RELEASE-94-59f P94-10059 06
MARYLAND PUBLIC TELEVISION
LIVE EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTS FROM
ANTARCTICA
1NASA RELEASE-94-207 I P94-10207 06
MARYLAND UNIV., COLLEGE PARK
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 PHASE ONE STTR
SELECTIONS
I NASA RELEASE-94-991 P94-10099 06
NASA NAMES SCIENCE TEAM FOR ASTEROID
RENDEZVOUS MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-1591 P94-10159 06
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH.
NEW DATA BRIGHTENS DEBRIS OUTLOOK FOR
SPACE STATION
I NASA RELEASE-94-1361 P94-10136 06
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH., CAMBRIDGE
INVESTIGATION PANEL RELEASES REPORT ON
NOAA- 13 FAILURE
I NASA RELEASE-94-1571 P94-10157 06
HURDLE OBSERVATIONS SHED NEW LIGHT ON
JUPITER COLLISION
INASA RELEASE-94-161 I P94-10161 06
MASSIVE COMPACT HALO OBJECTS
HURDLE RULES OUT A LEADING EXPLANATION FOR
DARK MATTER
I NASA RELEASE-94-188] P94-10188 06
MATERIALS PROCESSING IN SPACE
S SPACE PROCESSING
MATERIALS RESEARCH
PAYLOAD COMMANDER, MISSION SPECIALIST
NAMED TO STS-73
I NASA RELEASE-94-47 I P94-10047 06
NASA ANNOUNCES 2-YEAR MICROGRAVITY
RESEARCH GRANTS
I NASA RELEASE-94-52 i P94-10052 06
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
COMPUTER MODEL OF NEAR-EARTH ASTEROID
SHOWS 'DOUBLE OBJECT'
I NASA RELEASE-94-261 P94-10026 06
MATHEMATICS
NASA HOSTS NATIONAL AEROSPACE EDUCATION
CONFERENCE
INASA RELEASE-94-461 P94-10046 06
MAX-PLANCK INST., MAINZ, GERMANY
NASA NAMES SCIENCE TEAM FOR ASTEROID
RENDEZVOUS MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-1591 P94-10159 06
MCDONALD OBSERVATORY, AUSTIN, TEX.
APOLLO REFLECTORS CONTINUE TO AID STUDIES
OF THE MOON
INASA RELEASE-94-122] P94-10122 06
MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS AEROSPACE, CALIF.
BOEING AND DOUGLAS TEAM UP IN HIGH-SPEED
AERO CONTRACT
LNASA RELEASE-94-1181 P94 10118 06
A-20
SUBJECT INDEX
DELTA CLIPPER AGREEMENT SIGNED
INASA RELEASE 94-125] P94-10125 06
NASA AWARDS HIGH-SPEED PROPULSION
CONTRACT
INASA RELEASE-94 1501 P94 10150 06
MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS CORP.
NASA MARKS SPACE STATION MILESTONE
INASA RELEASE-94 151 P94-10015 06
SPACE STATION PROGRAM MARKS MAJOR
MILESTONE
] NASA RELEASE-94-45 I P94-10045 06
SPACE STATION SYSTEM DESIGN REVIEW
COMPLETED
I NASA RELEASE-94-53 r P94-10053 06
TESTS SEEN AS STEP TOWARD QUIETER
HELICOPTER BLADES
INASA RELEASE-94-741 P94-10074 06
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION
]NASA RELEASE-94-1901 P94-10190 06
MCGILL UNIV,, MONTREAL, QUEBEC
NEW SPACELAB SCIENCE MISSION TO FLY IN
1996










NASA TECHNOLOGY SUPPORTS NEW MEDICAL
INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY
INASA RELEASE-94-1561 P94-10156 06
MEDIUM-CLASS EXPLORER PROGRAM
NASA BEGINS RESTRUCTURING EXPLORER
PROGRAM AND FUSE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-94-155r P94-10155 06
MEMORIAL SLOAN-KETTERING CANCER CENTER, NY
HUDDLE TECHNOLOGY CONTRIBUTES TO
IMPROVED BREAST BIOPSIES
INASA RELEASE-94407p P9440107 06
MESA STATE COLLEGE, COLORADO
NASA SELECTS PARTICIPANTS FOR STUDENT
LAUNCH PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-94-1131 P94-10113 06
MESOSPHERE
NASA AND BRAZIL SIGN SOUNDING ROCKET
CAMPAIGN AGREEMENT
I NASA RELEASE-94-51 I P94-I0051 06
METEOR-3 SATELLITE
ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE LEVELS SAME AS LAST
YEAR'S RECORD LOWS
I NASA RELEASE-94-167J P94-10167 06
METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES
S GOES /GEOSTAT OPERATIONAL ENVIRON.
SAT /
S NIMBUS 7





MICHIGAN UNIV., ANN ARBOR
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 PHASE ONE STTR
SELECTIONS
INASA RELEASE-94-99] P94-10099 06
HUDDLE OBSERVATIONS SHED NEW LIGHT ON
JUPITER COLLISION
I NASA RELEASE-94-161 ] P94-10161 06
MICROGRAVITY
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
I NASA RELEASE-94-11 I P94-10011 06
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVlTY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-251 P94 10025 06
PAYLOAD COMMANDER. MISSION SPECIALIST
NAMED TO STS-?3
INASA RELEASE-94-471 P94-10047 06
NASA ANNOUNCES 2-YEAR MICROGRAVlTY
RESEARCH GRANTS
I NASA RELEASE-94-521 P94-10052 06
NASA AND NIH READY FOR FIRST JOINT SCIENCE
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-551 P94-10055 06
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVlTY RESEARCH
GRANTS
l NASA RELEASE-94-581 P94-10058 06
NASA AND CSA ANNOUNCE SPACE COOPERATION
PLAN
]NASA RELEASE-94-891 P94-10089 06
MICROGRAVITY LABORATORY-2/USML-2/
PAYLOAD COMMANDER, MISSION SPECIALIST
NAMED TO STS-73
I NASA RELEASE-94-471 P94-10047 06
NASA SELECTS PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SPACELAB MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-981 P94-10098 06
MICROGRAVITY SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
l NASA RELEASE-94-25 ] P94-10025 06
PAYLOAD COMMANDER, MISSION SPECIALIST
NAMED TO STS-73
I NASA RELEASE-94-471 P94-10047 06
MIR COSMONAUTS CONDUCT NASA EXPERIMENT
INASA RELEASE-94-1681 P94-10168 06
RESULTS FROM HUDDLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994
I NASA RELEASE-94-216] P94-10216 06
VIDEOTAPE OF NASA ADMINISTRATOR DAN
GOLDIN ON THE US-RUSSIAN INTERNATIONAL
SPACE STATION TO BE PRESENTED TO PRESIDENT
CLINTON FOR HIS TRIP TO MOSCOW
P94-10220 05
MICROORGANISMS
RESEARCHER DEVELOPS 1993 INVENTION OF THE
YEAR
I NASA RELEASE-94-331 P94-10033 06
NASA DEVELOPS PLAN TO SEARCH FOR MARTIAN
FOSSILS
I NASA RELEASE-94-491 P94-10049 06
MICROWAVE SOUNDING UNIT
DECEMBER 4 LAUNCH PLANNED FOR NOAA-J
] NASA RELEASE-94-1891 P94-10189 06
MIDEX
S MEDIUM-CLASS EXPLORER PROGRAM
MILITARY APPLICATIONS
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
PLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-114] P94-10114 06
MILKY WAY
HUDDLE RULES OUT A LEADING EXPLANATION FOR
DARK MATrER
I NASA RELEASE-94-188] P94-10188 06
MINERAL EXPLORATION
CLEMENTINE PRODUCES FIRST GLOBAL DIGITAL
MAP OF MOON
I NASA RELEASE-94-841 P94-10084 06
MINIATURE SENSOR TECHNOL. INTEGRATION SAT.
S DEFENSE PAYLOADS
MINIATURE SPACECRAFT
NASA ANNOUNCES SMALLSAT CONTRACT
AWARDS
I NASA RELEASE-94-941 P94-10094 06
MINISTRY OF TRADE AND INDUSTRY (JAPAN)
SPACE SHUTrLE CREW NAMED FOR STS-72
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-208 ] P94-10208 06
MINORITIES
WINSTON-SALEM UNIVERSITY TO PARTICIPATE IN
JOINT NASA VENTURE
[ NASA RELEASE-94-481 P94-10048 06
NASA AWARDS RESEARCH GRANTS TO HISPANIC
SERVING INSTITUTIONS
I NASA RELEASE-94-851 P94-10085 06
MISSION PLANS
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
]NASA RELEASE-94-95J P94-10095 06
MINORITY BUSINESSES
NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR
AWARDED
]NASA RELEASE-94-163F P94-10163 06
MINORITY CONTRACTOR OF THE YEAR AWARD
NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR
AWARDED
]NASA RELEASE-94-1631 P94-10163 06
MIR INTERFACE TO PAYLOAD SYSTEMS
MIR COSMONAUTS CONDUCT NASA EXPERIMENT
I NASA RELEASE-94-1681 P94-10168 06
MIR SPACE STATION
ASTRONAUTS THAGARD AND DUNBAR TO TRAIN
FOR PLIGHT ON MIR
INASA RELEASE-94-161 P94-10016 06
CAMERON TO MANAGE NASA ACTIVITIES AT STAR
CITY, RUSSIA
I NASA RELEASE-94-271 P94-10027 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MODIFICATION WORK TO
CONTINUE AT PALMDALE
I NASA RELEASE-94-441 P94-10044 06
UPDATED MIXED FLEET MANIFEST RELEASED
INASA RELEASE-94-61 I R94-10061 06
STATION SOLAR ARRAY MODULES TO BE SENT TO
RUSSIA
]NASA RELEASE-94-791 P94-10079 06
NASA AND CSA ANNOUNCE SPACE COOPERATION
PLAN
INASA RELEASE-94-89] P94-10089 06
CREW NAMED FOR FIRST SPACE SHUTTLE, MIR
DOCKING MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-90] P94-10090 06
NASA AND RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCY SIGN SPACE
STATION INTERIM AGREEMENT AND $400 MILLION
CONTRACT
INASA RELEASE-94-101 I P94-10101 06
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW NAMED FOR SECOND MIR
DOCKING MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-1451 P94-10145 06
SHUTTLE/MIR DOCKING HARDWARE ARRIVES
FROM RUSSIA
INASA RELEASE-94-151 ] P94-10151 06
MIR COSMONAUTS CONDUCT NASA EXPERIMENT
INASA RELEASE-94-1681 P94-10168 06
NASA ESTABLISHES PROGRAM OFFICE FOR
U.S.-RUSSIAN SPACEFLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-94-1721 P94-10172 06
ASTRONAUTS BLAHA AND LUCID TO TRAIN FOR
FLIGHT ON MIR
I NASA RELEASE-94-183 I P94-10183 06
ASTRONAUTS CHILTON, READDY TO COMMAND
SHUTTLE/MIR MISSIONS
INASA RELEASE-94-185[ P94-10185 06
NASA COMPLETES SHIPMENT OF FIRST STATION
HARDWARE TO RUSSIA
I NASA RELEASE-94-2171 P94-10217 06
MIRRORS
NASA COMPLETES FIRST MIRROR FOR AXAF
OBSERVATORY
[NASA RELEASE-94-1391 P94-10139 06
MISSION PLANS
NASA DEVELOPS PLAN TO SEARCH FOR MARTIAN
FOSSILS
I NASA RELEASE-94-491 P94-10049 06
NASA SELECTS TWO SMALL EXPLORER MISSIONS
FOR DEVELOPMENT
INASA RELEASE-94-1521 P94-10152 06
NASA BEGINS RESTRUCTURING EXPLORER
PROGRAM AND FUSE MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94*1551 P94-10155 06
CASSINI DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENT RELEASED
I NASA RELEASE-94-1741 P94-10174 06
NASA'S WIND SATELLITE WILL STUDY SOLAR WIND
AND CARRY FIRST RUSSIAN INSTRUMENT TO FLY ON
A U.S. SPACECRAFT
I NASA RELEASE-94-1781 P94-10178 06
NEW SPACELAB SCIENCE MISSION TO FLY IN
1996




PAYLOAD COMMANDER, MISSION SPECIALIST
NAMED TO STS-73
I NASA RELEASE-94-471 P94-10047 06
CREW NAMED FOR SECOND WAKE SHIELD
FACILITY SHUTTLE FLIGHT
(NASA RELEASE-94-112( P94-10112 06
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR STS-68/ENDEAVOUR
I NASA RELEASE-94+154 P94-10154 06
NASA NAMES SCIENCE TEAM FOR ASTEROID
RENDEZVOUS MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-159J P94-10159 06
LAUNCH DATE FOR SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-66 ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-94-173 P94-10_73 06
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
J NASA RELEASE-94-1751 P94-10175 06
COMMANDER, PILOT AND FLIGHT ENGINEER
NAMED TO STS-73 CREW
I NASA RELEASE-94-195 P94-10195 06
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW NAMED FOR STS-72
MISSION
NASA RELEASE-94-208 P94-10208 06
MISSION TO PLANET EARTH
NASA ADMINISTRATOR ANNOUNCES
MANAGEMENT CHANGES
INASA RELEASE-94-3 I P94-10003 06
'MISSION EARTHBOUND' EDUCATIONAL
TELECASTS SCHEDULED
I NASA RELEASE-94-8 I P94-10008 06
50 SCIENTISTS STUDY CANADIAN FORESTS'
IMPACT ON CLIMATE CHANGE
NASA RELEASE-94-65 1:)94-10065 06
NASA TAKES OVER LANDSAT 7 DEVELOPMENT
CONTRACT
NASA RELEASE-94-78 P94-10078 06
NASA DEDICATES RESEARCH FACILITY IN WEST
VIRGINIA
NASA RELEASE.94-88J P94-10088 06
NASA AND CSA ANNOUNCE SPACE COOPERATION
PLAN
NASA RELEASE-94-89 P94-10089 06
CHAPPELL NAMED TO WHITE HOUSE GLOBE
PROJECT
NASA RELEASE.94-92 t:'94-10092 06
NASA ANNOUNCES SMALLSAT CONTRACT
AWARDS
NASA RELEASE-94-94 P94-10094 06
APOLLO REFLECTORS CONTINUE TO AID STUDIES
OF THE MOON
NASA RELEASE-94-122 P94-10122 06
ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE LEVELS SAME AS LAST
YEAR'S RECORD LOWS
NASA RELEASE-94-167 P94-10167 06
NASA RADAR OBSERVES ERUPTING VOLCANO ON
THE RING OF FIRE
NASA RELEASE-94-1791 P94-10179 06
TOPEX/POSEIDON BUILDS CRITICAL DATA BASE ON
CLIMATE CHANGE
NASA RELEASE-94-2021 P94-10202 06
RESULTS FROM HURDLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994
NASA RELEASE-94-216 P94-10216 06
MIXED FLEET MANIFEST
UPDATED MIXED FLEET MANIFEST RELEASED
I NASA RELEASE,94-61 I P94-10061 06
MOBILE REMOTE SERVICER BASE SYSTEM
NASA AND CSA ANNOUNCE SPACE COOPERATION
PLAN
I NASA RELEASE-94-89] P94-10089 06
MOBILE SATCOM TDRSS EXPERIMENT PROGRAM
NASA INITIATING INDUSTRY TESTING PROGRAM
VIA SATELLITE NETWORK
INASA RELEASE-94-431 P94-10043 06
MOBILE SERVICING CENTER/SPACE STATIONS/
NASA AND CSA ANNOUNCE SPACE COOPERATION
PLAN






NASA FOSTERS AEROSPACE RESEARCH IN
STATES




S MOBILE SATCOM TDRSS EXPERIMENT
PROGRAM
MOUNT STROMLO OBSERVATORY, AUST.
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
OF UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE-94-180[ P94-10180 06
MOUNTAINS
NASA TRACKS LAND-SURFACE MOVEMENT IN JAN
17 EARTHQUAKE
INASA RELEASE-94-191 P94-10019 06
MS. FOUNDATION FOR WOMEN
100 GIRLS, AGES 9-15, TO JOIN NASA HQ
WORKFORCE ON APRIL 28
I NASA RELEASE-94-601 P94-10060 06
MSFC
S MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, ALA.
MSTI SATELLITES
S DEFENSE PAYLOADS
MULTIFUNCTIONAL ELECTRONIC DISPLAY SYSTEM
SPACE SHUTTLE MODIFICATION WORK TO
CONTINUE AT PALMDALE
[NASA RELEASE-94-44J P94-10044 06
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
NASA AND MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS ASSOCIATION TO
COLLABORATE
I NASA RELEASE-94-80 ] P94-10080 06
MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM
NASA AND NIH READY FOR FIRST JOINT SCIENCE
FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-94-55 J P94-t0055 06
MUSEUM OF SCIENCE, BOSTON, MASS.
NASA AWARDS INTERNET PUBLIC ACCESS GRANTS
AND COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS
I NASA RELEASE-94-194 I P94.10194 06
MUSEUMS
S CRANBROOK INST, OF SCIENCE, ML
S HANDS ON MUSEUM, ANN ARBOR. MI
S LAWRENCE HALL OF SCIENCE, BERKELEY, CA
S MUSEUM OF SCIENCE, BOSTON, MASS
S NY HALL OF SCIENCE, FLUSHING MEADOWS.
NY,
S SCIENCE MUSEUM OF VIRGINIA, RICHMOND,
VA
S THE EXPLORITORIUM, SAN FRANCISCO, CA
N
NAMING
ASTEROID MOON DISCOVERED BY GALILEO
SPACECRAFT IS NAMED
iNASA RELEASE-94-1581 1:)94-10158 06
NASA NAMES SCIENCE TEAM FOR ASTEROID
RENDEZVOUS MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-1591 P94-10159 06
GUIDONt NAMED TO CREW OF TETHERED
SATELLITE REFLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-169} P94-10169 06
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW NAMED FOR STS-72
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-208 i P94-10208 06
NASA SCIENCE INTERNET
LIVE EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTS FROM
ANTARCTICA




I NASA RELEASE-94-8 ] P94-10008 06
SPACE STATION PROGRAM MARKS MAJOR
MILESTONE
I NASA RELEASE-94-45 t P94-10045 06
SUBJECT INDEX
AVAILABILITY OF SHUTTLE CREWS CHANGES FOR
POST-FLIGHT INTERVIEWS
I NASA RELEASE-94-671 P94-10067 06
NASA SPACELINK
LiVE EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTS FROM
ANTARCTICA
INASA RELEASE+94-2071 P94-10207 06
NASA SPECIALIZED CENTERS OF R&T
S SPECIALIZED CENTERS OF RESEARCH &
TRAINING
NASA TECH BRIEFS
TECHNOLOGY 2004 CONFERENCE OPENS
NOVEMBER 8
[NASA RELEASE-94-184 I P94-10184 06
NASA-INDUSTRY EDUCATION INITIATIVE INIEII
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION
tNASA RELEASE-94-1901 P94-10190 06
NASA/UNIVERSITY JOINT VENTURE INITIATIVE
S JOINT VENTURE PROGRAM /JOVE/
NASDA
S JAPANESE SPACE AGENCY
NATIONAL AERON. AND SPACE ADMIN.
SA AMES RESEARCH CENTER. MOFFETT FIELD.
CA,
SA CONTRACTING AND PROCUREMENT
SA DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH FACILITY, CALIF
SA EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
SA GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CTR, GREENBELT,
MD
SA HEADOUARTERS_ NASA+ WASHINGTON, DC
SA INVENTIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS BOARD,
NASA
SA JET PROPULSION LAB , PASADENA, CALIF
SA JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX
SA KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, COCOA BEACH,
FLA
SA LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER, HAMPTON, VA
SA LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER, CLEVELAND,
OHIO
SA MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, ALA
SA OFFICE OF ADVANCED CONCEPTS AND
TECHNOLOGY
SA OFFICE OF EDUC PROGRAMS AND SERV
NASA
SA OFFICE OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS
SA OFFICE OF HUMAN RESOURCES &
EDUCATION
SA OFFICE OF POLICY AND PLANS, NASA
SA OFFICE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS, NASA
SA OFFICE OF SAFETY & MISSION ASSURANCE,
NASA
SA OFFICE OF SAFETY AND MISSION QUALITY,
NASA
SA OFFICE OF SPACE COMMUNICATIONS, NASA
SA OFFICE OF SPACE FLIGHT
SA OFFICE OF SPACE STATION
SA OFFICE OF SPACE SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT,
NASA
SA OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR. NASA
SA SOLAR SYSTEM EXPLORATION DIVISION,
NASA
SA SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM OFFICE, NASA
INTERVIEW WITH NASA ADMINISTRATOR DAN
GOLDIN P94-10228 05
REMARKS GIVEN AT YALE POLITICAL UNION
P94-10229 05
REMARKS: REINVENTING NASA CONFERENCE
HELD BY THE NATIONAL SPACE SOCEITY; GEORGE
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY P94-10231 05
NATIONAL AERON. ASSOC., WASHINGTON, D.C.
HUBBLE TEAM TO RECEIVE COLLIER TROPHY
I NASA RELEASE 94-71 I P94-10071 06
NATIONAL AEROSPACE PLANE PROGRAM
NASA DEVELOPS ENHANCED RUNWAY VIEWS FOR
SUPERSONIC PILOTS
I NASA RELEASE-94-21 P94-10002 06
NATIONAL AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM, WASH., D.C.
NASA AWARDS INTERNET PUBLIC ACCESS GRANTS
AND COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-94-1941 P94-10194 06
NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
REPORT CALLS FOR GREATER NASA GENERAL
AVIATION ROLE
INASA RELEASE-94-29) P94-10029 06
A-22
SUBJECT INDEX
NATIONAL CENTER FOR SPACE STUDIES, FRANCE
S CENTRE NATL D'ETUDES SPATIALES, FRANCE
NATIONAL CONGRESS ON AVIATION & SPACE EDU.
NASA HOSTS NATIONAL AEROSPACE EDUCATION
CONFERENCE
I NASA RELEASE-94-461 P94-10046 06
NATIONAL FACILITIES STUDY
NATIONAL FACILITIES INVENTORIED. NEEDS
ESTABLISHED
I NASA RELEASE-94-73 I P94-10073 06
NATIONAL HEART, LUNG, AND BLOOD INSTITUTE
NASA SELECTS SCIENTISTS FOR NEUROLAB
SHUTTLE MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-1001 P94-10100 06
NATIONAL INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE
NASA AWARDS INTERNET GRANTS AND
COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS
INASA RELEASE-94-138] P94-10138 06
NASA TECHNOLOGY SUPPORTS NEW MEDICAL
INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY
INASA RELEASE-94-1561 P94-10156 06
NASA AWARDS INTERNET PUBLIC ACCESS GRANTS
AND COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS
INASA RELEASE-94-194 t P94-10194 06
NATIONAL INST. OF ARTHRITIS
NASA AND NIH READY FOR FIRST JOINT SCIENCE
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-551 P94-10055 06
NATIONAL INST. OF CHILD HEALTH & HUM. DEV.
NASA SELECTS SCIENTISTS FOR NEUROLAB
SHUTTLE MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-100[ P94-10100 06
NATIONAL INST. OF HEALTH, BETHESDA, MD.
SA NATIONAL HEART, LUNG, AND BLOOD
INSTITUTE
SA NATIONAL INST OF CHILD HEALTH & HUM,
DEV,
SA NATIONAL INST OF NEUROL DISORD, &
STROKE
SA NATIONAL INST. ON DEAFNESS & OTHER
DISORD
SA NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON AGING
NASA AND NIH READY FOR FIRST JOINT SCIENCE
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-55] P94-10055 06
NASA, NIH SIGN AGREEMENT ON BIOMEDICAL
RESEARCH
INASA RELEASE-94-134] P94-10134 06
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-94-1751 P94-10175 06
NATIONAL INST. OF NEUROL DISORD. & STROKE
NASA SELECTS SCIENTISTS FOR NEUROLAB
SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-94-100J P94-10100 06
NATIONAL INST. ON DEAFNESS & OTHER DISORD.
NASA SELECTS SCIENTISTS FOR NEUROLAB
SHUTTLE MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-100] P94-10100 06
NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON AGING
NASA SELECTS SCIENTISTS FOR NEUROLAB
SHUTTLE MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-100] P94-10100 06
NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMIN.
50 SCIENTISTS STUDY CANADIAN FORESTS'
IMPACT ON CLIMATE CHANGE
INASA RELEASE-94-651 P94-10065 06
NASA TAKES OVER LANDSAT 7 DEVELOPMENT
CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-94-761 P94-10078 06
FRENCH SPACE AGENCY HONORS
TOPEX-POSEIDON TEAM
INASA RELEASE-94-1321 P94-t0132 06
INVESTIGATION PANEL RELEASES REPORT ON
NOAA-13 FAILURE
INASA RELEASE-94-157J P94-10157 06
DECEMBER 4 LAUNCH PLANNED FOR NOAA-J
INASA RELEASE-94-1891 P94-10189 06
NATIONAL PRESS CLUB
NATIONAL PRESS CLUB LUNCHEON; WASHINGTON,
DC P94-10232 05
NATIONAL REHAB. HOSPITAL, WASHINGTON, DC
NASA AND MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS ASSOCIATION TO
COLLABORATE
_NASA RELEASE-94-801 P94-1008q 06
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
MIR COSMONAUTS CONDUCT NASA EXPERIMENT
INASA RELEASE-94-1681 P94-10168 06
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, CANADA
50 SCJENTISTS STUDY CANADIAN FORESTS 1
IMPACT ON CLIMATE CHANGE
[NASA RELEASE-94-65] P94-10065 06
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
NASA FOSTERS AEROSPACE RESEARCH IN
STATES
INASA RELEASE-94-131 P94-10013 06
NASA/INDUSTRY PIONEER TECHNOLOGY
REINVESTMENT PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-94-17 P94-10017 06
NASA FOSTERS AEROSPACE EDUCATION IN
ARKANSAS
[NASA RELEASE-94-561 P94-10056 06
50 SCIENTISTS STUDY CANADIAN FORESTS'
IMPACT ON CLIMATE CHANGE
_ NASA RELEASE-94-65 P94-10065 06
NASA SELECTS SCIENTISTS FOR NEUROLAB
SHUTTLE MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-1001 P94-10100 06
AGENCIES FORM JOINT PROGRAM IN PLANT
BIOLOGY
INASA RELEASE-94-2131 P94-10213 06
NATIONAL SCIENCE TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
NASA SSIP WINNERS HONORED _N WASHINGTON,
DC
{NASA RELEASE-94-701 P94-10070 06
NATIONAL SPACE AGENCY OF UKRAINE/NSAU/
NASA AND UKRAINE SPACE AGENCY AGREE ON
AREAS OF SPACE COOPERATION
INASA RELEASE-g4-1191 P94-10119 06
NATIONAL SPACE DEVELOP. AGENCY, JAPAN
S JAPANESE SPACE AGENCY
NATIONAL SPACE GRANT COLLIFELLOWSHIP PRG.
SA SPACE GRANT CAPABILITY ENHANCEMENT
PROGRAM
NASA FOSTERS AEROSPACE RESEARCH IN
STATES
INASA RELEASE-94-13J P94-10013 06
NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE SYMPOSIUM
NASA SSIP WINNERS HONORED IN WASHINGTON,
D.C.
INASA RELEASE-94-701 P94-10070 06
NATIONAL SPACE TECHNOLOGY LAB., NASA
S STENNIS SPACE CENTER, MISS
NATIONAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION POLICY
MANSFIELD TO LEAD NEW OFFICE OF SPACE
ACCESS AND TECHNOLOGY
INASA RELEASE-94-1371 P94-10137 0'6
NATIONAL TECH. INFORM. SERV., VA.
NASA ANNOUNCES SOFTWARE OF THE YEAR
AWARD
tNASA RELEASE-94-221 P94-10022 06
NATURAL SATELLITES
SA TtTAN
GALILEO SPACECRAFT SIGHTS PROBABLE MOON
OF ASTEROID IDA
LNASA RELEASE-g4-341 P94-10034 06
GALILEO DISCOVERS MOON OF ASTEROID
INASA RELEASE-94-501 P94-10050 06
NEW GALILEO ASTEROID MOON IMAGES, DATA
RELEASED
I NASA RELEASE-94-B3J P94-10083 06
NATURAL SCIENCE & ENG. RESEARCH COUNCIL
50 SCIENTISTS STUDY CANADIAN FORESTS'
IMPACT ON CLIMATE CHANGE
I NASA RELEASE-94-651 P94-10065 06
NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COMMAND
NASA DEVELOPS NEW DIGITAL FLIGHT CONTROL
SYSTEM
INASA RELEASE-94-2091 P94-10209 06
NOAA METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES
NAVAL RESEARCH LAB., BAY SAINT LOUIS, MS.
TOPEX/POSEIDON CHARTS LONG TERM EL NINO
INFLUENCE ON CLIMATE
I NASA RELEASE_94-162} P94_10162 06
NAVAL RESEARCH LAB., WASHINGTON, D.C.
MARS OBSERVER INVESTIGATION REPORT
RELEASED




DATA SET FOR SECOND FLIGHT OF TETHER
EXPERIMENT
I NASA RELEASE-94-35 I P94-10035 06
NAVY, U.S.
S OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH
NEAR EARTH ASTEROID RENDEZVOUS /NEAR/
NASA NAMES SCIENCE TEAM FOR ASTEROID
RENDEZVOUS MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-159i P94-10159 06
NEAR INFRARED RADIATION
GALILEO SPACECRAFT SIGHTS PROBABLE MOON
OF ASTEROID IDA
I NASA RELEASE-94-34 I P94-10034 06
GALILEO DISCOVERS MOON OF ASTEROID
I NASA RELEASE-94-50 t P94.10050 06
NEAR-EARTH OBJECT SEARCH COMMITTEE
NASA APPOINTS NEAR-EARTH OBJECT SEARCH
COMMfTTEE
I NASA RELEASE-94-1281 P94-10128 06
NETHERLANDS
NASA SELECTS TWO SMALL EXPLORER MISSIONS
FOR DEVELOPMENT
INASA RELEASE-94-1521 P94,10152 06
NETWORK SYSTEMS CORP.
NASA TECHNOLOGY SUPPORTS NEW MEDICAL
INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY
I NASA RELEASE-94-156 } P94-10156 06
NEUROLAB
NASA SELECTS SCIENTISTS FOR NEUROLAB
SHUTTLE MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-1001 P94-10100 06
NEW MEXICO HIGHLANDS UNIVERSITY
NASA AWARDS RESEARCH GRANTS TO HISPANIC
SERVING INSTITUTIONS
I NASA RELEASE-94-851 P94-10085 06
NEW YORK
S WESTCHESTER COUNTY, NEW YORK
NEW YORK MEDICAL COLLEGE
NASA USES SATELLITE DATA TO DETECT LYME
DISEASE RISK
{ NASA RELEASE-94-1231 P94-10123 06
NEWS MEDIA
HEADQUARTERS NEWS D_STR_BUTtON GOES
ON-LINE JULY 25
I NASA RELEASE-94 121 I P94-10121 06
GOLDIN/CORDOVA INTERVIEW P94-10230 05
NIAMS
S NATIONAL INST OF ARTHRITIS
NIDCD
S NATIONAL INST ON DEAFNESS & OTHER
DISORD
NIEI




ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE LEVELS SAME AS LAST
YEAR'S RECORD LOWS
I NASA RELEASE-94-167 I P94-10167 06
NITROGEN OXIDES
HIGH-SPEED AIRCRAFT RESEARCH COMBUSTOR
TESTS EXCEED GOAL






50 SCIENTISTS STUDY CANADIAN FORESTS'
IMPACT ON CLIMATE CHANGE
I NASA RELEASE-94-651 P94-10065 06
DECEMBER 4 LAUNCH PLANNED FOR NOAA-J
I NASA RELEASE-94-1891 P94-10189 06
NOAA-13
WIND AND POLAR LAUNCHES TO SLIP FOLLOWING
TECHNICAL REVIEW
t NASA RELEASE-94-301 P94-I0030 06
INVESTIGATION PANEL RELEASES REPORT ON
NOAA- 13 FAILURE
I NASA RELEASE-94-157 I P94-10157 06
NOAA-14
DECEMBER 4 LAUNCH PLANNED FOR NOAA-J
I NASA RELEASE-94-189] P94-10189 06
NOISE REDUCTION
NASA TESTS NOISE*REDUCING NOZZLE FOR
SUPERSONIC AIRLINERS
I NASA RELEASE,94-14 I P94-100t4 06
NASA-ARMY RESEARCH PAVES WAY FOR BETTER
HE LICOPTERS
I NASA RELEASE-94-21 I P94-10021 06
HIGH-SPEED ENGINE CYCLES TAPPED FOR
FURTHER RESEARCH
I NASA RELEASE-94-41 I P94-10041 06
TESTS SEEN AS STEP TOWARD QUIETER
HELICOPTER BLADES
I NASA RELEASE-94-741 P94-10074 06
NOISE REDUCTION RESEARCH
NASA TESTS NOISE-REDUCING NOZZLE FOR
SUPERSONIC AIRLINERS
INASA RELEASE-94-14} P94-10014 06
NORTH CAROLINA A. AND T. STATE UNIV.
AITP PROPOSALS SELECTED FOR NEGOTIATIONS
INASA RELEASE-94-1651 P94-10165 06
NOVA SERPENTIS
COMPTON GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY FINDS
BRIGHT NEW X-RAY SOURCE




NASA TESTS NOISE-REDUCING NOZZLE FOR
SUPERSONIC AIRLINERS
/NASA RELEASE-94-14_ 1:)94-10014 06
YELLOW CREEK FACILITIES TO PERFORM SHUTTLE
NOZZLE WORK
t NASA RELEASE-94-661 P94-10068 06
NPO-ENERGIA
STATION SOLAR ARRAY MODULES TO BE SENT TO
RUSSIA
I NASA RELEASE-94-791 P94-10079 06
SHUTTLE/MIR DOCKING HARDWARE ARRIVES
FROM RUSSIA
I NASA RELEASE-94-151 I P94-10151 06
NRC
S NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
NSCORT
S SPECIALIZED CENTERS OF RESEARCH &
TRAINING
NSERC
S NATURAL SCIENCE & ENG RESEARCH
COUNCIL
NSF
S NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
NTIS
S NATIONAL TECH INFORM SERV, VA.
NUMERICAL AERODYNAMIC SIMULATION SYS., ARC
REMOTE ACCESS WIND TUNNEL AIDS IN HIGH
SPEED RESEARCH
I NASA RELEASE-94-1861 P94-10166 06
NY HALL OF SCIENCE, FLUSHING MEADOWS, NY.
NASA AWARDS INTERNET PUBLIC ACCESS GRANTS
AND COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS
I NASA RELEASE-94-1941 P94-10194 06
NYMA, INC., GREENBELT, MD
NASA HOSTS NATIONAL AEROSPACE EDUCATION
CONFERENCE
I NASA RELEASE-94-461 P94-10046 06
O
OAST-2
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
OBITUARY
APOLLO ASTRONAUT STUART ALLEN ROOSA
DIES
INASA RELEASE-94-2101 P94-I0210 06
OBSERVATOIRE DE LA COTE D'AZUR, GRASSE, FR
APOLLO REFLECTORS CONTINUE TO AID STUDIES
OF THE MOON
I NASA RELEASE-94-1221 P94-10122 06
OBSERVATORIES
S ARECIBO OBSERVATORY, PUERTO RICO
S DOMINION ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY,
CANADA
S GAMMA RAY OBSERVATORY
S GREAT OBSERVATORIES PROGRAM
S LICK OBSERVATORY, MT. HAMILTON, CALIF.
S LOWELL OBSERVATORY, FLAGSTAFF, ARIZ
S MCDONALD OBSERVATORY, AUSTIN. TEX.
S MOUNT STROMLO OBSERVATORY, AUST
S PALOMAR OBSERVATORY, PASADENA, CALIF.
S ROYAL GREENWICH OBSERVATORY, ENGLAND
S SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYS ORS., BOSTON.
MASS.
OBSERVATORY SATELLITES
S GREAT OBSERVATORIES PROGRAM
S SPACEBORNE TELESCOPES
OCEAN CURRENTS
TOPEX/POSEIDON CHARTS LONG TERM EL NINO
INFLUENCE ON CLIMATE
INASA RELEASE-94-1621 P94.10162 06
TOPEX/POSEIDON BUILDS CRITICAL DATA BASE ON
CLIMATE CHANGE
{NASA RELEASE-94-2021 1:'94.10'202 06
OCEANOGRAPHY
FRENCH SPACE AGENCY HONORS
TOPEX-POSEIDON TEAM
JNASA RELEASE-94-132} P94-10132 06
TOPEX/POSEIDON CHARTS LONG TERM EL NINO
INFLUENCE ON CLIMATE
INASA RELEASE-94-1621 P94-10162 06
TOPEX/POSEIDON BUILDS CRITICAL DATA BASE ON
CLIMATE CHANGE
{NASA RELEASE-94-202{ P94-10202 06
OFFICE OF ADVANCED CONCEPTS AND
TECHNOLOGY
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION
RESEARCH PROJECTS
INASA RELEASE-9,4-181 P94-10016 06
NASA SOLICITS AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM PROPOSALS
INASA RELEASE-94-91 } P94-10091 06
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 PHASE ONE STTR
SELECTIONS
{NASA RELEASE-94-991 P94-10099 06
15 ADDITIONAL 1994 PHASE ONE S]-FR SELECTIONS
ANNOUNCED
I NASA RELEASE-94-111 } P94.10111 06
MANSFIELD TO LEAD NEW OFFICE OF SPACE
ACCESS AND TECHNOLOGY
INASA RELEASE-94-1371 P94-10137 06
OFFICE OF AERONAUTICS, NASA
WHITEHEAD NAMED NASA DEPUTY AA FOR
AERONAUTICS
NASA RELEASE-94-23 J P94-10023 06
NASA HOSTS NATIONAL AEROSPACE EDUCATION
CONFERENCE
NASA RELEASE-94-461 P94-10046 06
ELECTRONIC CHART WILL AID AERIAL
FIREFIGHTERS
NASA RELEASE-94-691 P94-10069 06
BOEING AND DOUGLAS TEAM UP IN HIGH-SPEED
AFRO CONTRACT
NASA RELEASE-94-1181 P94-t0118 06
NASA TO USE RUSSIAN SUPERSONIC AIRLINER
FOR FLIGHT TESTS
NASA RELEASE-94-1431 P94-10143 06
LANGLEY AND FORD SIGN TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER AGREEMENTS
INASA RELEASE-94-1661 P94-10166 06
SUBJECT INDEX
NASA HELPS PILOTS COMBAT FATIGUE DURING
LONG FLIGHTS
I NASA RELEASE-94-177 I P94.10177 06
LIVE EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTS FROM
ANTARCTICA
I NASA RELEASE-94-2071 P94-10207 06
OFFICE OF EDUC. PROGRAMS AND SERV., NASA
'MISSION EARTHBOUND' EDUCATIONAL
TELECASTS SCHEDULED
I NASA RELEASE-94-81 P94-10008 06
OFFICE OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS
NASA AWARDS RESEARCH GRANTS TO HISPANIC
SERVING INSTITUTIONS
{NASA RELEASE-94-85t P94-10085 06
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-94-951 P94-10095 06
NASA SELECTS PARTICIPANTS FOR STUDENT
LAUNCH PROGRAM
( NASA RELEASE-94- 1131 P94-I0113 06
OFFICE OF FEDERAL PROCUREMENT POLICY
NASA ON-LINE SYSTEM SPEEDS UP MIDRANGE
PROCUREMENTS
INASA RELEASE-94-14BI P94 10148 06
OFFICE OF HUMAN RESOURCES & EDUCATION
NASA FOSTERS AEROSPACE RESEARCH }N
STATES
INASA RELEASE-94-131 P94-10013 06
NASA FOSTERS AEROSPACE EDUCATION IN
ARKANSAS
I NASA RELEASE-94-561 P94-10056 06
NASA SELECTS PARTICIPANTS FOR STUDENT
LAUNCH PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-94-113] P94-10113 06
L(VE EDUCAT(ONAL BROADCASTS FROM
ANTARCTICA
I NASA RELEASE-94-2071 P94-10207 06
OFFICE OF INTERN. SPACE STATION PROGRAM
S INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION PROGRAM
OFFICE
OFFICE OF LIFE & MICROGRAVITY SCI. & APPL.
NASA ANNOUNCES 2-YEAR MICROGRAVITY
RESEARCH GRANTS
I NASA RELEASE-94-52 i P94-10052 06
NASA AND NIH READY FOR FIRST JOINT SCIENCE
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-551 P94-10055 06
NASA ANNOUNCES M(CROGRAVfTY RESEARCH
GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-94-58t P94-10058 06
NASA AND MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS ASSOCIATION TO
COLLABORATE
I NASA RELEASE-94-801 P94-10080 06
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-94-951 P94 10095 06
NASA USES SATELLITE DATA TO DETECT LYME
DISEASE RISK
INASA RELEASE-94-1231 P94-10123 06
NASA TECHNOLOGY SUPPORTS NEW MEDICAL
INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY
{NASA RELEASE-94-1561 P94-10156 06
LIVE EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTS FROM
ANTARCTICA
NASA RELEASE-94-207J P94-10207 06
NEW SPACELAB SCIENCE MISSION TO FLY iN
1996
[ NASA RELEASE-94-2121 P94-10212 06
AGENCIES FORM JOINT PROGRAM IN PLANT
BIOLOGY
NASA RELEASE-94-213{ P94-10213 06
OFFICE OF MISSION TO PLANET EARTH, NASA
NASA ADMINISTRATOR ANNOUNCES
MANAGEMENT CHANGES
[ NASA RELEASE-94-3 t P94-10003 06
NASA TRACKS LAND-SURFACE MOVEMENT IN JAN
17 EARTHQUAKE
[NASA RELEASE-94-19t P94-10019 06
NASA ANNOUNCES SPACE FLIGHT PERSONNEL
CHANGES
I NASA RELEASE-94-661 P94-10066 06
A-24
SUBJECT INDEX OHIO AEROSPACE INSTITUTE
FRENCH SPACE AGENCY HONORS
TOPEX-POSEIDON TEAM
INASA RELEASE-94-1321 P94-10132 06
INVESTIGATION PANEL RELEASES REPORT ON
NOAA-13 FAILURE
I NASA RELEASE-94-1571 P94-10157 06
ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE LEVELS SAME AS LAST
YEAR'S RECORD LOWS
I NASA RELEASE-94-167 I P94-10167 06
NASA RADAR OBSERVES ERUPTING VOLCANO ON
THE RING OF FIRE
I NASA RELEASE-94-1791 P94-10179 06
NASA'S UARS CONFIRMS CFCS CAUSED
ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE
INASA RELEASE*94-2151 P94-10215 06
OFFICE OF NATIONAL SERVICE, NASA
NASA AND MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS ASSOCIATION TO
COLLABORATE
I NASA RELEASE-94-801 P94-10080 06
OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH
NASA SELECTS SCIENTISTS FOR NEUROLAB
SHUTTLE MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-1001 P94-10100 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-1141 P94-10114 06
OFFICE OF PLANETARY SCIENCE & ASTROPHYSICS
S OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE, NASA
OFFICE OF POLICY AND PLANS, NASA
LADWIG TO LEAD NEW OFFICE OF POLICY AND
PLANS
I NASA RELEASE-94-181 I P94-10181 06
OFFICE OF POLICY COORD. & INTRN. RELATIONS
NASA AND UKRAINE SPACE AGENCY AGREE ON
AREAS OF SPACE COOPERATION
I NASA RELEASE-94-119 I P94-10119 06
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS, NASA
WELCH NAMED NEWS CHIEF AT NASA
HEADQUARTERS
[NASA RELEASE-94-1161 P94-10116 06
HEADQUARTERS NEWS DISTRIBUTION GOES
ON-LINE JULY 25
I NASA RELEASE÷94-1211 P94-10121 06
OFFICE OF SAFETY & MISSION ASSURANCE, NASA
NASA ANNOUNCES SOFTWARE OF THE YEAR
AWARD
I NASA RELEASE-94-221 P94-10022 06
NEW TECHNOLOGY TO BE TESTED FOR NASA
SAFETY OFFICE
I NASA RELEASE-94-361 P94-10036 06
NASA/DOD TO ESTABLISH STANDARD QUALITY
ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS
I NASA RELEASE-94-371 P94-10037 06
NASA HOSTS NATIONAL AEROSPACE EDUCATION
CONFERENCE
I NASA RELEASE-94-461 P94-10046 06
NASA/FEMA REMOTE SENSING SYSTEM TO SPEED
DISASTER RELIEF
I NASA RELEASE-94-621 P94-10062 06
INVESTIGATION PANEL RELEASES REPORT ON
NOAA-13 FAILURE
[NASA RELEASE-94-1571 P94-10157 06
OFFICE OF SAFETY AND MISSION QUALITY, NASA
NASA DEDICATES RESEARCH FACILITY IN WEST
VIRGINIA
I NASA RELEASE-94-881 P94-10088 06
OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY
NASA HOSTS NATIONAL AEROSPACE EDUCATION
CONFERENCE
INASA RELEASE-94-461 P94-10046 06
NASA TAKES OVER LANDSAT 7 DEVELOPMENT
CONTRACT
[ NASA RELEASE-94-781 P94-10078 06
TECHNOLOGY 2004 CONFERENCE OPENS
NOVEMBER 8
INASA RELEASE-94-1841 P94-10184 06
OFFICE OF SPACE ACCESS AND TECHNOLOGY
MANSFIELD TO LEAD NEW OFFICE OF SPACE
ACCESS AND TECHNOLOGY
I NASA RELEASE-94-137] P94-10137 06
NASA TECHNOLOGY SUPPORTS NEW MEDICAL
INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY
INASA RELEASE-94-1561 P94-10156 06
AITP PROPOSALS SELECTED FOR NEGOTIATIONS
INASA RELEASE-94-1651 P94-10165 06
NASA SELECTS PHASE II SMALL BUSINESS
PROJECTS
INASA RELEASE-94-1921 P94-10192 06
NASA SELECTS PROJECTS FOR COMMERCIAL
REMOTE SENSING
INASA RELEASE-94-2031 P94-10203 06
OFFICE OF SPACE COMMUNICATIONS, NASA
BROOKS APPOINTED SPACE COMMUNICATIONS
DEPUTY AA
I NASA RELEASE-94-91 P94-10009 06
NASA INSTALLS TELECONFERENCE SYSTEM FOR
GATEWAY TO MOSCOW
I NASA RELEASE-94-281 P94-10028 06
NASA OPENS GROUND STATION FOR COMPTON
GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY
I NASA RELEASE-94-421 P94-10042 06
NASA INITIATING INDUSTRY TESTING PROGRAM
VIA SATELLITE NETWORK
I NASA RELEASE-94-431 P94-10043 06
OFFICE OF SPACE FLIGHT
NASA ANNOUNCES SPACE FLIGHT PERSONNEL
CHANGES
I NASA RELEASE-94-66 [ P94-10066 06
YELLOW CREEK FACILITIES TO PERFORM SHUTFLE
NOZZLE WORK
I NASA RELEASE-94-681 P94-1006B 06
GUIDON1 NAMED TO CREW OF TETHERED
SATELLITE REFLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-94-1691 P94-10169 06
NASA ESTABLISHES PROGRAM OFFICE FOR
U.S.-RUSStAN SPACEFLIGHTS
INASA RELEASE-94-1721 P94-10172 06
PEARSON RESIGNS AS SPACE FLIGHT ASSOCIATE
ADMINISTRATOR
I NASA RELEASE-94-191 I P94-10191 06
OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE, NASA
MARS OBSERVER INVESTIGATION REPORT
RELEASED
[NASA RELEASE-94-1 I P94-10001 06
SATELLITE FINDS IMPRINT OF UNIVERSE ON
GAMMA-RAY EXPLOSIONS
INASA RELEASE-94-10[ P94-10010 06
NASA STUDYING AURORAS OVER ALASKA USING
SUBORBITAL ROCKETS
I NASA RELEASE-94-121 P94-10012 06
NASA BEGINS DEVELOPMENT OF NEW MARS
EXPLORATION PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-94-20] P94-I0020 06
COMPUTER MODEL OF NEAR-EARTH ASTEROID
SHOWS 'DOUBLE OBJECT'
I NASA RELEASE-94-261 P94-t0026 06
GALILEO SPACECRAFT SIGHTS PROBABLE MOON
OF ASTEROID IDA
I NASA RELEASE-94-34 ] P94-10034 06
GALILEO DISCOVERS MOON OF ASTEROID
I NASA RELEASE-94-501 P94-10050 06
NEW GALILEO ASTEROID MOON IMAGES, DATA
RELEASED
[NASA RELEASE-94-83] P94-I0083 06
ULYSSES STARTS PRIMARY MISSION AT SUN
I NASA RELEASE-94-104 P94-10104 06
VENUS STILL GEOLOGICALLY ACTIVE, MAGELLAN
FINDS
I NASA RELEASE-94-105 P94-10105 06
NASA SELECTS PARTICIPANTS FOR STUDENT
LAUNCH PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-94-113 P94-10113 06
APOLLO REFLECTORS CONTINUE TO AID STUDIES
OF THE MOON
INASA RELEASE-94-122 P94-10122 06
NASA SOUNDING ROCKET CAMPAIGN TO STUDY
IONOSPHERE WITH BRAZIL
INASA RELEASE-94-126 P94-10126 06
NASA COMPLETES FIRST MIRROR FOR AXAF
OBSERVATORY
I NASA RELEASE-94-139 P94-10139 06
COMPTON GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY FINDS
BRIGHT NEW X-RAY SOURCE
INASA RELEASE-94-1401 P94-10140 06
MAGELLAN EXECUTES 'WINDMILL' EXPERIMENT AS
MISSION END DRAWS NEAR
INASA RELEASE-94-147[ P94-10147 06
NASA SELECTS MARS PATHFINDER LANDING SITE
NASA RELEASE-94-1491 P94-10149 06
NASA SELECTS TWO SMALL EXPLORER MISSIONS
FOR DEVELOPMENT
NASA RELEASE-94-152[ P94-10152 06
NASA BEGINS RESTRUCTURING EXPLORER
PROGRAM AND FUSE MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-1551 P94-10155 06
NASA TECHNOLOGY SUPPORTS NEW MEDICAL
INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY
INASA RELEASE-94-1561 P94-10156 06
ASTEROID MOON DISCOVERED BY GALILEO
SPACECRAFT IS NAMED
NASA RELEASE-94-1581 P94-10158 06
NASA NAMES SCIENCE TEAM FOR ASTEROID
RENDEZVOUS MISSION
NASA RELEASE-94-1591 P94-10159 06
GUIDONI NAMED TO CREW OF TETHERED
SATELLITE REFLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-1691 P94-10169 06
CASSINI DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENT RELEASED
INASA RELEASE-94-1741 P94-10174 06
NASA'S WIND SATELLITE WILL STUDY SOLAR WIND
AND CARRY FIRST RUSSIAN INSTRUMENT TO FLY ON
A US. SPACECRAFT
[ NASA RELEASE-94-1781 P94-10178 06
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
OF UNIVERSE
I NASA RELEASE-94-1801 P94-10180 O6
ULYSSES SPACECRAFT COMPLETES SOUTHERN
SOLAR PASS
INASA RELEASE-94-1871 P94 10187 O6
LIVE EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTS FROM
ANTARCTICA
INASA RELEASE-94-2071 P94 10207 06
OFFICE OF SPACE STATION
NASA ADMINISTRATOR ANNOUNCES
MANAGEMENT CHANGES
I NASA RELEASE-94-31 P94-10003 06
NASA MARKS SPACE STATION MILESTONE
INASA RELEASE-94-151 R94-10015 06
OFFICE OF SPACE SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT, NASA
DATA SET FOR SECOND FLIGHT OF TETHER
EXPERIMENT
I NASA RELEASE-94-35 t P94-10035 06
ARNOLD ALDRICH RETIRES
[NASA RELEASE-94-1081 P94 10108 06
MANSFIELD TO LEAD NEW OFFICE OF SPACE
ACCESS AND TECHNOLOGY
[NASA RELEASE-94-1371 P94-10137 06
OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR, NASA
NASA ADMINISTRATOR ANNOUNCES
MANAGEMENT CHANGES
I NASA RELEASE-94-31 P94-10003 06
NASA TECHNOLOGY SUPPORTS NEW MEDICAL
INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY
[NASA RELEASE-94-1561 P94-10156 06
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION
INASA RELEASE-94-1901 P94-10190 06
PEARSON RESIGNS AS SPACE FLIGHT ASSOCIATE
ADMINISTRATOR
INASA RELEASE-94-191 I P94-10191 06
LYNN TO BECOME NASA'S FIRST CIO
I NASA RELEASE-94-1991 P94-10199 06
ADDRESS TO THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS CHALLENGE,
CHANGE AND ACHIEVEMENT - RESHAPING THE U S
SPACE PROGRAM IN 1993 P94-10221 05
OHIO AEROSPACE INSTITUTE
FORDYCE NAMED OHIO AEROSPACE INSTITUTE
CHIEF SCIENTIST
[NASA RELEASE-94-1301 P94-10130 06
AITP PROPOSALS SELECTED FOR NEGOTIATIONS




HUBBLE RULES OUT A LEADING EXPLANATION FOR
DARK MATTER
]NASA RELEASE-94-188I P94-10188 06
OHIO STATE UNIV., COLUMBUS
AGENCIES FORM JOINT PROGRAM IN PLANT
BIOLOGY
INASA RELEASE-94-2131 P94-I0213 06
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIV., STILLWATER
EDUCATION TELECASTS SCHEDULED FOR 1994-95
SCHOOL YEAR
INASA RELEASE-94-1981 P94-10198 06
OLD DOMINION UNIV., NORFOLK, VA.
"MISSION EARTHBOUND' EDUCATIONAL
TELECASTS SCHEDULED
I NASA RELEASE-94*81 P94-10008 06
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 PHASE ONE STTR
SELECTIONS
I NASA RELEASE-94-991 P94-10099 06
NASA SELECTS PARTICIPANTS FOR STUDENT
LAUNCH PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-94-1131 P94-t0113 06
ON-LINE SERVICES
SA NASA SPACELINK
HEADQUARTERS NEWS DISTRIBUTION GOES
ON-LINE JULY 25
I NASA RELEASE-94-1211 P94-10121 06
NASA AWARDS INTERNET PUBLIC ACCESS GRANTS
AND COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS
I NASA RELEASE-94-1941 P94-10194 06
LIVE EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTS FROM
ANTARCTICA
iNASA RELEASE-94-2071 P94-10207 06
OPTICAL SYSTEMS
NASA DEVELOPS ENHANCED RUNWAY VIEWS FOR
SUPERSONIC PILOTS
I NASA RELEASE-94-2) P94-10002 06
ORBITAL ASSEMBLY
NASA MARKS SPACE STATION MILESTONE
INASA RELEASE-94-151 P94-10015 06
ORBITAL DEBRIS MITIGATION PROGRAM
NEW DATA BRIGHTENS DEBRIS OUTLOOK FOR
SPACE STATION
INASA RELEASE-94-1361 P94-10136 06
ORBITAL SCIENCES CORP.
NEW TECHNOLOGY TO BE TESTED FOR NASA
SAFETY OFFICE
I NASA RELEASE-94-361 P94-10036 06
NASA SELECTS TWO SMALL EXPLORER MISSIONS
FOR DEVELOPMENT
{NASA RELEASE-94-152t P94-t0152 06
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION
INASA RELEASE-94-1901 P94-10190 06
ORBITAL SERVICING
NASA DECLARES HUBBLE SERVICING MISSION
SUCCESSFUL
I NASA RELEASE-94-71 P94-10007 06
UPDATED MIXED FLEET MANIFEST RELEASED
I NASA RELEASE-94-61 ] P94-10061 06
HUBBLE TEAM TO RECEIVE COLLIER TROPHY
I NASA RELEASE-94-71 j P94-10071 06
ORBITER MODIFICATION DOWN PERIOD
SPACE SHUTTLE MODIFICATION WORK TO
CONTINUE AT PALMDALE








NASA BEGINS DEVELOPMENT OF NEW MARS
EXPLORATION PROGRAM






ENASA RELEASE-94o31 P94-10003 06
MANSFIELD TO LEAD NEW OFFICE OF SPACE
ACCESS AND TECHNOLOGY
I NASA RELEASE-94-1371 P94-10137 06
ORION CONSTELLATION
HST CONFIRMS ABUNDANCE OF
PROTOPLANETARY DISKS AROUND NEWBORN
STARS
JNASA RELEASE-94-931 P94-10093 06
OSHKOSH, WlS.
GENERAL AVIATION FEATURED IN NASA OSHKOSH
1994 EXHIBIT








I NASA RELEASE-94-81 P94-10008 06
HIGH-SPEED AIRCRAFT RESEARCH COMBUSTOR
TESTS EXCEED GOAL
I NASA RELEASE-94-241 P94-10024 06
ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE LEVELS SAME AS LAST
YEAR'S RECORD LOWS
INASA RELEASE-94-167] P94-I0167 06
NASA'S UARS CONFIRMS CFCS CAUSED
ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE
INASA RELEASE-94-2151 P94-10215 06
OZONE DEPLETION
ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE LEVELS SAME AS LAST
YEAR'S RECORD LOWS
iNASA RELEASE-94-1671 P94-10167 06
NASA'S UARS CONFIRMS CFCS CAUSED
ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE
INASA RELEASE-94-2151 P94-10215 06
P
PACIFIC BELL, CA.
NASA TECHNOLOGY SUPPORTS NEW MEDICAL
INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY
INASA RELEASE-94-1561 P94-10156 06
PACIFIC OCEAN
TOPEX/POSEIDON CHARTS LONG TERM EL NINO
INFLUENCE ON CLIMATE
INASA RELEASE-94-162} P94-10162 06
PALOMAR OBSERVATORY, PASADENA, CALIF.
COMPUTER MODEL OF NEAR-EARTH ASTEROID
SHOWS 'DOUBLE OBJECT'




LIVE EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTS FROM
ANTARCTICA
INASA RELEASE-94-2071 P94-10207 06
PATENT WAIVERS





NASA SELECTS MARS PATHFINDER LANDING SITE
INASA RELEASE-94-1491 P94-10149 06
PATON WELDING INSTITUTE, KIEV (UKRAINE)
NASA SIGNS CONTRACT WITH UKRAINE TO FLY
SPACE WELDING TOOL
I NASA RELEASE-94-I961 P94-10196 06
PAVEMENT GROOVING
RUNWAY RESURFACING STARTS FOLLOWING
CV-990 TESTS
I NASA RELEASE-94-1531 P94-10153 06
SUBJECT INDEX
PAYLOAD DELIVERY
DATA SET FOR SECOND FLIGHT OF TETHER
EXPERIMENT
INASA RELEASE-94-351 P94-10035 06
PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS
NASA SELECTS PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SPACELAB MISSION
I NASA RELEASE*94-981 P94-10098 06
CREW NAMED FOR SECOND WAKE SHIELD
FACILITY SHUTTLE FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-1121 P94-10112 06
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR STS-68/ENDEAVOUR
INASA RELEASE-94-1541 P94-10154 06
NASA NAMES SCIENCE TEAM FOR ASTEROID
RENDEZVOUS MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-1591 P94-10159 06
GUIDONI NAMED TO CREW OF TETHERED
SATELLITE REFLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-1691 P94-10169 06
COMMANDER, PILOT AND FLIGHT ENGINEER
NAMED TO STS-73 CREW
INASA RELEASE-94-1951 P94-10195 06
PAYLOADS
SA DEFENSE PAYLOADS
SA SPACE SHUTTLE PAYLOADS
SA SPACE STATION PAYLOADS
SA X-RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY
NASA NAMES SCIENCE TEAM FOR ASTEROID
RENDEZVOUS MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-1591 P94-10159 06
DECEMBER 4 LAUNCH PLANNED FOR NOAA-J
[NASA RELEASE-94-1891 P94-10t89 06
PEGASUS AIR-LAUNCHED BOOSTER
NEW TECHNOLOGY TO BE TESTED FOR NASA
SAFETY OFFICE
I NASA RELEASE-94-361 P94-10036 06
UPDATED MIXED FLEET MANIFEST RELEASED
I NASA RELEASE-94-61 I P94-10061 06
NASA ANNOUNCES SMALLSAT CONTRACT
AWARDS
INASA RELEASE-94-941 P94-10094 06
NASA SELECTS TWO SMALL EXPLORER MISSIONS
FOR DEVELOPMENT
INASA RELEASE-94-1521 P94-10152 06
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIV.
SPECTACULAR COLOR FLASHES RECORDED
ABOVE ELECTRICAL STORMS
INASA RELEASE-94-1241 P94-10124 06
AGENCIES FORM JOINT PROGRAM IN PLANT
BIOLOGY
J NASA RELEASE-94-213 J P94-10213 06
PENNSYLVANIA UNIV., PHILADELPHIA
SATELLITE FINDS IMPRINT OF UNIVERSE ON
GAMMA-RAY EXPLOSIONS
INASA RELEASE-94-101 P94-10010 06
NASA SELECTS PARTICIPANTS FOR STUDENT
LAUNCH PROGRAM




PERSEUS MISHAP TRACED TO FAULTY GYRO











I NASA RELEASE-94-31 P94-10003 06
ABBEY NAMED JSC DEPUTY DIRECTOR; WEITZ TO
RETIRE IN APRIL
[NASA RELEASE-94-61 P94-10006 06
BROOKS APPOINTED SPACE COMMUNICATIONS
DEPUTY AA
1NASA RELEASE*94-91 P94-10009 06
A-26
SUBJECT INDEX POLAROID CORP., CAMBRIDGE, MA.
WHITEHEAD NAMED NASA DEPUTY AA FOR
AERONAUTICS
NASA RELEASE-94-231 P94+10023 06
NASA ANNOUNCES SPACE FLIGHT PERSONNEL
CHANGES
NASA RELEASE-94-661 P94 10066 06
ASTRONAUT READDY TO REPLACE CAMERON AS
NASA MANAGER IN RUSSIA
NASA RELEASE-94-1151 P94-10115 06
_tLCH NAMED NEWS CHIEF AT NASA
HEADQUARTERS
NASA RELEASE 94-1161 P94-10116 06
MANSFIELD TO LEAD NEW OFFICE OF SPACE
ACCESS AND TECHNOLOGY
NASA RELEASE 94-137 I P94-I0137 06
CHANG-DtAZ NAMED PAYLOAD COMMANDER FOR
TSS REFLIGHT
NASA RELEASE-94-1421 P94-10142 06
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW NAMED FOR SECOND MIR
DOCKING MISSION
NASA RELEASE 94 1451 P94-10145 06
CABANA APPOINTED CHIEF OF ASTRONAUT
OFFICE
NASA RELEASE-94-1461 P94-10148 06
LADWIG TO LEAD NEW OFFICE OF POLICY AND
PLANS
NASA RELEASE-94+181 I P94-10181 06
ASTRONAUT SEGA TO REPLACE READDY AS NASA
MANAGER IN RUSSIA
NASA RELEASE-94+1821 P94 10182 06
PEARSON RESIGNS AS SPACE FLIGHT ASSOCIATE
ADMINISTRATOR
NASA RELEASE-94-191 I P94-10191 06
KRAFT TO HEAD INDEPENDENT SHUTTLE
WORKFORCE REVIEW
NASA RELEASE-94-197] P94-10197 06
LYNN TO BECOME NASA'S FIRST CIO
INASA RELEASE-94-199I P94-10199 06
INDEPENDENT SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT REVIEW
TEAM MEMBERS NAMED
I NASA RELEASE-94-2001 P94-10200 06
DELUCAS NAMED SPACE STATION ACTING SENIOR
SCIENTIST
I NASA RELEASE-94-206] P94-10206 06
JAY HONEYCUTT NAMED KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
DIRECTOR
I NASA RELEASE-94-214 I P94-10214 06
ADDRESS TO THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS CHALLENGE,
CHANGE AND ACHIEVEMENT - RESHAPING THE U.S.
SPACE PROGRAM IN 1993 P94-10221 05
AIAA MEETING REMARKS; CRYSTAL CITY
P94-10222 05
PERSONNEL RESIGNATIONS
SHUTTLE ASTRONAUT GRADE MOVES TO ORBITAL
SCIENCES CORP
t NASA RELEASE-94-571 P94 10057 06
ASTRONAUT WILLIAM THORNTON RETIRES FROM
NASA
I NASA RELEASE 94 87l P94-10087 06
ASTRONAUT BOLDEN RETURNS TO MARINE
CORPS
I NASA RELEASE-94-971 P94-10097 06
ARNOLD ALDRICH RETIRES
INASA RELEASE-94-1081 P94-10108 06
SHUTTLE ASTRONAUT RICHARD COVEY TO LEAVE
NASA, AIR FORCE
]NASA RELEASE-94-1101 P94-10110 06
PEARSON RESIGNS AS SPACE FLIGHT ASSOCIATE
ADMINISTRATOR
]NASA RELEASE-94-1911 P94-10191 06
KSC CENTER DIRECTOR ROBERT L CRIPPEN TO
LEAVE NASA
I NASA RELEASE-94-211 I P94-10211 06
PERSONNEL SELECTION
ASTRONAUTS SELECTED FOR ATLANTIS' STS-66
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-4 I P94+10004 06
CREW SELECTED FOR STS-67 ASTRONOMY
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-5 I P94-10005 06
ASTRONAUTS THAGARD AND DUNBAR TO TRAIN
FOR FLIGHT ON MIR
LNASA RELEASE-94-161 P94-10016 06
CAMERON TO MANAGE NASA ACTIVITIES AT STAR
CITY, RUSSIA
t NASA RELEASE-94-27 ] P94-10027 06
ASTRONAUT LINENGER JOINS STS-64 CREW
INASA RELEASE-94-31 P94-10031 06
PAYLOAD COMMANDER, MISSION SPECIALIST
NAMED TO STS-73
I NASA RELEASE-94-47 P94-10047 06
WINSTON-SALEM UNIVERSITY TO PARTICIPATE IN
JOINT NASA VENTURE
NASA RELEASE-94-48 P94-10048 06
CREW NAMED FOR FIRST SPACE SHUTTLE, MIR
DOCKING MISSION
NASA RELEASE-94-90 P94-10090 06
CHAPPELL NAMED TO WHITE HOUSE GLOBE
PROJECT
NASA RELEASE-94-92 P94-10092 06
NASA SELECTS PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SPACELAB MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-98 P94-10098 06
NASA SELECTS SCIENTISTS FOR NEUROLAB
SHUTTLE MISSION
NASA RELEASE-94-1001 P94-10100 06
1995 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES SELECTED
I NASA RELEASE-94-2051 P94-10205 06
PHASE ONE PROGRAM OFFICE
NASA ESTABLISHES PROGRAM OFFICE FOR
U S.-RUSSlAN SPACEFLIGHTS
INASA RELEASE-94-1721 P94-10172 06
PHILLIPS LAB., BRIARCLIFF MANOR, N.Y.
MARS OBSERVER INVESTIGATION REPORT
RELEASED
INASA RELEASE-94-1 I P94-10001 06
SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE TO RETIRE AFTER 34
YEARS OF SERVICE




S DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHIC TRANSMISSION
S SATELLITE IMAGERY
S SPACEBORNE PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOTON RESEARCH ASSOCATEO, INC., CA.
NASA SELECTS PROJECTS FOR COMMERCIAL
REMOTE SENSING









NASA ANNOUNCES 2-YEAR MICROGRAVlTY
RESEARCH GRANTS
I NASA RELEASE+94-521 P94-10052 06
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
NASA AND NIH READY FOR FIRST JOINT SCIENCE
FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-551 P94-10055 06
NASA HELPS PILOTS COMBAT FATIGUE DURING
LONG FLIGHTS
]NASA RELEASE-94-1771 P94+10177 06
PHYSIOLOGY
SA GRAVITATIONAL PHYSIOLOGY
NASA PROVIDES PILOT FATIGUE
COUNTERMEASURES TRAINING
I NASA RELEASE-94-641 P94-10064 06
PILOT PERFORMANCE
NASA HELPS PILOTS COMBAT FATIGUE DURING
LONG FLIGHTS
INASA RELEASE-94-1771 P94-10t77 06
PILOT TRAINING
NASA PROVIDES PILOT FATIGUE
COUNTERMEASURES TRAINING
I NASA RELEASE-94-641 P94-10064 06
PILOTS
NASA HELPS PILOTS COMBAT FATIGUE DURING
LONG FLIGHTS
1NASA RELEASE+94-1771 P94-10177 06
PISA UNIVERSITY (ITALY)
HUDDLE RULES OUT A LEADING EXPLANATION FOR
DARK MATTER
INASA RELEASE-94-1881 P94-10188 06
PITTSBURGH UNIV., PA.
NEW SPACELAB SCIENCE MISSION TO FLY IN
1996
I NASA RELEASE-94-2121 P94-10212 06
PLANETARY ASTRONOMY PROGRAM, NASA
COMPUTER MODEL OF NEAR-EARTH ASTEROID
SHOWS 'DOUBLE OBJECT"





NASA NAMES SCIENCE TEAM FOR ASTEROID
RENDEZVOUS MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-1591 P94-10159 06
PLANETARY EVOLUTION
HST CONFIRMS ABUNDANCE OF
PROTOPLANETARY DISKS AROUND NEWBORN
STARS




PLANETARY GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS PROGRAM
COMPUTER MODEL OF NEAR-EARTH ASTEROID
SHOWS 'DOUBLE OBJECT'
I NASA RELEASE-94-261 P94 10026 06
PLANETARY SCIENCE INSTITUTE, AZ.
NASA NAMES SCIENCE TEAM FOR ASTEROID
RENDEZVOUS MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-159 j P94-10159 06
PLANETARY SOCIETY
SULFUR-RICH ASTEROID SITE HOLDS CLUES TO
DEMISE OF DINOSAURS










AGENCIES FORM JOINT PROGRAM IN PLANT
BIOLOGY
]NASA RELEASE-94-2131 P94-10213 06
PLASMAS /PHYSICS/
NASA STUDYING AURORAS OVER ALASKA USING
SUBORBITAL ROCKETS
INASA RELEASE-94-121 P94-10012 06
PLATFORMS
S SPACE PLATFORMS
POKER FLAT RESEARCH RANGE, ALASKA
NASA STUDYING AURORAS OVER ALASKA USING
SUBORBITAL ROCKETS
]NASA RELEASE-94-121 P94-10012 06
POLAR CAPS
S SOLAR POLAR CAPS
POLAR REGIONS
NASA'S UARS CONFIRMS CFCS CAUSED
ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE
I NASA RELEASE-94-2151 P94-10215 06
POLAR SPACECRAFT
S WIND AND POLAR SPACECRAFT
POLAROID CORP., CAMBRIDGE, MA.
NASA TECHNOLOGY SUPPORTS NEW MEDICAL
INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY




NASA/ODD TO ESTABLISH STANDARD QUALITY
ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS





HIGH-SPEED AIRCRAFT RESEARCH COMBUSTOR
TESTS EXCEED GOAL




INASA RELEASE-94-171 P94-100t7 06
POWER
S SOLAR ELECTRIC POWER
S SPACECRAFT POWER SUPPLIES
PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT CO., CONN.
NASA AWARDS HIGH-SPEED PROPULSION
CONTRACT
I NASA RELEASE-94-1501 P94-10150 06
PRATT AND WHITNEY CORP., WEST PALM BEACH
NASA AWARDS HIGH-SPEED PROPULSION
CONTRACT
INASA RELEASE-94-1501 P94-10150 06
PRELAUNCH TESTS
WIND AND POLAR LAUNCHES TO SLIP FOLLOWING
TECHNICAL REVIEW
I NASA RELEASE-94-30 i P94-10030 06
PRESS CONFERENCE
AVAILABILITY OF SHUTTLE CREWS CHANGES FOR
POST-FLIGHT INTERVIEWS
I NASA RELEASE-94-671 P94-10067 06
NASA PRESS CONFERENCE; GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER. MARYLAND P94-10223 05
PRESS CONFEREN'_E OF THE HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IMAGES RELEASE; GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER. GREEHBELT, MARYLAND
P94-10224 05
MSFC PRESS AVAILABLITY P94-10226 05
NASA FY 1995 BUDGET BRIEFING P94-10227 05
REMARKS: REINVENTING NASA CONFERENCE
HELD BY THE NATIONAL SPACE SOCEITY; GEORGE
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY P94-10231 05





UNIQUE NASA WIND TUNNEL RESTORATION
COMPLETED
]NASA RELEASE-94-193] P94-10193 06
PRINCETON UNIV., N.J.
SATELLITE FINDS IMPRINT OF UNIVERSE ON
GAMMA-RAY EXPLOSIONS
]NASA RELEASE-94-101 P94-10010 06
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
OF UNIVERSE
I NASA RELEASE-94o1801 P94-10180 06
PRIVATE SECTOR COOPERATION
SA INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION
NASA FOSTERS AEROSPACE RESEARCH IN
STATES
i NASA RELEASE-94-131 P94-10013 06
NASA INITIATING INDUSTRY TESTING PROGRAM
VIA SATELLITE NETWORK




S CONTRACTING AND PROCUREMENT
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
NASA ANNOUNCES SPACE FLIGHT PERSONNEL
CHANGES
I NASA RELEASE-94-661 P94-10066 06
PROGRAM SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
NASA INSTALLS TELECONFERENCE SYSTEM FOR
GATEWAY TO MOSCOW
I NASA RELEASE-94-281 P94-10028 06
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
KRAFT TO HEAD INDEPENDENT SHUTTLE
WORKFORCE REVIEW
INASA RELEASE-94-1971 P94-10197 06
INDEPENDENT SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT REVIEW
TEAM MEMBERS NAMED




REPORT CALLS FOR GREATER NASA GENERAL
AVIATION ROLE
I NASA RELEASE-94-291 P94-10029 06
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
NASA AND MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS ASSOCIATION TO
COLLABORATE
INASA RELEASE-94-801 P94-10080 06
PROTEIN CRYSTALS
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
INASA RELEASE-94-11 I P94-10011 06
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
PROTOPLANETS
HST CONFIRMS ABUNDANCE OF
PROTOPLANETARY DISKS AROUND NEWBORN
STARS
I NASA RELEASE-94-931 P94-10093 06
PUBLIC AFFAIRS
HEADQUARTERS NEWS DISTRIBUTION GOES
ON-LINE JULY 25
INASA RELEASE-94-121 I P94-10121 06
PUBLIC BROADCASTING SERVICE
LIVE EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTS FROM
ANTARCTICA
INASA RELEASE-94-207t P94-I0207 06
PUBLIC RELATIONS
100 GIRLS, AGES 9-15, TO JOIN NASA HE}
WORKFORCE ON APRIL 28
INASA RELEASE-94-601 P94-10060 06
INTERVIEW WITH NASA ADMINISTRATOR DAN
GOLDIN P94-10228 05
REMARKS GIVEN AT YALE POLITICAL UNION
P94- I0229 05
REMARKS: REINVENTtNG NASA CONFERENCE
HELD BY THE NATIONAL SPACE SOCEITY; GEORGE
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY P94-10231 05





S NASA TECH BRIEFS
S SCIENCE MAGAZINE
PUERTO RICO
NASA FOSTERS AEROSPACE RESEARCH IN
STATES
I NASA RELEASE-94-13 ] P94-10013 06
PUERTO RICO UNIV., RIO PIEDRAS
NASA AWARDS RESEARCH GRANTS TO HISPANIC
SERVING INSTITUTIONS




I NASA RELEASE-94-171 P94-10017 06
O
QUALITY ASSURANCE
NASA/DOD TO ESTABLISH STANDARD QUALITY
ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS
INASA RELEASE-94-37] P94-10037 06
QUASARS
SA CYGNUS A
HUBBLE UNCOVERS A HIDDEN QUASAR IN A
NEARBY GALAXY




S HAYSTACK ORBITAL DEBRIS RADAR
S SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR
RADAR IMAGERY
COMPUTER MODEL OF NEAR-EARTH ASTEROID
SHOWS 'DOUBLE OBJECT"
I NASA RELEASE-94-261 P94-10026 06
NASA RADAR OBSERVES ERUPTING VOLCANO ON
THE RING OF FIRE
{ NASA RELEASE-94-1791 P94-10179 06
RADARSAT
NASA AND CSA ANNOUNCE SPACE COOPERATION
PLAN
I NASA RELEASE-94-B91 P94-10089 06
RADIATION
S GALACTIC RADIATION
S GAMMA RAY BURSTS




MIR COSMONAUTS CONDUCT NASA EXPERIMENT
INASA RELEASE-94-1681 P94-10168 06
RADIATION MEASUREMENT
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHUTTLE MISSION STS-64
INASA RELEASE-94-1351 P94-10135 06
NEW DATA BRIGHTENS DEBRIS OUTLOOK FOR
SPACE STATION
I NASA RELEASE-94-1361 P94-10136 06
RADIOMETERS
S ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION
RADIOMETER
S SOLAR BACKSCATTER UV SPECTRAL
RADIOMETER
REAL TIME OPERATIONS
NASA INSTALLS TELECONFERENCE SYSTEM FOR
GATEWAY TO MOSCOW
]NASA RELEASE-94-281 P94-10028 06
NASA/FEMA REMOTE SENSING SYSTEM TO SPEED
DISASTER RELIEF
I NASA RELEASE-94-621 P94-10062 06
REMOTE ACCESS WIND TUNNEL AIDS IN HIGH
SPEED RESEARCH
INASA RELEASE-94*1861 P94-10186 06
RECOVERY OPERATIONS
S RESCUE AND RECOVERY
REDESIGNED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR /SHUTTLE/
YELLOW CREEK FACILITIES TO PERFORM SHUTTLE
NOZZLE WORK




REGENERABLE BIOCIDE DELIVERY UNIT
RESEARCHER DEVELOPS 1993 INVENTION OF THE
YEAR
i NASA RELEASE-94-331 P94-10033 06
RELATIVITY THEORY
SATELLITE FINDS IMPRINT OF UNIVERSE ON
GAMMA-RAY EXPLOSIONS
tNASA RELEASE-94-101 P94-10010 06
RELIABILITY
S QUALITY ASSURANCE
REMOTE ACCESS WIND TUNNEL
REMOTE ACCESS WIND TUNNEL AIDS IN HIGH
SPEED RESEARCH
I NASA RELEASE-94-1861 P94-10186 06
REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM
NASA AND CSA ANNOUNCE SPACE COOPERATION
PLAN
I NASA RELEASE-94-891 P94-10089 06
REMOTE SENSING
NASA/FEMA REMOTE SENSING SYSTEM TO SPEED
DISASTER RELIEF
[ NASA RELEASE-94-621 P94-10062 06
A-28
SUBJECT INDEX
50 SCIENTISTS STUDY CANADIAN FORESTS'
IMPACT ON CLrMATE CHANGE
NASA RELEASE-94-651 P94-10065 06
NASA TAKES OVER LANDSAT 7 DEVELOPMENT
CONTRACT
NASA RELEASE-94-781 P94-10078 06
NASA ANNOUNCES SMALLSAT CONTRACT
AWARDS
NASA RELEASE-94-94i P94-10094 06
NASA AND UKRAINE SPACE AGENCY AGREE ON
AREAS OF SPACE COOPERATION
NASA RELEASE-94-1191 P94-10119 06
NASA USES SATELLITE DATA TO DETECT LYME
DISEASE RISK
NASA RELEASE-94-123J P94-10123 06
NASA STIMULATES USE OF SCIENCE DATA OVER
THE INTERNET
NASA RELEASE-94-1311 P94-10131 06
NASA SELECTS PROJECTS FOR COMMERCIAL
REMOTE SENSING
] NASA RELEASE-94-2031 P94-10203 06
REMOTE SENSING DATA BASES
NASA STIMULATES USE OF SCIENCE DATA OVER
THE INTERNET
I NASA RELEASE-94-1311 P94-10131 06
REMOTE SENSING PUBLIC ACCESS CENTER
NASA STIMULATES USE OF SCIENCE DATA OVER
THE INTERNET
I NASA RELEASE-94-1311 P94-10131 06
RENDEZVOUS
CAMERON TO MANAGE NASA ACTIVITIES AT STAR
CITY, RUSSIA
I NASA RELEASE-94-271 P94-10027 06
ASTRONAUT LINENGER JOINS STS-64 CREW
I NASA RELEASE-94-31 I P94-10031 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MODIFICATION WORK TO
CONTINUE AT PALMDALE
I NASA RELEASE-94-44 ] P94-10044 06
RESCUE AND RECOVERY
NASA/FEMA REMOTE SENSING SYSTEM TO SPEED
DISASTER RELIEF




INASA RELEASE-94-17t P94-10017 06
RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
SA PERSEUS RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
NASA DEVELOPS NEW DIGITAL FLIGHT CONTROL
SYSTEM




NASA FOSTERS AEROSPACE RESEARCH IN
STATES
INASA RELEASE-94-131 P94-I0013 06
REPORT CALLS FOR GREATER NASA GENERAL
AVIATION ROLE
INASA RELEASE-94-291 P94-10029 06
NASA SOLICITS AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM PROPOSALS
INASA RELEASE-94-91 I P94-10091 06
RESEARCH EXTERNAL VISION DISPLAY
NASA DEVELOPS ENHANCED RUNWAY VIEWS FOR
SUPERSONIC PILOTS
I NASA RELEASE-94-2 [ P94-10002 06
RESEARCH FACILITIES
SA INDEPENDENT VERIF. & VALID FACILITY. WV
NATIONAL FACILITIES INVENTORIED, NEEDS
ESTABLISHED
I NASA RELEASE-94-731 P94-10073 06
RESEARCH NETWORK ON PLANT SENSORY
SYSTEMS
AGENCIES FORM JOINT PROGRAM IN PLANT
BIOLOGY
[NASA RELEASE-94-2131 P94-10213 06
RESEARCH PROPOSALS
NASA ANNOUNCES 2-YEAR MICROGRAVITY
RESEARCH GRANTS
I NASA RELEASE-94-521 P94-10052 06
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-94-581 P94-10058 06
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 PHASE ONE STTR
SELECTIONS
I NASA RELEASE+94-991 P94-10099 06
15 ADDITIONAL 1994 PHASE ONE STTR SELECTIONS
ANNOUNCED
INASA RELEASE-94-111 ] P94-10111 06
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 SBIR PHASE 1
SELECTIONS
I NASA RELEASE-94-1761 P94-10176 06
NASA SELECTS PHASE H SMALL BUSINESS
PROJECTS
INASA RELEASE-g4-1921 P94-10192 06
RETIREMENT
ABBEY NAMED JSC DEPUTY DIRECTOR; WEITZ TO
RETIRE IN APRIL
[ NASA RELEASE-94-61 1:)94-10006 06
ASTRONAUT WILLIAM THORNTON RETIRES FROM
NASA
[NASA RELEASE-94-87] P94-10087 06
ARNOLD ALDRICH RETIRES
INASA RELEASE-94-1081 P94-10108 06
SHUTTLE ASTRONAUT RICHARD COVEY TO LEAVE
NASA. AIR FORCE
I NASA RELEASE-94-1101 P94-t0110 06
ASTRONAUT GUTIERREZ LEAVES NASA, AIR
FORCE
INASA RELEASE-94-129] P94-10129 06
RETROREFLECTORS
APOLLO REFLECTORS CONTINUE TO AID STUDIES
OF THE MOON
{NASA RELEASE-94-122] t:)94-10122 06
RETURN TO LAUNCH SITE, STS
RUNWAY RESURFACING STARTS FOLLOWING
CV-990 TESTS
INASA RELEASE-g4-153] P94-10153 06
RICE UNIV., HOUSTON, TEX.
HST CONFIRMS ABUNDANCE OF
PROTOPLANETARY DISKS AROUND NEWBORN
STARS
]NASA RELEASE-94-93J P94-10093 06
RING STRUCTURES (ASTRONOMY)
HUDDLE FINDS MYSTERIOUS RING STRUCTURE
AROUND SUPERNOVA 1987A
INASA RELEASE-g4-771 P94-10077 06
RISK
NASA USES SATELLITE DATA TO DETECT LYME
DISEASE RISK
[NASA RELEASE-94-123] P94-10123 06
RMS
S REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM
ROBOT OPERATED MATERIALS PROCESSING
SYSTEM
ASTRONAUT LINENGEFI JOINS STS-64 CREW
[NASA RELEASE-94-31 I P94-10031 06
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH. ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHUTI'LE MISSION STS-64
] NASA RELEASE-94-135] P94-10135 06
ROCKET DESIGN
NASA SIGNS TECHNOLOGY AGREEMENT WITH
AEROSPACE CONSORTIUM
INASA RELEASE-94-591 P94-10059 06
ROCKET ENGINES
NASA SIGNS TECHNOLOGY AGREEMENT WITH
AEROSPACE CONSORTIUM
INASA RELEASE-94-59_ P94-10059 06
ROCKETBORNE ASTRONOMY
NASA STUDYING AURORAS OVER ALASKA USING
SUBORBITAL ROCKETS
INASA RELEASE-94-12J P94-10012 06
ROCKETDYNE
NASA MARKS SPACE STATION MILESTONE
[NASA RELEASE-94-151 P94-10015 06
SPACE STATION PROGRAM MARKS MAJOR
MILESTONE
1NASA RELEASE-g4-451 P94-10045 06
SPACE STATION SYSTEM DESIGN REVIEW
COMPLETED
I NASA RELEASE-94-53_ P94-10053 06
RUSSIA
ROCKETDYNE, CANOGA PARK, CALIF.
NASA COMPLETES SHIPMENT OF FIRST STATION
HARDWARE TO RUSSIA
I NASA RELEASE-94-2171 P94.10217 06
ROCKETS
S OC-X
S PEGASUS AIR-LAUNCHED BOOSTER
S SOUNDING ROCKETS
ROCKWELL INTERN. CORP., CANOGA PARK, CA.
AITP PROPOSALS SELECTED FOR NEGOTIATIONS
INASA RELEASE-94-1651 P94-10165 06
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP.
STATION SOLAR ARRAY MODULES TO BE SENT TO
RUSSIA
I NASA RELEASE-94-79] P94-10079 06
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION
INASA RELEASE-94-190J P94-10190 06
NASA COMPLETES SHIPMENT OF FIRST STATION
HARDWARE TO RUSSIA
[NASA RELEASE-94-2171 P94-10217 06
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP., DOWNEY, CA.
SHUTTLEIMIR DOCKING HARDWARE ARRIVES
FROM RUSSIA
INASA RELEASE-94-1511 P94-I0151 06
RUNWAY RESURFACING STARTS FOLLOWING
CV-990 TESTS
INASA RELEASE-g4-1531 P94-10153 06
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP., PALMDALE, CA
SPACE SHUTTLE MODIFICATION WORK TO
CONTINUE AT PALMDALE
I NASA RELEASED94-44 I P94-10044 06
ROSSBY WAVES
TOPEX/POSEIDON CHARTS LONG TERM EL NINO
INFLUENCE ON CLIMATE






NASA-ARMY RESEARCH PAVES WAY FOR BETTER
HELICOPTERS
[NASA RELEASE-g4-21 ] P94-10021 06
ROYAL GREENWICH OBSERVATORY, ENGLAND
HUBBLE DETECTS PRIMORDIAL HELIUM IN THE
EARLY UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE-94-1091 P94-10109 06
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
OF UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE-94-1801 P94-10180 06
RSC-ENERGIA, KALININGRAD (RUSSIA)
NASA COMPLETES SHIPMENT OF FIRST STATION
HARDWARE TO RUSSIA
INASA RELEASE-94-2171 P94-10217 06
RSPAC
S REMOTE SENSING PUBLIC ACCESS CENTER
RUNWAYS
RUNWAY RESURFACING STARTS FOLLOWING
CV-990 TESTS
INASA RELEASE-g4-153J P94-10153 06
RUSSIA
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
I NASA RELEASE-94-111 P94-10011 06
NASA ADMINISTRATOR RELEASES STATEMENT ON
GAD REPORT
I NASA RELEASE-g4-103 I P94-10103 06
SPACE STATION MANAGERS RELEASE UPDATED
ASSEMBLY PLAN
INASA RELEASE-94-1641 P94-10164 06
MtR COSMONAUTS CONDUCT NASA EXPERIMENT
INASA RELEASE-94-1681 P94-10168 06
NASA'S WIND SATELLITE WILL STUDY SOLAR WIND
AND CARRY FIRST RUSSIAN INSTRUMENT TO FLY ON
A U.S. SPACECRAFT
INASA RELEASE-94-1781 P94-10178 06
NASA COMPLETES SHIPMENT OF FIRST STATION
HARDWARE TO RUSSIA
I NASA RELEASE-94-2171 P94-10217 06
A-29
RUSSIANCADEMYOFSCIENCES,MOSCOW
VIDEOTAPE OF NASA ADMINISTRATOR DAN
GOLDIN ON THE U S -RUSSIAN INTERNATIONAL
SPACE STATION TO BE PRESENTED TO PRESIDENT
CLINTON FOR HIS TRIP TO MOSCOW
P94-10220 05
ADDRESS TO THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS CHALLENGE,
CHANGE AND ACHIEVEMENT - RESHAPING THE US
SPACE PROGRAM IN 1993 P94-10221 05
AIAA MEETING REMARKS: CRYSTAL CITY
P94-10222 05
RUSSIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, MOSCOW
SULFUR-RICH ASTEROID SITE HOLDS CLUES TO
DEMISE OF DINOSAURS
INASA RELEASE-94-2191 P94-10219 06
RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCY
NASA MARKS SPACE STATION MILESTONE
INASA RELEASE-94-151 P94-10015 06
ASTRONAUTS THAGARD AND DUNBAR TO TRAIN
FOR FLIGHT ON MIR
1NASA RELEASE.94-16 P94-10016 06
CAMERON TO MANAGE NASA ACTIVITIES AT STAR
CITY, RUSSIA
I NASA RELEASE.94-27 P94-10027 06
SPACE STATION PROGRAM MARKS MAJOR
MILESTONE
I NASA RELEASE.94-45 P94-10045 06
SPACE STATION SYSTEM DESIGN REVIEW
COMPLETED
I NASA RELEASE-94-53 P94-10053 06
STATION SOLAR ARRAY MODULES TO BE SENT TO
RUSSIA
J NASA RELEASE-94-79 P94-10079 06
NASA AND RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCY SIGN SPACE
STATION INTERIM AGREEMENT AND $400 MILLION
CONTRACT
I NASA RELEASE-94-101 I P94-10101 06
SHUTTLE/MIR DOCKING HARDWARE ARRIVES
FROM RUSSIA
INASA RELEASE.94-15f I P94-10151 06
SPACE STATION MANAGERS RELEASE UPDATED
ASSEMBLY PLAN
I NASA RELEASE-94-164 I P94-10164 06
ASTRONAUT SEGA TO REPLACE READDY AS NASA
MANAGER IN RUSSIA
INASA RELEASE.94-1821 P94-10182 06
AIAA MEETING REMARKS; CRYSTAL CITY
P94-10222 05
RUSSIAN SPACE PROGRAMS
ASTRONAUTS THAGARD AND DUNBAR TO TRAIN
FOR FLIGHT ON MIR
I NASA RELEASE-94-161 P94-10016 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MODIF(CATION WORK TO
CONTINUE AT PALMDALE




ELECTRONIC CHART WiLL AiD AERIAL
FIREFIGHTERS
I NASA RELEASE-94-69 I P94-10069 06
SAMPEX SATELLITE
NASA SELECTS TWO SMALL EXPLORER MISSIONS
FOR DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-94-1521 P94-10152 06
SAMS(SPACE ACCELERATION)
S SPACE ACCELERATION MEASUREMENT
SYSTEM
SANDIA NATIONAL LAB,, ALBUOUEROUE, N.M.
NASA TECHNOLOGY SUPPORTS NEW MEDICAL
INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY
INASA RELEASE-94-156] P94-10156 06
SATELLITE COMMUNICATION
NASA OPENS GROUND STATION FOR COMPTON
GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY
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MILESTONE
I NASA RELEASE-94-451 P94-10045 06
STATION CONTROL BOARD RATIFIES IMPROVED
ASSEMBLY SEQUENCE
INASA RELEASE-94-117[ P94-10117 06
GOLDIN HAILS SOLID SENATE VOTE ON SPACE
STATION
[NASA RELEASE-94-1271 P94-10127 06
NASA AND BOEING REACH AGREEMENT ON SPACE
STATION CONTRACT
INASA RELEASE-94-144] 1:)94-10144 06
DELUCAS NAMED SPACE STATION ACTING SENIOR
SCIENTIST
I NASA RELEASE-94-2061 P94-10206 06
NASA COMPLETES SHIPMENT OF FIRST STATION
HARDWARE TO RUSSIA
INASA RELEASE-94-2171 P94-10217 06
MSFC PRESS AVAILABILITY P94-10226 05
NASA FY 1995 BUDGET BRIEFING P94-10227 05
GOLDIN/CORDOVA INTERVIEW P94-10230 05
NATIONAL PRESS CLUB LUNCHEON; WASHINGTON,
DC. P94-10232 05
SPACE STATION REDESIGN
NASA MARKS SPACE STATION MILESTONE
INASA RELEASE-94-151 P94-10015 06
SPACE STATION MANAGERS RELEASE UPDATED
ASSEMBLY PLAN
INASA RELEASE-94-1641 P94-10164 06
NASA ESTABLISHES PROGRAM OFFICE FOR
US-RUSSIAN SPACEFLIGHTS
INASA RELEASE-94-1721 P94-10172 06
SPACE STATIONS
SA COLUMBUS SPACE LABORATORY
SA INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION
SA MIR SPACE STATION
NASA MARKS SPACE STATION MILESTONE
I NASA RELEASE-94-151 P94-10015 06
STATION CONTROL BOARD RATIFIES IMPROVED
ASSEMBLY SEQUENCE
I NASA RELEASE-94-117 ] P94-10117 06
GOLDIN HAILS SOLID SENATE VOTE ON SPACE
STATION
[NASA RELEASED94-1271 P94-10127 06
INTERVIEW WITH NASA ADMINISTRATOR DAN
GOLDIN P94-10228 05
SPACE SUITS
NASA AND MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS ASSOCIATION TO
COLLABORATE
I NASA RELEASE-94-801 P94-10080 06
SPACE TELESCOPE
S HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
SPACE TELESCOPE IMAGING SPECTROGRAPH
HUBBLE TECHNOLOGY CONTRIBUTES TO
IMPROVED BREAST BIOPSIES
I NASA RELEASE-94-1071 P94-10107 06
SPACE TELESCOPE SCIENCE INSTITUTE
HST OBSERVES THE SUPERNOVA IN THE
WHIRLPOOL GALAXY
INASA RELEASE-94-761 P94-10076 06
HUBBLE FINDS MYSTERIOUS RING STRUCTURE
AROUND SUPERNOVA 1987A
INASA RELEASE-94-771 P94-10077 06
HST CONFIRMS EXISTENCE OF MASSIVE BLACK
HOLE IN ACTIVE GALAXY
I NASA RELEASE-94-821 P94-10082 06
SPACEBORNE EXPERIMENTS
HUBBLE DETECTS PRIMORDIAL HELIUM IN THE
EARLY UNIVERSE
NASA RELEASE-94-109 P94-t0109 06
HUBBLE UNCOVERS A HIDDEN QUASAR IN A
NEARBY GALAXY
NASA RELEASE-94-160 P94-10160 06
HUBBLE OBSERVATIONS SHED NEW LIGHT ON
JUPITER COLLISION
I NASA RELEASE-94-161 1:)94-10161 06
HUBBLE YIELDS SECRETS OF STAR BIRTH IN THE
EARLY UNIVERSE
I NASA RELEASE-94-171 P94-10171 06
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
OF UNIVERSE
NASA RELEASE-94-180 P94-10180 06
HUBBLE RULES OUT A LEADING EXPLANATION FOR
DARK MATTER
NASA RELEASE-94-188 P94-10188 06
HUBBLE IDENTIFIES PRIMEVAL GALAXIES.
UNCOVERS NEW CLUES TO THE UNIVERSES
EVOLUTION
INASA RELEASE-94-201 I t:>94-10201 06
SPACE TISSUE LOSS SYSTEM
NASA AND NIH READY FOR FIRST JOINT SCIENCE
FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-551 P94-10055 06
SPACE TOOLS
NASA AND UKRAINE SPACE AGENCY AGREE ON
AREAS OF SPACE COOPERATION
(NASA RELEASE-94-t191 P94-10119 06
NASA SIGNS CONTRACT WITH UKRAINE TO FLY
SPACE WELDING TOOL
(NASA RELEASE-94-196) P94-10196 06
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
SA SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITERS
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
I NASA RELEASE-94-11 I P94-10011 06
REFLIGHT OF TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM
CONFIRMED
I NASA RELEASE-94-40 } P94-10040 06
PAYLOAD COMMANDER, MISSION SPECIALIST
NAMED TO ST_73
INASA RELEASE-94-471 P94-10047 06






















SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
[NASA RELEASE-94-381 P94-10038 06
CABANA APPOINTED CHIEF OF ASTRONAUT
OFFICE
(NASA RELEASE-94-1461 I)94-10146 06
RESULTS FROM HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994
INASA RELEASE-94-216] P94-10216 06
SPACEBORNE ASTRONOMY
SA ROCKETBORNE ASTRONOMY
CREW SELECTED FOR STS-67 ASTRONOMY
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-5[ P94-10005 06
SPACEBORNE EXPERIMENTS
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
(NASA RELEASE-g4-111 P94-10011 06
A-33
SPACEBORNEPHOTOGRAPHY
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
REFLIGHT OF TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM
CONFIRMED
I NASA RELEASE-94-401 P94-10040 06
NASA SELECTS PARTICIPANTS FOR STUDENT
LAUNCH PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-94-1131 P94-10113 06
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHUTTLE MISSION STS-64
INASA RELEASE-94-1351 P94-10135 06
MIR COSMONAUTS CONDUCT NASA EXPERIMENT
INASA RELEASE-94-1681 P94-10168 06
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-1751 P94-10175 06
NEW SPACELAB SCIENCE MISSION TO FLY IN
1996
I NASA RELEASE-94-2121 P94-10212 C_
VIDEOTAPE OF NASA ADMINISTRATOR DAN
GOLDIN ON THE US-RUSSIAN INTERNATIONAL
SPACE STATION TO BE PRESENTED TO PRESIDENT




GALILEO DISCOVERS MOON OF ASTEROID
INASA RELEASE-g4-501 P94-10050 06
NEW GALILEO ASTEROID MOON IMAGES, DATA
RELEASED
INASA RELEASE-94-831 P94-10083 06
GALILEO BEGINS SENDING SHOEMAKER-LEVY
DATA
INASA RELEASE-94-1331 P94-10133 06
PRESS CONFERENCE OF THE HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IMAGES RELEASE; GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND
P94-10224 05
SPACEBORNE TELESCOPES
SA HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
SA IUE /INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET
EXPLORER/
SA X-RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY
ASTRONAUTS SELECTED FOR ATLANTIS" STS-66
MISSION




S SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITERS
S SPACE SHUTTLES
S WIND AND POLAR SPACECRAFT
SPACECRAFT ACCIDENTS
MARS OBSERVER INVESTIGATION REPORT
RELEASED
I NASA RELEASE-94-1 I P94-10001 06
SPACECRAFT COMMUNICATIONS
MAGELLAN LOSS OF CONTACT CAPS VENUS
MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-1701 P94-10170 06
SPACECRAFT CONTROL
SPACE STATION PROGRAM MARKS MAJOR
MILESTONE
[NASA RELEASE-94-451 P94-10045 06
SPACECRAFT DESIGN
NASA MARKS SPACE STATION MILESTONE
INASA RELEASE-94+151 P94-10015 06
SPACE STATION PROGRAM MARKS MAJOR
MILESTONE
I NASA RELEASE-94-451 P94-10045 06
SPACE STATION SYSTEM DESIGN REVIEW
COMPLETED
[ NASA RELEASE-94-531 P94-10053 06
NASA AWARDS TECHNOLOGY GRANT TO SIERRA
COLLEGE
I NASA RELEASE-94-631 P94-10063 06
SPACECRAFT FAILURE
WIND AND POLAR LAUNCHES TO SLIP FOLLOWING
TECHNICAL REVIEW
INASA RELEASE-94-301 P94-10030 06
SPACECRAFT INSTRUMENTS
SA HIGH RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIATION
SOUNDER
SA SPACE ENVIRONMENT MONITOR
SA THEMATIC MAPPER
WIND AND POLAR LAUNCHES TO SLIP FOLLOWING
TECHNICAL REVIEW
INASA RELEASE-94-301 P94-10030 06
SPACECRAFT LANDING
RUNWAY RESURFACING STARTS FOLLOWING
CV-990 TESTS
I NASA RELEASE-94-1531 P94-10153 06
SPACECRAFT LAUNCHING
WIND AND POLAR LAUNCHES TO SLIP FOLLOWING
TECHNICAL REVIEW
INASA RELEASE-g4-301 P94-10030 06
SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE TO RETIRE AFTER 34
YEARS OF SERVICE
I NASA RELEASE-94-721 P94-10072 06
SPACECRAFT MAINTENANCE
SA CORRECTIVE OPTICS /HUBBLE TELESCOPE/
NASA DECLARES HUBBLE SERVICING MISSION
SUCCESSFUL
I NASA RELEASE-94-71 P94-10007 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MODIFICATION WORK TO
CONTINUE AT PALMDALE
INASA RELEASE-94-441 P94-10044 06
UPDATED MIXED FLEET MANIFEST RELEASED
I NASA RELEASE-94-61 ] P94-10061 06
HUBBLE TEAM TO RECEIVE COLLIER TROPHY
I NASA RELEASE-94-71 I P94-10071 06
NASA PRESS CONFERENCE; GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, MARYLAND P94-10223 05
ROTARY CLUB LUNCHEON; NASHVILLE,
TENNESSEE P94-10225 05
SPACECRAFT PERFORMANCE
SUPER LIGHTWEIGHT EXTERNAL TANK TO BE USED
BY SHUTTLE
I NASA RELEASE-94-32t P94-10032 06
SPACECRAFT POWER SUPPLIES
WIND AND POLAR LAUNCHES TO SLIP FOLLOWING
TECHNICAL REVIEW
I NASA RELEASE-94-301 P94-10030 06
SPACE STATION PROGRAM MARKS MAJOR
MILESTONE
I NASA RELEASE-94-451 P94-10045 06
INVESTIGATION PANEL RELEASES REPORT ON
NOAA-t3 FAILURE
INASA RELEASE-94-157] P94-10157 06
MAGELLAN LOSS OF CONTACT CAPS VENUS
MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-170] P94-10170 06
SPACECRAFT STRUCTURES
SUPER LIGHTWEIGHT EXTERNAL TANK TO BE USED
BY SHUTTLE
INASA RELEASE-94-321 P94-10032 06
SPACECRAFT TRACKING
MAGELLAN LOSS OF CONTACT CAPS VENUS
MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-1701 P94-10170 06
SPACECREWS
CREW SELECTED FOR STS-67 ASTRONOMY
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-51 P94-10005 06
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
I NASA RELEASE-94-11 I P94-10011 06
ASTRONAUTS THAGARD AND DUNBAR TO TRAIN
FOR FLIGHT ON MIR
INASA RELEASE-94-161 P94-10016 06
UNITED STATES MtCROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
ASTRONAUT LINENGER JOINS STS-64 CREW
I NASA RELEASE-94-31 ] P94-10031 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
INASA RELEASE-94-38] P94-10038 06
AVAILABILITY OF SHUTTLE CREWS CHANGES FOR
POST-FLIGHT INTERVIEWS
I NASA RELEASE-94-671 P94-10067 06
SUBJECT INDEX
HUBBLE TEAM TO RECEIVE COLLIER TROPHY
I NASA RELEASE-94-711 P94-10071 06
CREW NAMED FOR FIRST SPACE SHUTTLE, MIR
DOCKING MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-901 P94-10090 06
INTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVITY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94 10096 06
NASA SELECTS PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SPACELAB MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-981 P94 10098 06
CREW NAMED FOR SECOND WAKE SHIELD
FACILITY SHUTTLE FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-1121 P94-10112 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-1141 P94-10114 06
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHUTTLE MISSION STS-64
INASA RELEASE-94-1351 P94-10135 06
CREW MEMBERS NAMED FOR SPACE SHUTTLE
MISSION STS-70
I NASA RELEASE-94-141 I P94+10141 06
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW NAMED FOR SECOND MIR
DOCKING MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-1451 P94-10145 06
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR STS-68/ENDEAVOUR
INASA RELEASE-94-1541 P94-10154 06
NASA NAMES SCIENCE TEAM FOR ASTEROID
RENDEZVOUS MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-1591 P94-10159 06
GUIDONI NAMED TO CREW OF TETHERED
SATELLITE BEFLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-1691 P94-10169 06
LAUNCH DATE FOR SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-66 ANNOUNCED
INASA RELEASE-94-1731 P94-10173 06
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94+1751 P94-10175 06
COMMANDER. PILOT AND FLIGHT ENGINEER
NAMED TO STS-73 CREW
INASA RELEASE-94-1951 P94-10195 06
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW NAMED FOR STS-72
MISSION
NASA RELEASE-94-208J P94-10208 06
SPACEHAB-2
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
INASA RELEASE-94-11 I P94-10011 06
SPACELAB
ASTRONAUTS SELECTED FOR ATLANTIS' STS-66
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-g4-41 P94-10004 06
UPDATED MIXED FLEET MANIFEST RELEASED
I NASA RELEASE-94-61 I P94-10061 06
CREW NAMED FOR FIRST SPACE SHUTTLE, MIR
DOCKING MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-90 j P94-10090 06
NASA SELECTS PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SPACELAB MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-981 P94-10098 06
NEW SPACELAB SCIENCE MISSION TO FLY IN
1996
[NASA RELEASE-94-212t P94-10212 06
SPARTAN SATELLITES
SA SPARTAN-201
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW NAMED FOR STS 72
MISSION




ASTRONAUT LINENGER JOINS STS-64 CREW
I NASA RELEASE-94-31 I P94-I0031 06
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHUTTLE MISSION STS-64
INASA RELEASE-94-1351 P94-10135 06
_PDM
S SPECIAL PURPOSE DEXTEROUS MANIPULATOR
A-34
SUBJECT INDEX
SPECIAL PURPOSE DEXTEROUS MANIPULATOR
NASA AND CSA ANNOUNCE SPACE COOPERATION
PLAN
I NASA RELEASE-94-89 I P94-10089 06
SPECIALIZED CENTERS OF RESEARCH & TRAINING
AGENCIES FORM JOINT PROGRAM IN PLANT
BIOLOGY




S FAINT OBJECT SPECTROGRAPH
S SPACE TELESCOPE IMAGING SPECTROGRAPH
SPECTROMETERS
SA GAMMA RAY SPECTROMETER
SA INFRARED SPECTROMETER
SA SPACE ENVIRONMENT MONITOR
ASTRONAUTS SELECTED FOR ATLANTIS' STS-66
MISSION





SATELLITE FINDS IMPRINT OF UNIVERSE ON
GAMMA-RAY EXPLOSIONS
INASA RELEASE-94-101 P94-10010 06
HUBBLE UNCOVERS A HIDDEN QUASAR IN A
NEARBY GALAXY




50 SCIENTISTS STUDY CANADIAN FORESTS'
IMPACT ON CLIMATE CHANGE
I NASA RELEASE-94-651 P94-10065 06
STANDARDS
NASA/DOD TO ESTABLISH STANDARD QUALITY
ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS
I NASA RELEASE-94-371 P94-10037 06
STANFORD UNIV., CALIF.
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 PHASE ONE STTR
SELECTIONS
I NASA RELEASE-94 99] P94-10099 06
SPECTACULAR COLOR FLASHES RECORDED
ABOVE ELECTRICAL STORMS
INASA RELEASE-94-124 I P94-10124 06
AGENCIES FORM JOINT PROGRAM IN PLANT
BIOLOGY
I NASA RELEASE-94-2131 P94-10213 06
STAR CITY, U.S.S.R.
CAMERON TO MANAGE NASA ACTIVITIES AT STAR
CITY, RUSSIA
I NASA RELEASE-94-27 I P94-10027 06
ASTRONAUT READDY TO REPLACE CAMERON AS
NASA MANAGER IN RUSSIA
I NASA RELEASE+94*1151 P94-10115 06
ASTRONAUT SEGA TO REPLACE READDY AS NASA
MANAGER IN RUSSIA
INASA RELEASE-94-1821 P94-I0182 06
ASTRONAUTS BLAHA AND LUCID TO TRAIN FOR
FLIGHT ON MIR
I NASA RELEASE-94-153 I P94-10183 06
STAR CLUSTERS
HUBBLE YIELDS SECRETS OF STAR BIRTH IN THE
EARLY UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE-94-171 I P94-10171 06
STAR FORMATION
HUBBLE YIELDS SECRETS OF STAR BIRTH IN THE
EARLY UNIVERSE













HST CONFIRMS ABUNDANCE OF
PROTOPLANETARY DISKS AROUND NEWBORN
STARS
[ NASA RELEASE-94-931 P94-10093 06
HUBBLE YIELDS SECRETS OF STAR BIRTH IN THE
EARLY UNIVERSE
I NASA RELEASE-94-1?1 I P94-10171 06
STELLAR RADIATION
CREW SELECTED FOR STS-67 ASTRONOMY
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-51 P94-10005 06
STELLAR SPECTRA
CREW SELECTED FOR STS-67 ASTRONOMY
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-5] P94-10005 06
STENNIS SPACE CENTER, MISS.
NASA/FEMA REMOTE SENSING SYSTEM TO SPEED
DISASTER RELIEF
I NASA RELEASE-94-621 P94-10062 06
TOPEX/POSEIDON CHARTS LONG TERM EL HIND
INFLUENCE ON CLIMATE
I NASA RELEASE-94+1621 P94+10162 06
KRAFT TO HEAD INDEPENDENT SHUTTLE
WORKFORCE REVIEW
I NASA RELEASE-94-1971 P94-10197 06
NASA SELECTS PROJECTS FOR COMMERCIAL
REMOTE SENSING
INASA RELEASE-94-2031 P94-10203 06
STIS







SPECTACULAR COLOR FLASHES RECORDED
ABOVE ELECTRICAL STORMS
I NASA RELEASE-94-1241 P94-10124 06
STOVL AIRCRAFT
NASA DEVELOPS NEW DIGITAL FLIGHT CONTROL
SYSTEM
[ NASA RELEASE-94-2091 P94-10209 06
STRATOSPHERE
NASA'S UARS CONFIRMS CFCS CAUSED
ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE
INASA RELEASE-94-2151 P94-10215 06
STRATOSPHERIC SOUNDING UNIT
DECEMBER 4 LAUNCH PLANNED FOR NOAA-J
INASA RELEASE-94-1891 P94+10189 06
STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS RES. CORP., OHIO
AITP PROPOSALS SELECTED FOR NEGOTIATIONS
INASA RELEASE-94-1651 P94-10165 06
STS-42
ASTRONAUT LINENGER JOINS STS-64 CREW
[NASA RELEASE-94-31 I P94-10031 06
STS-59
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
I NASA RELEASE-94-381 P94-10035 06
IMPROVED SHUTTLE TILE TO FLY ON STS-59
I NASA RELEASE-94-541 P94-10054 06
AVAILABILITY OF SHUTTLE CREWS CHANGES FOR
POST-FLIGHT INTERVIEWS
I NASA RELEASE-94-67 ] P94-10067 06
STS-60
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
I NASA RELEASE*94-11 I P94-10011 06
ASTRONAUTS THAGARD AND DUNBAR TO TRAIN
FOR FLIGHT ON MIR
INASA RELEASE-94-161 P94+10016 06
NASA ESTABLISHES PROGRAM OFFICE FOR
U.S -RUSSIAN SPACEFLIGHTS
INASA RELEASE-94-1721 P94-10172 06
STS-71
STS-61
NASA DECLARES HUBBLE SERVICING MISSION
SUCCESSFUL
t NASA RELEASE-94-71 P94-10007 06
HUBBLE TEAM TO RECEIVE COLLIER TROPHY
INASA RELEASE-94-71 I P94-10071 06
STS-62
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MODIFICATION WORK TO
CONTINUE AT PALMDALE
I NASA RELEASE-94-44 I P94-10044 06
STS-63
ASTRONAUTS THAGARD AND DUNBAR TO TRAIN
FOR FLIGHT ON MIR
INASA RELEASE-94-161 P94-10016 06
NASA ESTABLISHES PROGRAM OFFICE FOR
U.S.-RUSSlAN SPACEFLIGHTS
INASA RELEASE-94-172t P94-10172 06
STS-64
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHUTTLE MISSION STS-64
INASA RELEASE-94-1351 P94-10135 06
STS-65
SPACE SHUTTLE MODIFICATION WORK TO
CONTINUE AT PALMDALE
I NASA RELEASE-94-44 I P94+10044 06
INTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVlTY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-96 J P94-10096 06
STS-66
ASTRONAUTS SELECTED FOR ATLANTIS' STS-66
MISSION
] NASA RELEASE-94-41 P94-10004 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MODIFICATION WORK TO
CONTINUE AT PALMDALE
I NASA RELEASE-94-44 ] P94-10044 06
LAUNCH DATE FOR SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-66 ANNOUNCED
INASA RELEASE-94-1731 P94-10173 06
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-1751 P94-10175 06
STS-67
CREW SELECTED FOR STS-67 ASTRONOMY
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-51 P94-10005 06
STS-68
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-114 I P94+10114 06
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR STS-65/ENDEAVOUR
I NASA RELEASE-94-154 I P94-10154 06
ST8-69
CREW NAMED FOR SECOND WAKE SHIELD
FACILITY SHUTTLE FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-1121 P94-10112 06
STS-70
SPACE SHUTFLE MODIFICATION WORK TO
CONTINUE AT PALMDALE
I NASA RELEASE-94-44 ] P94-10044 06
CREW MEMBERS NAMED FOR SPACE SHUTTLE
MISSION STS-70
I NASA RELEASE-94-141 I P94-10141 06
STS-71
ASTRONAUTS THAGARD AND DUNBAR TO TRAIN
FOR FLIGHT ON MIR
INASA RELEASE-94-161 P94-10016 06
CAMERON TO MANAGE NASA ACTIVITIES AT STAR
CITY, RUSSIA
I NASA RELEASE-94-271 P94-10027 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MODIFICATION WORK TO
CONTINUE AT PALMDALE
I NASA RELEASE-94-441 P94-10044 06
UPDATED MIXED FLEET MANIFEST RELEASED
I NASA RELEASE-94-61 ] P94-10061 06
CREW NAMED FOR FIRST SPACE SHUTTLE, MIR
DOCKING MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94+901 P94-10090 06
A-35
STS-72
SHUTTLE/M_R DOCKING HARDWARE ARRIVES
FROM RUSSIA
J NASA RELEASE-94-151 _ P94-10151 06
STS-72
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW NAMED FOR STS-72
M_SSION
J NASA RELEASE-94-208 J P94-10208 06
STS-73
PAYLOAD COMMANDER, MISSION SPECIALIST
NAMED TO STS-73
I NASA RELEASE-94-47 j P94-t0047 06
COMMANDER, P_LOT AND FLIGHT ENGINEER
NAMED TO STS-73 CREW
I NASA RELEASE-94-1951 P94-10195 06
STS-?4
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW NAMED FOR SECOND MIR
DOCKING MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-94*_451 P94-10145 06
NASA COMPLETES SHIPMENT OF FIRST STATION
HARDWARE TO RUSSIA
JNASA RELEASE-94-217) P94-t0217 06
STS-75
GUIDONI NAMED TO CREW OF TETHERED
SATELLITE REFUGHT
J NASA RELEASE-94-169 [ P94-t0169 06
STS-76
CHANG-DIAZ NAMED PAYLOAD COMMANDER FOR
TSS REFLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-1421 P94-10142 06
ASTRONAUTS CHILTON, REAOOY TO COMMAND
SHU]-rLE/MIR MISSIONS
I NASA RELEASE-94-185] P94-10185 06
STS-78
NEW SPACELAB SCIENCE MISSION TO FLY IN
1996
INASA RELEASE-94-212) P94-10212 06
STS-79
SPACE SHUTTLE MODIFICATION WORK TO
CONTINUE AT PALMDALE
[NASA RELEASE-94-44 ] P94-10044 06
ASTRONAUTS CHILTON+ READDY TO COMMAND
SRUTTLE/MtR MISSIONS
INASA RELEASE-94-1851 P94-10185 06
STUDENT INVOLVEMENT PROJECT
NASA SSlP WINNERS HONORED IN WASHINGTON,
DC
{ NASA RELEASE-94-70 I P94-10070 06
STUDENT LAUNCH PROGRAM
NASA SELECTS PARTICIPANTS FOR STUDENT
LAUNCH PROGRAM
JNASA RELEASE-94-1131 F94-10113 06
SUBCONTRACTS
NASA MARKS SPACE STATION MILESTONE
INASA RELEASE-94-151 P94-10015 06
SUBMILLIMETER WAVE ASTRONOMY SATELLITE
NASA SELECTS TWO SMALL EXPLORER MISSIONS
FOR DEVELOPMENT
INASA RELEASE-94-1521 P94-10t52 06
SUBORBITAL FLIGHTS
NASA SELECTS PARTICIPANTS FOR STUDENT
LAUNCH PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-94-1131 P94-10113 06
SUBSYSTEMS
WIND AND POLAR LAUNCHES TO SLIP FOLLOWING
TECHNICAL REVIEW
INASA RELEASE-94-301 P94-10030 06
SULFUR
SULFUR-RICH ASTEROID SITE HOLDS CLUES TO
DEMISE OF DINOSAURS
[NASA RELEASE-94-2tg[ P94-10219 06
SUN
ULYSSES STARTS PRIMARY MISSION AT SUN
[ NASA RELEASE-94-104 ] P94-10104 06
SUPERNOVA
SA SUPERNOVA 1987A
HST OBSERVES THE SUPERNOVA IN THE
WHIRLPOOL GALAXY
JNASA RELEASE-94-761 P94-10076 06
SUPERNOVA REMNANTS
HUBBLE FINDS MYSTERIOUS RING STRUCTURE
AROUND SUPERNOVA 1987A
J NASA RELEASE-94-77 j P94-10077 06
SUPERNOVA 1987A
HUBBLE FINDS MYSTERIOUS RING STRUCTURE
AROUND SUPERNOVA 1987A
INASA RELEASE-94-77] P94-10077 06
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
NASA DEVELOPS ENHANCED RUNWAY VIEWS FOR
SUPERSONIC PILOTS
[NASA RELEASE-94-2J P94-10002 06
NASA ACQUIRES BOEING 757 FOR AERONAUTICAL
FLIGHT RESEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-94-391 P94-10039 06
BOEING AND DOUGLAS TEAM UP IN HIGH-SPEED
AERO CONTRACT
I NASA RELEASE-94-1181 P94-10118 06
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT
NASA TESTS NOISE-REDUCING NOZZLE FOR
SUPERSONIC AIRLINERS
JNASA RELEASE-94-14] P94-10014 06
HIGH-SPEED AIRCRAFT RESEARCH COMBUSTOR
TESTS EXCEED GOAL
I NASA RELEASE-94-24 [ P94-10024 06
HIGH-SPEED ENGINE CYCLES TAPPED FOR
FURTHER RESEARCH
I NASA RELEASE-94-41 [ P94-10041 06
REMOTE ACCESS WIND TUNNEL AIDS IN HIGH
SPEED RESEARCH
INASA RELEASE-94.t86J P94-10186 06
SURGERY
HUBBLE TECHNOLOGY CONTRIBUTES TO
IMPROVED BREAST BIOPSIES
[NASA RELEASE-94-1071 P94-10107 06
SWAS
S SUBMILLIMETER WAVE ASTRONOMY
SATELLITE
SWEDEN
NASA SELECTS TWO SMALL EXPLORER MISSIONS
FOR DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-94-1521 P94-10152 06
SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR
NASA RADAR OBSERVES ERUPTING VOLCANO ON
THE RING OF FIRE
INASA RELEASE-94-1791 P94-10179 06
SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY, INC., CALIF.
NASA DEVELOPS ENHANCED RUNWAY VIEWS FOR
SUPERSONIC PILOTS
INASA RELEASE-94-2] P94-10002 06
T
TASC, FT. WALTON, FL
NASA SELECTS PROJECTS FOR COMMERCJAL
REMOTE SENSING
[NASA RELEASE-94-203J P94-10203 06
TDR SATELLITES
NASA OPENS GROUND STATION FOR COMPTON
GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY
JNASA RELEASE-94-421 P94-10042 06
NASA INITIATING INDUSTRY TESTING PROGRAM
VIA SATELLITE NETWORK
I NASA RELEASE-94-43 } P94-10043 06
CREW MEMBERS NAMED FOR SPACE SHUTTLE
MISSION STS-70
[NASA RELEASE-94-141 J P94-10141 06
TECH BRIEFS/PUBLICATION/
S NASA TECH BRIEFS
TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY RESOURCE PROJECT
NASA FOSTERS AEROSPACE EDUCATION IN
ARKANSAS




I NASA RELEASE-94-171 P94-10017 06
NASA SIGNS TECHNOLOGY AGREEMENT WITH
AEROSPACE CONSORTIUM
I NASA RELEASE-94-591 P94-10059 06
SUBJECT INDEX
NASA AWARDS TECHNOLOGY GRANT TO SIERRA
COLLEGE
I NASA RELEASE-94-631 P94-t0063 06
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
NASA FOSTERS AEROSPACE RESEARCH IN
STATES
I NASA RELEASE-94-131 P94-10013 06
NASA/INDUSTRY PIONEER TECHNOLOGY
REINVESTMENT PROGRAM
NASA RELEASE-94-171 P94-10017 06
REPORT CALLS FOR GREATER NASA GENERAL
AVIATION ROLE
NASA RELEASE-94-29 i P94-10029 06
NASA SIGNS TECHNOLOGY AGREEMENT WITH
AEROSPACE CONSORTIUM
NASA RELEASE-94-59 J P94-10059 06
NASA AND MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS ASSOCIATION TO
COLLABORATE
NASA RELEASE-94-801 P94-10080 06
HUBBLE TECHNOLOGY CONTRIBUTES TO
IMPROVED BREAST BIOPSIES
NASA RELEASE-94-1071 P94-10107 06
NASA STIMULATES USE OF SCIENCE DATA OVER
THE INTERNET
NASA RELEASE-94-1311 P94-10131 06
NASA TO USE RUSSIAN SUPERSONIC AIRLINER
FOR FLIGHT TESTS
JNASA RELEASE-94-1431 P94-10143 06
NASA TECHNOLOGY SUPPORTS NEW MEDICAL
INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY
INASA RELEASE-94-1561 P94-10156 06
LANGLEY AND FORD SIGN TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER AGREEMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-94-1661 P94-10166 06
TECHNOLOGY 2004 CONFERENCE OPENS
NOVEMBER 8
[NASA RELEASE-94-1841 P94-10184 06
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION
NASA AND MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS ASSOCIATION TO
COLLABORATE
I NASA RELEASE-94-801 P94-10080 06
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION FOUNDATION, N.Y.
TECHNOLOGY 2004 CONFERENCE OPENS
NOVEMBER 8
I NASA RELEASE-94-184J P94-10184 06
TELECONFERENCING
NASA INSTALLS TELECONFERENCE SYSTEM FOR
GATEWAY TO MOSCOW
{NASA RELEASE-94-28 ( P94-10028 06
TELEDYNE BROWN ENGINEERING
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION
INASA RELEASE-94-190t P94-10190 06
TELEMEDICAL SYSTEMS
NASA AND UKRAINE SPACE AGENCY AGREE ON
AREAS OF SPACE COOPERATION
JNASA RELEASE-94-1191 P94-10119 06
NASA TECHNOLOGY SUPPORTS NEW MEDICAL
INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY
[NASA RELEASE-94-1561 P94-10156 06
TELEMETRY
NASA/FEMA REMOTE SENSING SYSTEM TO SPEED
DISASTER RELIEF
INASA RELEASE-94-62{ P94-_0062 06
TELESCOPES
SA HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
SA INFRARED TELESCOPES
SA rUE /INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET
EXPLORER/
SA SPACEBORNE TELESCOPES
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-1751 P94-10175 06
TELEVISION




INASA RELEASE-94-81 P94-10008 06
SPACE STATION PROGRAM MARKS MAJOR
MILESTONE
JNASA RELEASE-94-45] P94-10045 06
A-36
SUBJECT INDEX
EDUCATION TELECASTS SCHEDULED FOR 1994-95
SCHOOL YEAR
JNASA RELEASE-94-198J P94-1019B 06
LIVE EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTS FROM
ANTARCTICA
f NASA RELEASE-94-207t P94-10207 06
TEST FACILITIES
NATIONAL FACILITIES INVENTORIED, NEEDS
ESTABLISHED






TETHER APPLICATIONS, LA JOLt-A, CALIF.
DATA SET FOR SECOND FLIGHT OF TETHER
EXPERIMENT
INASA RELEASE-94-351 P94-10035 06
TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM
REFLIGHT OF TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM
CONFIRMED
I NASA RELEASE-94-401 P94-10040 06
UPDATED MIXED FLEET MANIFEST RELEASED
J NASA RELEASE-94-61 J P94-10061 06
CHANG-DIAZ NAMED PAYLOAD COMMANDER FOR
TSS REFLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-M21 P94-10142 06
GUIDONI NAMED TO CREW OF TETHERED
SATELLITE REFLIGHT
{NASA RELEASE-94-T691 P94-t0169 06
TETHERED SATELLITES
SA SMALL EXPENDABLE-TETHER DEPLOYER
SYSTEM
SA TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM
DATA SET FOR SECOND FLIGHT OF TETHER
EXPERIMENT
I NASA RELEASE-94-351 P94-10035 06
GUIOONI NAMED TO CREW OF TETHERED
SATELLITE REFLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-1691 P94-10169 06
TEXACO, INC.
TOPEX / POSEIDON BUILDS CRITICAL DATA BASE ON
CLIMATE CHANGE
I NASA RELEASE-94-2021 P94-10202 06
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC., ATTLEBORO, MA.
AITP PROPOSALS SELECTED FOR NEGOTIATIONS
{NASA RELEASE-94-165 P94-10165 06
TEXAS UNIV., AUSTIN
APOLLO REFLECTORS CONTINUE TO AID STUDIES
OF THE MOON
INASA RELEASE-94-122 P94-10122 06
TEXAS UNIV., SAN ANTONIO
NASA AWARDS RESEARCH GRANTS TO HISPANIC
SERVING INSTITUTIONS
I NASA RELEASE-94-85 P94-10085 06
THE EXPLORITORIUM, SAN FRANCISCO, CA.
NASA AWARDS INTERNET PUBLIC ACCESS GRANTS
AND COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS
INASA RELEASE-94-19,4 P94-10194 06
THEMATIC MAPPER
NASA TAKES OVER LANDSAT 7 DEVELOPMENT
CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-94-78 P94-10078 06
THERMAL CONTROL
SPACE STATION PROGRAM MARKS MAJOR
MILESTONE
{NASA RELEASE-94-45 P94-10045 06
THERMAL INSULATION
S TOUGHENED UNI-PIECE FIBROUS INSULATION
THERMAL PROTECTION
SA TOUGHENED UNI-PIECE FIBROUS INSULATION
NASA AND MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS ASSOCIATION TO
COLLABORATE
I NASA RELEASE-94-901 P94-10080 06
THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM
IMPROVED SHUTTLE TtLE TO FLY ON STS-59
I NASA RELEASE-94-54 ] P94-10054 06
THIOKOL CORP.
YELLOW CREEK FACILITIES TO PERFORM SHUTTLE
NOZZLE WORK
INASA RELEASE-94-681 P94-10068 06
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCA TtON






SPECTACULAR COLOR FLASHES RECORDED
ABOVE ELECTRICAL STORMS
I NASA RELEASE-94-1241 P94-10124 06
GAMMA RAY FLASHES IN ATMOSPHERE MORE
COMMON THAN THOUGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-204 I P94-10204 06
TILES
IMPROVED SHUTTLE TILE TO FLY ON STS-59
INASA RELEASE-94-541 P94-10054 06
TIME DILATION
SATELLITE FINDS IMPRINT OF UNIVERSE ON
GAMMA-RAY EXPLOSIONS
I NASA RELEASE-94-10J P94-10010 06
TIRES
RUNWAY RESURFACING STARTS FOLLOWING
CV-990 TESTS
JNASA RELEASE-94-153J P94-10153 06
TISSUE CULTURE TECHNIQUES
S CULTURE TECHNIQUES
TISSUE EQUIVALENT PROPORTIONAL COUNTER
MIR COSMONAUTS CONDUCT NASA EXPERIMENT
{NASA RELEASE-94-1681 P94-10168 06
TITAN
CASSINI DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENT RELEASED
INASA RELEASE-94-174I P94-10174 0_
TITAN LAUNCH VEHICLE
S TITAN-CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
TITAN-CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
CASSINI DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENT RELEASED
{NASA RELEASE-94-1741 P94-10174 06
TOOLS
S SPACE TOOLS
S UKRAINIAN UNIVERSAL HAND TOOL
TOPEX/POSEIDON MISSION
FRENCH SPACE AGENCY HONORS
TOPEX-POSEIDON TEAM
INASA RELEASE-94-1321 P94-10132 06
TOPEX/POSEIDON CHARTS LONG TERM EL HIND
INFLUENCE ON CLIMATE
I NASA RELEASE-94-162} P94-10162 06
TOPEX/POSEtDON BUILDS CRITICAL DATA BASE ON
CLIMATE CHANGE
INASA RELEASE-94-2021 P94-t0202 06
TOPSAR
S SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR
TOTAL OZONE MAPPING SPECTROMETER
UPDATED MIXED FLEET MANIFEST RELEASED
i NASA RELEASE-94-61 I P94-10061 06
ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE LEVELS SAME AS LAST
YEAR'S RECORD LOWS
{NASA RELEASE-94-1671 P94-t0167 06
TOUGHENED UNI-PIECE FIBROUS INSULATION
IMPROVED SHUTTLE TILE TO FLY ON STS-59
I NASA RELEASE-94-541 P94-10054 06
TPS
S THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM
TRACE/SATELLITE/
S TRANSITIONAL REGION AND CORONAL
EXPLORER
TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION
SA GROUND STATIONS
NASA TRACKS LAND-SURFACE MOVEMENT IN JAN
17 EARTHQUAKE
INASA RELEASE-94-191 P94-10019 06
U.S.S.R.
SPACE STATION PROGRAM MARKS MAJOR
MILESTONE
INASA RELEASE-94-451 P94-10045 06




TRANSITIONAL REGION AND CORONAL EXPLORER
NASA SELECTS TWO SMALL EXPLORER M_SSIONS
FOR DEVELOPMENT
I NASA RELEASE-94.1521 P94-10152 06
TRANSMISSION
S DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHIC TRANSMISSION
TRANSMISSION LOSS
MAGELLAN LOSS OF CONTACT CAPS VENUS
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-1701 P94-10170 06
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
SA BOEING 757 AIRCRAFT
SA HIGH SPEED CIVIL TRANSPORT
SA SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT
BOEING AND DOUGLAS TEAM UP IN HIGH-SPEED
AERO CONTRACT




S DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
TRW SYSTEMS, INC.
NASA COMPLETES FIRST MIRROR FOR AXAF
OBSERVATORY
tNASA RELEASE-94-1391 P94-10139 06
TRW, INC.
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION
INASA RELEASE-94.190} P94-10190 06
TRW, INC., REDONDO BEACH, CALIF.
NASA ANNOUNCES SMALLSAT CONTRACT
AWARDS
I NASA RELEASE-94-941 P94-10094 06
TU-144 AIRCRAFT
NASA TO USE RUSSIAN SUPERSONIC AIRLINER
FOR FLIGHT TESTS
INASA RELEASE-94-1431 P94-10143 06
TUFI




HIGH-SPEED ENGINE CYCLES TAPPED FOR
FURTHER RESEARCH
INASA RELEASE-94-41 I P94-10041 06
U
U.S. FORESTRY SERVICE
S FOREST SERVICE, US.
U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
NASA APPOINTS NEAR-EARTH OBJECT SEARCH
COMMITTEE
1NASA RELEASE-94-128i P94-10128 06
NASA NAMES SCIENCE TEAM FOR ASTEROID
RENDEZVOUS MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-1591 P94-10159 06
LIVE EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTS FROM
ANTARCTICA
I NASA RELEASE-94-207 i P94-10207 06
U.S. MICROGRAVITY PAYLOADS/USMP/
GUIDONI NAMED TO CREW OF TETHERED
SATELLITE REFLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-94-169} P94-10169 06
U.S.S.R.
NASA AND UKRAINE SPACE AGENCY AGREE ON
AREAS OF SPACE COOPERATION
1 NASA RELEASE-94.1191 P94-10119 06
NASA ESTABLISHES PROGRAM OFFICE FOR
U.S -RUSSIAN SPACEFLIGHTS




NASA ARMY RESEARCH PAVES WAY FOR BETTER
HELICOPTERS
I NASA RELEASE 94 211 P94 10021 06
UKRAINE
NASA SIGNS CONTRACT WITH UKRAINE TO FLY
SPACE WELDING TOOL
INASA RELEASE 94 1961 P94-10196 06
UKRAINIAN UNIVERSAL HAND TOOL
NASA SIGNS CONTRACT WITH UKRAINE TO ELY
SPACE WELDING TOOL
I NASA RELEASE 94 !961 P94-10196 06
ULTRAVIOLET ASTRONOMY
HST OBSERVES THE SUPERNOVA IN THE
WHIRLPOOL GALAXY
INASA RELEASE 94 761 P94 10076 06
ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROSCOPY
CREW SELECTED FOR STS.67 ASTRONOMY
MISSION
INASA RELEASE 94 54 P94 10005 06
ULYSSES MISSION
ULYSSES STAR]S PRIMARY MISSION AT SUN
INASA RELEASE 94 104] P94-10104 06
ULYSSES SPACECRAFT COMPLETES SOUTHERN
SOLAR PASS
I NASA RELEASE 94 187 I P94-10187 06
UNITED KINGDOM
NASA SELECTS TWO SMALL EXPLORER MISSIONS
FOR DEVELOPMENT
INASA RELEASE-94-t52r P94-10152 06
UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORP.
NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR
AWARDED
INASA RELEASE 94 163! P94-10163 06
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION
rNASA RELEASE-94-1901 P94-10190 06
UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORP., CONN.
HIGH-SPEED AIRCRAFT RESEARCH COMBUSTOR
TESTS EXCEED GOAL
I NASA RELEASE 94-24 I P94-10024 06
UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORP., SAN JOSE, CAL.
NASA SIGNS TEL;HNO[OGY AGREEMENT WITH
AEROSPACE CONSORTIUM
INASA RELEASE.94 591 P94 10059 06
UNIVERSE
SATELLITE FINDS IMPRINT OF UNIVERSE ON
GAMMA.RAY EXPLOSIONS
INASA RELEASE 94 101 P94-10010 06
HUDDLE DETECTS Pi_IMORDIAL HELIUM tN THE
EARLY UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE 94 109J P94 10109 06
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
OF UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE 94 180 I P94.10180 06
HUDDLE IDENTIFIES PRIMEVAL GALAXIES,
UNCOVERS NEW CLUES TO THE UNIVERSE'S
EVOLUTION
I NASA RELEASE 94 2011 P94 10201 06
UNIVERSITA DEGLIE STUDI DI UDINE (ITALY)
NEW SPACELAB SCIENCE MISSION TO FLY IN
1996
INASA RELEASE 94 212p P94-10212 06
UNIVERSITE DE GENEVE (SWITZERLAND)
NEW SPA(_ [AE{ SL:I_NCE MISSION ]O ELY IN
1996
INASA RELEASE 94 212r P94-10212 06
UNIVERSITIES
S WINSTONSALEM STATE UNW, NO
UNIVERSITY OF FIRENZE (ITALY)
HUDDLE RULES OUT A LEADING EXPLANATION FOR
DARK MATTER
tNASA RELEASE 94-1881 P94-10188 06
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN COLORADO, PUEBLO
NASA SELECTS PART!CIPANTS FOR STUDENT
LAUNCH PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-94 1131 P94 10113 06
UNIVERSITY PARTICIPATION
NASA/FAA SPONSOR GENERAL AVIATION
COMPE TI T ION
JNASA RELEASE 9,_,.1021 P94 10102 06
UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS
SA JOINT VENTURE PROGRAM /JOVE/
SA NATIONAL SPACE GRANT COLL/FELLOWSHIP
PRG
NASA AWARDS TECHNOLOGY GRANT TO SIERRA
COLLEGE
I NASA RELEASE-94-631 P94-10063 06
NASA SELECTS PARTICIPANTS FOR STUDENT
LAUNCH PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-94-113 I P94-10113 06
UPPER ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH SATELLITE
NASA'S UARS CONFIRMS CPCS CAUSED
ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE
[NASA RELEASE-94o2151 P94-10215 06
UPPER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH PROGRAM
NASA'S UARS CONFIRMS CFCS CAUSED
ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE
I NASA RELEASE-94-215 p P94-10215 06
USDA
S DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
USER SYSTEMS, INC., CHESAPEAKE BEACH, MD.
NASA SELECTS PROJECTS FOR COMMERCIAL
REMOTE SENSING
I NASA RELEASE-94-2031 P94-t0203 06
USML-2
S MICROGRAVITY LABORATORY-2 /USML-2/
USMP /PAYLOAD/
S U S MICROGRAVITY PAYLOADS /USMP/
V
V/STOL AIRCRAFT
NASA DEVELOPS NEW DIGITAL FLIGHT CONTROL
SYSTEM
I NASA RELEASE-94-209 I P94-10209 06
VANDENBERG AFB, CALIF.
NASA SIGNS TECHNOLOGY AGREEMENT WITH
AEROSPACE CONSORTIUM
I NASA RELEASE-94-591 P94-10059 06
UPDATED MIXED FLEET MANIFEST RELEASED
I NASA RELEASE-94-61 ] P94-100_51 06
SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE TO RETIRE AFTER 34
YEARS OF SERVICE
I NASA RELEASE-94-721 P94-10072 06
NASA SELECTS TWO SMALL EXPLORER MISSIONS
FOR DEVELOPMENT
INASA RELEASE-94-1521 P94-10152 06
INVESTIGATION PANEL RELEASES REPORT ON
NOAA-13 FAILURE
INASA RELEASE-94-1571 P94-10157 06
DECEMBER 4 LAUNCH PLANNED FOR NOAA-J
tNASA RELEASE-94-189] P94-10189 06
VANDERBILT UNIV., NASHVILLE, TENN.






VENUS STILL GEOLOGICALLY ACTIVE, MAGELLAN
FINDS
INASA RELEASE-94-105t P94-10105 06
MAGELLAN LOSS OF CONTACT CAPS VENUS
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-1701 P94-10170 06
VENUS ATMOSPHERE
MAGELLAN EXECUTES 'WINDMILL' EXPERIMENT AS
MISSION END DRAWS NEAR
INASA RELEASE-94-147t P94-10147 06
MAGELLAN LOSS OF CONTACT CAPS VENUS
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE*94-170J P94-10170 06
VENUS EXPLORATION
SA MAGELLAN MISSION
VENUS STILL GEOLOGICALLY ACTIVE, MAGELLAN
FINDS





VENUS STILL GEOLOGICALLY ACTIVE, MAGELLAN
FINDS
INASA RELEASE-94-1051 P94-10105 06
VETERANS ADMIN. HOSPITAL, SAN FRANCISCO
NASA AND NIH READY FOR FIRST JOINT SCIENCE
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-551 P94-10055 06
VIBRATION
NASA-ARMY RESEARCH PAVES WAY FOR BETTER
HE LICOPTERS
I NASA RELEASE-94-21 I P94-10021 06
MIR COSMONAUTS CONDUCT NASA EXPERIMENT




NASA INSTALLS TELECONFERENCE SYSTEM FOR
GATEWAY TO MOSCOW
INASA RELEASE-94-281 P94-10028 06
REMOTE ACCESS WIND TUNNEL AIDS IN HIGH
SPEED RESEARCH
I NASA RELEASE-94-1861 P94-10186 06
VIDEO PRESENTATIONS
VIDEOTAPE OF NASA ADMINISTRATOR DAN
GOLDIN ON THE U S -RUSSIAN INTERNATIONAL
SPACE STATION TO BE PRESENTED TO PRESIDENT
CLINTON FOR HIS TRIP TO MOSCOW
P94-10220 05
VIRGINIA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
'MISSION EARTHBOUND' EDUCATIONAL
TELECASTS SCHEDULED
I NASA RELEASE-94-8 ] P94-10008 06
NASA SELECTS PARTICIPANTS FOR STUDENT
LAUNCH PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-94-1131 P94 10113 06
VIRGO STAR CLUSTER
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
OF UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE-94-1801 P94-10180 06
VISUAL FUNCTION TESTER-4
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
] NASA RELEASE-94-38 J P94-10038 06
VOLCANOES
NASA RADAR OBSERVES ERUPTING VOLCANO ON
THE RING OF FIRE
INASA RELEASE-94-1791 P94-10179 06
W
WAKE SHIELD FACILITY
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
l NASA RELEASE-94-11 I P94-10011 06
CREW NAMED FOR SECOND WAKE SHIELD
FACILITY SHUTTLE FLIGHT
] NASA RELEASE-94-1121 P94-10112 06
WALLOPS COMMAND AND DATA ACQ. STATION
INVESTIGATION PANEL RELEASES REPORT ON
NOAA-13 FAILURE
INASA RELEASE-94-1571 P94-10157 06
WALLOPS FLIGHT FACILITY, VA.
NASA SELECTS PARTICIPANTS FOR STUDENT
LAUNCH PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-94-1131 P94-10113 06
NASA SOUNDING ROCKET CAMPAIGN TO STUDY
IONOSPHERE WITH BRAZIL
INASA RELEASE-94-1261 P94-10126 06
NASA SELECTS TWO SMALL EXPLORER MISSIONS
FOR DEVELOPMENT
INASA RELEASE-94-1521 P94-10152 06
WALLOPS ISLAND, VA.
NASA STUDYING AURORAS OVER ALASKA USING
SUBORBITAL ROCKETS
]NASA RELEASE-94-121 P94-10012 06
WALTER REED HOSPITAL, WASHINGTON, D.C.
NASA AND NIH READY FOR FIRST JOINT SCIENCE
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-551 P94-10055 06
A-38
SUBJECT INDEX
WASHINGTON STATE UNIV., PULLMAN
COMPUTER MODEL OF NEAR-EARTH ASTEROID
SHOWS 'DOUBLE OBJECT'
I NASA RELEASE 94-261 P94-10026 06
WASHINGTON UNIV., SEATTLE
HST CONFIRMS EXISTENCE OF MASSIVE BLACK
HOLE IN ACTIVE GALAXY
I NASA RELEASE 94-821 P94-t0082 06
WASHINGTON UNIV., ST. LOUIS, MO.
AGENCIES FORM JOINT PROGRAM IN PLANT
BIOLOGY
I NASA RELEASE 94-2131 P94-10213 06
WATER
RESEARCHER DEVELOPS 1993 INVENTION OF THE
YEAR
I NASA RELEASE 94-33 I P94-10033 06
WATER POLLUTION
RESEARCHER DEVELOPS 1993 INVENTION OF THE
YEAR
r NASA RELEASE-94-331 P94-10033 06
WATER TREATMENT
RESEARCHER DEVELOPS 1993 INVENTION OF THE
YEAR





SUPER LIGHTWEIGHT EXTERNAL TANK TO BE USED
BY SHUTTLE
I NASA RELEASE 94-32 J P94-10032 06
WEIGHTLESSNESS
NASA AND NIH READY FOR FIRST JOINT SCIENCE
FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94 55 I P94-10055 06
WELDING
NASA AND UKRAINE SPACE AGENCY AGREE ON
AREAS OF SPACE COOPERATION
INASA RELEASE-94-1191 P94-10119 06
NASA SIGNS CONTRACT WITH UKRAINE TO FLY
SPACE WELDING TOOL
I NASA RELEASE-94-1961 P94-10196 06
WEST VIRGINIA UNIV., MORGANTOWN
NASA DEDICATES RESEARCH FACILITY IN WEST
VIRGINIA
I NASA RELEASE-94-88J P94-10088 06
NASA STIMULATES USE OF SCIENCE DATA OVER
THE INTERNET
I NASA RELEASE-94 131 I P94-10131 06
WESTCHESTER COUNTY, NEW YORK
NASA USES SATELLITE DATA TO DETECT LYME
DISEASE RiSK
I NASA RELEASE 94 123r P94-10123 06
WHITE SANDS GROUND STATION, N. MEXICO
NASA OPENS GROUND STATION FOR COMPTON
GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY
I NASA RELEASE-94 421 P94 10042 06
WIDE FIELD CAMERAS
S WIDE FIELD/PLANETARY CAMERA 2
WIDE FIELD/PLANETARY CAMERA 2
HST OBSERVES THE SUPERNOVA IN THE
WHIRLPOOL GALAXY
INASA RELEASE-94 761 P94-10076 06
HUDDLE FINDS MYSTERIOUS RING STRUCTURE
AROUND SUPERNOVA 1987A
I NASA RELEASE-94-77 ] P94-10077 06
HUDDLE OBSERVATIONS SHED NEW LIGHT ON
JUPITER COLLISION
I NASA RELEASE-94-1611 P94-10161 06
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
OF UNIVERSE
I NASA RELEASE 94 180] P94-10180 06
WIDE-FIELD INFRARED EXPLORER
NASA SELECTS TWO SMALL EXPLORER MISSIONS
FOR DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-94-1521 P94-10152 06
WlLTEL
NASA TECHNOLOGY SUPPORTS NEW MEDICAL
INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY
rNASA RELEASE 94 156j P94-10156 06
WIND/METEOROLOGY/
RUNWAY RESURFACING STARTS FOLLOWING
CV-990 TESTS
INASA RELEASE-94-1531 P94-10153 06
WIND AND POLAR SPACECRAFT
WIND AND POLAR LAUNCHES TO SLIP FOLLOWING
TECHNICAL REVIEW
I NASA RELEASE-94-301 P94-10030 06
NASA TO STOP WORK ON POLAR SPACECRAFT
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WIND EFFECTS
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WIND SHEAR
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WIND TUNNEL TESTS
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I NASA RELEASE-94-141 P94-10014 06
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X-RAY STARS
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NOZZLE WORK
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YUCATAN PENINSULA
SULFUR*RICH ASTEROID SITE HOLDS CLUES TO
DEMISE OF DINOSAURS












NASA AND UKRAINE SPACE AGENCY AGREE ON
REAS OF SPACE COOPERATION
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ALDRICH, ARNOLD D.
ARNOLD ALDRICH RETIRES
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OF THE MOON
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STS-59
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FLIGHT
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ANDERSON, CHRIS
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1995 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES SELECTED
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ANDREWS, J. BARRY
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ANTONUCCI, ROBERT
HUBBLE UNCOVERS A HIDDEN QUASAR _N A
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UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
I NASA RELEASE-94-381 P94-10038 06
AVAILABILITY OF SHUTTLE CREWS CHANGES FOR
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ARMSTRONG, C. MICHAEL
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
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NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION
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IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
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NASA SStP WINNERS HONORED IN WASHINGTON.
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BACHULA, GARY R.
TECHNOLOGY 2004 CONFERENCE OPENS
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I NASA RELEASE 94-184 P94-10184 06
BAEZ, BENJAMIN O.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
1NASA RELEASE-94-95 P94-10095 06
BAHCALL, JOHN
HUDDLE RULES OUT A LEADING EXPLANATION FOR
DARK MATTER
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SULFUR-RICH ASTEROID SITE HOLDS CLUES TO
DEMISE OF DINOSAURS
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BAKER, MICHAEL A.
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STS-59
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BALDWIN, KENNETH M.
NASA SELECTS SCIENTISTS FOR NEUROLAB
SHUTTLE MISSION
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BALLARD, GLEN A.
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OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
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(NASA RELEASE-94-1351 P94-t0135 06
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SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
[ NASA RELEASE-94-381 P94-10038 06
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BARON, ROBERT
RUNWAY RESURFACING STARTS FOLLOWING
CV-990 TESTS
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BAflfllOT, JEAN-PIERRE
NASA NAMES SCIENCE TEAM FOR ASTEROID
RENDEZVOUS MISSION
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BARRY, DANIEL T.
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MISSION
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BARTHELME, HEAL
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-25r P94-10025 06
BATTIBTE, VERNOL
ELECTRONIC CHART WILL AID AERIAL
FIREFIGHTERS
(NASA RELEASE÷94-691 P94-10069 06
BAUER, FRANK
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
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NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
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BECK, LOUISA
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BELL, JAMES F., III
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SECOND FLIGHT
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BERTHOZ, ALAIN
NASA SELECTS SCIENTtSTS FOR NEUROLAB
SHUTTLE MISSION
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BL&HA, JOHN E.
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BLOOMFIELD, MICHAEL J.
1995 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES SELECTED
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BLOOMQVIST, C. GUNNAR
NASA SELECTS SCIENTISTS FOR NEUROLAB
SHUTTLE MISSION
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CONFERENCE
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DOCK, OTMAR
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SHUTTLE MISSION
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BOHLIN, RALPH
HST CONFIRMS EXISTENCE OF MASSIVE BLACK
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INASA RELEASE-94-82 P94 10082 06
BOKSENBERG, ALEC
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BOLDEN, CHARLES F., JR.
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BORMAN, FRANK
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BOWERSOX, KENNETH D.
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INASA RELEASE-94-195r P94-10195 06
BOWMAN, DAVID
NASA FY 1995 BUDGET BRIEFING P94-10227 05
BOYNTON, WILLIAM V.
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RENDEZVOUS MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-94-1591 P94-10159 06
BRADFORD, JIM
NASA ON*LINE SYSTEM SPEEDS UP MIDRANGE
PROCUREMENTS
INASA RELEASE-94-1481 P94-I0148 06
BRADY, SCOTT T,
NASA SELECTS SCIENTISTS FOR NEUROLAB
SHUTTLE MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-1001 P94-10100 06
BRAGDON, DAVID C.
NASA'S WIND SATELLITE WILL STUDY SOLAR WIND
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BRESOLIN, FABIO
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
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HIGHLIGHT 1994
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I NASA RELEASE-94-31 P94-10003 06
NASA MARKS SPACE STATION MILESTONE
INASA RELEASE-94-15] P94-10015 06
SPACE STATION PROGRAM MARKS MAJOR
MILESTONE
I NASA RELEASE-94-451 P94-10045 06
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COMPLETED
I NASA RELEASE-94-531 P94-10053 06
HUDDLE TEAM TO RECEIVE COLLIER TROPHY
I NASA RELEASE-94-71 P94-10071 06
STATION SOLAR ARRAY MODULES TO BE SENT TO
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I NASA RELEASE-94-79 P94-10079 06
STATION CONTROL BOARD RATIFIES IMPROVED
ASSEMBLY SEQUENCE
(NASA RELEASE-94-117 P94-10117 06
NASA AND 8OEING REACH AGREEMENT ON SPACE
STATION CONTRACT
I NASA RELEASE-94-144 P94-10144 06
SPACE STATION MANAGERS RELEASE UPDATED
ASSEMBLY PLAN
I NASA RELEASE-94-164 P94-I0164 06
RESULTS FROM HUDDLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994
I NASA RELEASE 94-216 P94-10216 06
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P94-10222 05
GOLDIN/CORDOVA INTERVIEW P94-10230 05
BRISTER, TIM
NASA SSIP WINNERS HONORED IN WASHINGTON,
DC
I NASA RELEASE-94-701 P94-10070 06
BROOKS, ELMER T.
BROOKS APPOINTED SPACE COMMUNICATIONS
DEPUTY AA
I NASA RELEASE-94-91 P94-10009 06
BROWN, CURTIS L, JR.
ASTRONAUTS SELECTED FOR ATLANTIS' STS-66
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-4 I P94-10004 06
UNITED STATES MtCROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
[ NASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
I NASA RELEASE-94-381 P94-10038 06
INTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVITY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-1141 P94-10114 06
LAUNCH DATE FOR SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-66 ANNOUNCED
1NASA RELEASE-94-1731 P94-10173 06
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-175r P94-10175 06
BROWN, GEORGE
MSFC PRESS AVAILABILITY P94-10226 05
NATIONAL PRESS CLUB LUNCHEON; WASHINGTON,
D.C P94-10232 05
BROWN, HUGH
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION
(NASA RELEASE-94-19OI P94-10190 06
BROWNIE. DONALD E,
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
I NASA RELEASE-94-11J P94-10011 06
BRUCKNER, JOHANNES
NASA NAMES SCIENCE TEAM FOR ASTEROID
RENDEZVOUS MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-159] P94-10159 06
BRUECKNER, GUENTER
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-175 _ P94-10175 06
BRYANT, ROY
NASA DEVELOPS ENHANCED RUNWAY VIEWS FOR
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INASA RELEASE-94-21 P94-10002 06
BUCHKO, MATT
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-25 t P94-10025 06
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BUDARIN, NIKOLAI
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DOCKING MISSION
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BUGG, CHARLES E.
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BULA, RAYMOND J.
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CALLE, CHRIS
BUMPERS, DALE
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TELESCOPE IMAGES RELEASE. GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT MARYLAND
P94.10224 05
BURROWS, CHRIS
HUDDLE FINDS MYSTERIOUS RING STRUCTURE
AROUND SUPERNOVA 1987A
INASA RELEASE-94 77i P94 10077 06
BURSCH, DANIEL W.
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94 25[ P94 10025 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS.59
INASA RELEASE-94-38I P94-10038 06
INTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVITY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94 96! P94.10096 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE 94-114] P94-10114 06
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR STS 68'ENDEAVOUR
1NASA RELEASE 94-1541 P94.10154 06
BURTON, SHERRY
NATIONAL PRESS CLUB L UNCHEON: WASHINGTON,
DC P94 10232 05
BUSH, GEORGE
INTERVIEW WITH NASA ADMINISTRATOR DAN
GOLDIN Pg4.10228 05
NATIONAL PRESS CLUB LUNCHEON; WASHINGTON,
D C P94-10232 05
BYRD, ROBERT C.
NASA DEDICATES RESEARCH FACILITY IN WEST
VIRGINIA
I NASA RELEASE 94-881 P94 10088 06
C
CABANA, ROBERT D.
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE 94 251 P94-10025 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
I NASA RELEASE 9438 I P94 10038 06
INTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVITY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE 94-961 P94 10096 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATOR# MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE 94-1141 P94 10114 06
CABANA APPOINTED CHIEF OF ASTRONAUT
OFFICE
INASA RELEASE 94 146J P94-10146 06
RESULTS FROM HUDDLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994
[NASA RELEASE 94 2161 P94 10216 06
CALAMIA, MARIO
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS 59
I NASA RELEASE 94-38 ] P94 10038 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE 94114J P94.10114 06
CALLE, CHRIS
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT




SPACE RADAR LASORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-1141 P94 10114 06
CAMERON, KENNETH D.
CAMERON TO MANAGE NASA ACTIVITIES AT STAR
CITY, RUSSIA
I NASA RELEASE-94-27) P94-10027 06
ASTRONAUT READDY TO REPLACE CAMERON AS
NASA MANAGER )N RUSSIA
I NASA RELEASE-94-1151 P94-10115 06
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW NAMED FOR SECOND MIR
DOCKING MISSION




I NASA RELEASE-94-3) P94 10003 06
ADDRESS TO THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS: CHALLENGE,
CHANGE AND ACHIEVEMENT - RESHAPING THE US
SPACE PROGRAM iN 1999 P94 10221 05
AIAA MEETING REMARKS; CRYSTAL CITY
P94- t0222 05
CANAVAN, GREGORY
NASA APPOINTS NEAR-EARTH OBJECT SEARCH
COMMITTEE
I NASA RELEASE-94-126) P94-10128 06
CANN, CHRISTOPHER
NEW SPACELAB SCIENCE MISSION TO FLY iN
1996
J NASA RELEASE-94-212J P94 10212 06
CAPELLAN, IRENE W.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-94-95} P94-10095 06
CAPORALI, RENSO
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION
INASA RELEASE-94-1901 P94.10190 06
CAREY, JOHN
NATIONAL PRESS CLUB LUNCHEON; WASHINGTON,
D.C P94 10232 05
CARLSON, DEREK D.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
(NASA RELEASE-94-95 f P94 I0095 06
CARLSON, JOHN
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION
JNASA RELEASE-94-190) P94-10190 06
CARLSON, ROBERT
NEW GALILEO ASTEROID MOON IMAGES. DATA
RELEASED
I NASA RELEASE.94-831 P94-10083 06
CARNEY, DAN
NATIONAL PRESS CLUB LUNCHEON; WASHINGTON,
DC P94-10232 05
6AROVILL&NO, R. L
NASA'S WIND SATELLITE WILL STUDY SOLAR WIND
AND CARRY FIRST RUSSIAN INSTRUMENT TO FLY ON
A U S SPACECRAFT
t NASA RELEASE-g4-1781 P94-10178 06
CARTER, DAN
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVlTY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-251 P94 10025 06
CARTER, EDWARD L.
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLGAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
CARTER, GENE
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHUTTLE MISSION STS-64
INASA RELEASE-94-1351 P94-10135 06
CARTER, JIMMY
REMARKS GIVEN AT YALE POLITICAL UNION
P94-10229 05
CASPER, JOHN H.
UNITED STATES M#CROGRAV#TY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE.g4-251 P94-10025 06
CAUDILL, LOUIS
SPACE RADAR H_GHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
INASA RELEASE-94-381 P94-10038 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
{NASARELEASE-94-114 I P94-10114 06
CERRETELLI, PAOLO
NEW SPACELAB SCIENCE MISSION TO FLY IN
1996
)NASA RELEASE-94-212} P94-10212 06
CHAMBERS, KATHERINE
NASA INITIATING INDUSTRY TESTING PROGRAM
VIA SATELLITE NETWORK
I NASA RELEASE-94-431 P94-10043 06
CHAN, AUDREY S. Y,
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
iNASA RELEASE-94-951 P94-10095 06
CHAN, PHIL
NASA PRESS CONFERENCE; GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, MARYLAND P94-10223 05
CHANG-DIAZ, FRANKLIN R.
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
(NASA RELEASE-94-111 P94-10011 06
CHANG-DIAZ NAMED PAYLOAD COMMANDER FOR
TSS REFLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-1421 P94-10142 06
CHAPES, KEITN
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
INASA RELEASE-94-111 P94-10011 06
CHAPMAN, BARBARA
NASA SELECTS SCIENTISTS FOR NEUROLAB
SHUTTLE MISSION
( NASA RELEASE-94-f00# P94-I0fO0 06
CHAPMAN, CLARK R.
NEW GALILEO ASTEROID MOON IMAGES. DATA
RELEASED
) NASA RELEASE-94-83) P94-10083 06
NASA NAMES SCIENCE TEAM FOR ASTEROID
RENDEZVOUS MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-1591 1>94-10159 06
CHAPPELL CHARLES R.
CHAPPELL NAMED TO WHITE HOUSE GLOBE
PROJECT




(NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
CHAWLA, KALPANA
1995 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES SELECTED




I NASA RELEASE-94-96) P94-10096 06
CHENG, ANDREW F.
NASA NAMES SCIENCE TEAM FOR ASTEROID
RENDEZVOUS MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-1591 P94-10159 06
NASA NAMES SCIENCE TEAM FOR ASTEROID
RENDEZVOUS MISSION
INASA RELEASE-g4-159) P94-10159 06
CHIAO, LEROY
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
JNASA RELEASE-94-25J P94-10025 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-S9
I NASA RELEASE-94-381 P94-10038 06
INTERNATIONAL MtCROGRAVITY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-96i P94-10096 06
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-114 ) P94-10114 06
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW NAMED FOR STS-72
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-2081 P94-10208 06
CHILTON, KEVIN P.
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
INASA RELEASE-94-381 P94-I0038 06
AVAILABILITY OF SHUTTLE CREWS CHANGES FOR
POST-FLIGHT INTERVIEWS
I NASA RELEASE-94-671 P94-10067 06
ASTRONAUTS CHILTON, READDY TO COMMAND
SHUTrLE/MIR MISSIONS
INASA RELEASE-94-1851 P94.10185 06
CHOW, EDWARD
NASA TECHNOLOGY SUPPORTS NEW MEDICAL
INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY
INASA RELEASE-94-1561 P94-10156 06
CHRISTIAN, JOSE L, JR.
INTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVITY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-g4-961 P94-10096 06
CLARK, BRUCE W.
NASA'S WIND SATELLITE WILL STUDY SOLAR WIND
AND CARRY FIRST RUSSIAN INSTRUMENT TO FLY ON
A U.S, SPACECRAFT
INASA RELEASE-94-1781 P94-10178 06
CLARK, KATHRYN
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-1751 P94-10175 06
CLARKE, JOHN
HUBBLE OBSERVATIONS SHED NEW LIGHT ON
JUPITER COLLISION
INASA RELEASE-94-1611 P94.10t61 06
CLARKE, ROBERT W.
NASA AND UKRAINE SPACE AGENCY AGREE ON
AREAS OF SPACE COOPERATION
NASA RELEASE-94-119 J P94-10119 06
CLEAVE, MARY L
NASA SSIP W_NNERS HONORED IN WASHINGTON,
DC,
INASA RELEASE-94-701 P94-10070 06
CLEMENT, BOB
ROTARY CLUB LUNCHEON; NASHVILLE.
TENNESSEE P94-10225 05
CLEMENT, GILLES R.
NASA SELECTS SCIENTISTS FOR NEUROLAB
SHUTTLE MISSION
(NASA RELEASE-94-1001 P94-10100 06
CLERVOY, JEAN-FRANCOIS
ASTRONAUTS SELECTED FOR ATLANTIS' STS-66
MISSION
(NASA RELEASE-94-4) P94-10004 06
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
I NASA RELEASE-94-38 ( P94-10038 06
INTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVlTY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
{NASA RELEASE-94-96) P94-10096 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-1141 P94-10114 06
LAUNCH DATE FOR SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-66 ANNOUNCED
NASA RELEASE-94-1731 P94-10173 06
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
'NASA RELEASE-94-1751 P94.10175 06
CLIFFORD, MICHAEL RICHARD U.
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-25} P94-10025 06
B-4
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX DAW, HAROLD
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
I NASA RELEASE-94-381 P94-10038 06
AVAILABILITY OF SHUTTLE CREWS CHANGES FOR
POST-FLIGHT INTERVIEWS
qNASA RELEASE-94-671 P94-10067 06
CLINE, THOMAS
SATELLITE FINDS IMPRINT OF UNIVERSE ON
GAMMA-RAY EXPLOSIONS
INASA RELEASE-94*101 P94-10010 06
CLINTON, BILL
NASA TAKES OVER LANDSAT 7 DEVELOPMENT
CONTRACT
I NASA RELEASE-94-781 P94-10078 06
NASA AND MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS ASSOCIATION TO
COLLABORATE
INASA RELEASE-94-801 P94-10080 06
NASA CHIEF HAILS HOUSE VOTE PRESERVING
SPACE STATION
1NASA RELEASE-94-1061 P94-10106 06
GOLDIN HAILS SOLID SENATE VOTE ON SPACE
STATION
INASA RELEASE-94-1271 P94-10127 06
NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR
AWARDED
INASA RELEASE-94-1631 P94-10163 06
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION
qNASA RELEASE-94-1901 P94-10190 06
RESULTS FROM HUDDLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994
I NASA RELEASE-94-2161 P94-10216 06
ADDRESS TO THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS: CHALLENGE,
CHANGE AND ACHIEVEMENT - RESHAPING THE U.S
SPACE PROGRAM IN 1993 P94-10221 05
AIAA MEETING REMARKS; CRYSTAL CITY
P94-10222 O5
NASA PRESS CONFERENCE; GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, MARYLAND P94-10223 05
PRESS CONFERENCE OF THE HUDDLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IMAGES RELEASE; GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND
P94-10224 05
ROTARY CLUB LUNCHEON; NASHVILLE,
TENNESSEE P94-10225 05
NASA FY 1995 BUDGET BRIEFING P94-10227 05
INTERVIEW WITH NASA ADMINISTRATOR DAN
GOLDIN P94-10228 05
REMARKS GIVEN AT YALE POLITICAL UNION
P94-10229 05
NATIONAL PRESS CLUB LUNCHEON; WASHINGTON,
D C P94-10232 05
COCKRELL, KENNETH D.
CREW NAMED FOR SECOND WAKE SHIELD
FACILITY SHUTTLE FLIGHT
j NASA RELEASE-94-1121 P94-10112 06
COFFEY, TIMOTHY
MARS OBSERVER INVESTIGATION REPORT
RELEASED
I NASA RELEASE-94-1 J P94-10001 06
RESULTS FROM HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994




[NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
COHEN. AARON
ABBEY NAMED JSC DEPUTY DIRECTOR; WEITZ TO
RETIRE IN APRIL
I NASA RELEASE-94-6L P94-10006 06
COHEN, BERNARD
NASA SELECTS SCIENTISTS FOR NEUROLAB
SHUTTLE MISSION
tNASA RELEASE÷94-1001 P94-10100 06
COLAO. ANGELO
INVESTIGATION PANEL RELEASES REPORT ON
NOAA-13 FAILURE
I NASA RELEASE-94-157 } P94-10157 06
COLE, ERIC
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHUTTLE MISSION STS-64
INASA RELEASE-94-135t P94-10135 06
COLEMAN, CATHERINE G.
PAYLOAD COMMANDER. MISSION SPECIALIST
NAMED TO STS-73
l NASA RELEASE-94-47] P94-10047 06
COMMANDER, PILOT AND FLIGHT ENGINEER
NAMED TO STS-73 CREW
INASA RELEASE-94-1951 P94-10195 06
COLLINS, EILEEN M.
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
I NASA RELEASE-94-38 I P94-10038 06
INTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVITY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
JNASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
JNASA RELEASE-94-114 I P94-I0114 06
COLLINS, FRANK
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, ROBOTIC
OPERAT[ONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHUTTLE MISSION STS-64
I NASA RELEASE-94-135J P94-10135 06
COLLINS, MICHAEL
RESULTS FROM HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994
JNASA RELEASE-94-2161 P94-10216 06
COLOMBO, GERALD V.
RESEARCHER DEVELOPS 1993 INVENTION OF THE
YEAR




I NASA RELEASE-94-31 P94-10003 06
CONGER, ROBERT
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHUTTLE MISSION STS-64
I NASA RELEASE-94-1351 P94-10135 06
CONNORS, V.
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
I NASA RELEASE_94-381 P94-10038 06
CONWAY, JOHN T.
NASA'S WIND SATELLITE WILL STUDY SOLAR WIND
AND CARRY FIRST RUSSIAN INSTRUMENT TO FLY ON
A U.S. SPACECRAFT
INASA RELEASE-94-1781 P94÷10178 06
CONWAY, ROBERT
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-1751 P94-10175 06
COOLIDGE, DAVID
INVESTIGATION PANEL RELEASES REPORT ON
NOAA-13 FAILURE
INASA RELEASE-94-157] P94-10157 06
COPP, HILLARY L
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-94-951 P94-10095 06
CORDOVA, FRANCE ANNE
100 GIRLS, AGES 9-15. TO JOIN NASA HO
WORKFORCE ON APRIL 28
I NASA RELEASE-94-601 P94-10060 06
CHAPPELL NAMED TO WHITE HOUSE GLOBE
PROJECT
LNASA RELEASE-94-92] P94-10092 06
NASA FY 1995 BUDGET BRIEFING P94-10227 05
GOLDIN/CORDOVA INTERVIEW P94-10230 05
NATIONAL PRESS CLUB LUNCHEON; WASHINGTON,
DC. P94-10232 05
COUTURE, ALLEN S.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-94-951 P94-10095 06
COVEY, RICHARD O.
HUBBLE TEAM TO RECEIVE COLLIER TROPHY
I NASA RELEASE-94-711 P94-10071 06
SHUTTLE ASTRONAUT RICHARD COVEY TO LEAVE
NASA, AIR FORCE
I NASA RELEASE-94-1101 P94-10110 06
RESULTS FROM HUDDLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994
INASA RELEASE-94-2161 P94-10216 06
CRAFT, HARRY G.
NASA SIGNS TECHNOLOGY AGREEMENT WITH
AEROSPACE CONSORTIUM
I NASA RELEASE-94-591 P94-10059 06
CRAMER, BUD
MSFC PRESS AVAILABILITY P94-10226 05
CRAY, SEYMOUR
NATIONAL PRESS CLUB LUNCHEON; WASHINGTON,
DC P94-10232 05
CRIPPEN, ROBERT LAUREL
KSC CENTER DIRECTOR ROBERT L CRIPPEN TO
LEAVE NASA
INASA RELEASE-94-211 I P94-10211 06
JAY HONEYCUTT NAMED KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
DIRECTOR
I NASA RELEASE-94-214 I P94-10214 06
RESULTS FROM HUDDLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994
I NASA RELEASE-94-216J P94-10216 06
CROMMELYNCK, DOMINIQUE
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-1751 P94-10175 06
CURBEAM, ROBERT L., JR.
1995 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES SELECTED
( NASA RELEASE-94-205 J P94-10205 06
CURRINGTON, FLOYD A.
NASA'S WIND SATELLITE WILL STUDY SOLAR WIND
AND CARRY FIRST RUSSIAN INSTRUMENT TO FLY ON
A U.S SPACECRAFT
I NASA RELEASE-94-178 J P94- I0178 06
CZEISLER, CHARLES A.
NASA SELECTS SCIENTISTS FOR NEUROLAB
SHUTTLE MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-1001 P94-10100 06
D
DAILEY, JOHN R.
TECHNOLOGY 2004 CONFERENCE OPENS
NOVEMBER 8
I NASA RELEASE-94-1841 P94-10184 06
NASA FY 1995 BUDGET BRIEFING P94-10227 05
DANIELL, ROBERT F°
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION
I NASA RELEASE-94-1901 P94-10190 06
DAVIDSEN, ARTHUR
HST CONFIRMS EXISTENCE OF MASSIVE BLACK
HOLE IN ACTIVE GALAXY
I NASA RELEASE-94-821 P94-10082 06
DAVIS, GARY
INVESTIGATION PANEL RELEASES REPORT ON
NOAA-I 3 FAILURE
J NASA RELEASE-94-1571 P94-10157 06
DAVIS, N. JAN
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
INASA RELEASE-94-11 I P94-10011 06
DAVIS, RONALD
AGENCIES FORM JOINT PROGRAM IN PLANT
BIOLOGY
i NASA RELEASE-94.213 I P94-10213 06
DAW, HAROLD
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59




fESfS SEEN AS STEP TOWARD QUIETER
HELICOPTER BLAOES
INASA RELEASE.94 741 P94.10074 06
DEBACK, TOM
NASA ON-LINE SYSTEM SPEEDS UP MIDRANGE
PROCUREMENTS




I NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
DEHARVENG, JEAN-MICHEL
HUBBLE DETECTS PRIMORDIAL HELIUM IN THE
EARLY UNWERSE




I NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
DELROSSO, CHRISTOPHER
NASA SSlP WINNERS HONORED IN WASHINGTON,
DC
I NASA RELEASE-94-70t P94-10070 06
DELUCAS, LAWRENCE J.
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-I0025 06
tNTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVITY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-96 I P94-10096 06
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94 1751 P94-10175 06
DELUCAS NAMED SPACE STATION ACTING SENIOR
SCIENTIST
I NASA RELEASE-94-206] P94-t0206 06
DEMARCHI, GUIDO
HUBBLE RULES OUT A LEADING EXPLANATION FOR
DARK MATTER
INASA RELEASE-94-1881 P94-I0188 06
DERMO'Fr, MELANIE ABDOW
NATIONAL PRESS CLUB LUNCHEON; WASHINGTON,
D C P94-10232 05
DERSHAW, DAVID
HUBBLE TECHNOLOGY CONTRIBUTES TO
IMPROVED BREAST BIOPSIES
INASA RELEASE-94-107} P94-10107 06
DESANTIS, MARK
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-175T P94-10175 06
DESMARAIS, DAVID
NASA DEVELOPS PLAN TO SEARCH FOR MARTIAN
FOSSILS
I NASA RELEASE-94-491 P94-10049 06
DEZHUROV, VLADIMIR
CREW NAMED FOR FIRST SPACE SHUTTLE, MIR
DOCKING MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-901 P94-10090 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
r NASA RELEASE-94-114 I P94-10114 06
DIAZ, ALPHONSO V.
NASA SSIP WINNERS HONORED IN WASHINGTON,
DC
INASA RELEASE-94-701 P94-10070 06
DICKEY, JEAN
APOLLO REFLECTORS CONTINUE TO AID STUDIES
OF THE MOON
INASA RELEASE-94-1221 P94-10122 06
DICKINSON, MARK
HUBBLE IDENTIFIES PRIMEVAL GALAXIES,
UNCOVERS NEW CLUES TO THE UNIVERSE'S
EVOLUTION
I NASA RELEASE-94-201 I P94-10201 06
DIPRAMPERO, PIETRO E.
NEW SPACELAB SCIENCE MISSION TO FLY IN
t 996
INASA RELEASE-94-2121 P94-10212 06
DISTER, SHERI
NASA USES SATELLITE DATA TO DETECT LYME
DISEASE RISK
I NASA RELEASE-94-123 I P94-10t23 06
DIXON, TOM
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO _NCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
t NASA RELEASE-94-11 I P94 10011 06
DOBECK, MIKE
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHUTTLE MISSION STS-64




INASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
DONNELLAN, ANDREA
NASA TRACKS LAND-SURFACE MOVEMENT IN JAN
17 EARTHQUAKE
INASA RELEASE-94-191 P94 10019 06
RESULTS FROM HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994
NASA RELEASE-94-2161 P94-10216 06
DOTY, STEPHEN
NASA AND NIH READY FOR FIRST JOINT SCIENCE
FLIGHT
NASA RELEASE-94-55] P94-10055 06
DOUGLASS, ANNE
NASA'S UARS CONFIRMS CFCS CAUSED
ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE
NASA RELEASE-94-2151 P94-10215 06
DOWNEY, JAMES P.
NEW SPACELAB SCIENCE MISSION TO FLY IN
1996
INASA RELEASE-94-2121 P94-10212 06
DOWNS, MICHAEL
ELECTRONIC CHART WILL AID AERIAL
FIREFIGHTERS
I NASA RELEASE-94-69t P94q0069 06
DRESSEL, LINDA
HST CONFIRMS EXISTENCE OF MASSIVE BLACK
HOLE IN ACTIVE GALAXY
INASA RELEASE-94-821 P94-10082 06
DRESSLER, ALAN
HUBBLE IDENTIFIES PRIMEVAL GALAXIES,
UNCOVERS NEW CLUES TO THE UNIVERSE'S
EVOLUTION




INASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
DUFFY, BRIAN J.
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW NAMED FOR STS-72
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-2081 P94-10208 06
DULDULAO, ANABELLE
NASA SSIP WINNERS HONORED IN WASHINGTON.
DC
INASA RELEASE-94-701 P94-10070 06
DULLER, CHARLES
SULFUR-RICH ASTEROID SITE HOLDS CLUES TO
DEMISE OF DINOSAURS
INASA RELEASE-94-2191 P94-10219 06
DUNBAR, BONNIE J.
ASTRONAUTS THAGARD AND DUNBAR TO TRAIN
FOR FLIGHT ON MIR
I NASA RELEASE-94-161 P94-10016 06
CAMERON TO MANAGE NASA ACTIVITIES AT STAR
CITY, RUSSIA
INASA RELEASE-94-271 P94-10027 06
CREW NAMED FOR FIRST SPACE SHUTTLE, MIR
DOCKING MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-90] P94-10090 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-1141 P94-10114 06
ASTRONAUT READDY TO REPLACE CAMERON AS
NASA MANAGER IN RUSSIA
I NASA RELEASE-94-1151 P94q0115 06
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX
NASA ESTABLISHES PROGRAM OFFICE FOR
US-RUSSIAN SPACEFLIGHTS
INASA RELEASE 94 172F P94-10172 06
ASTRONAUT SEGA TO REPLACE READDY AS NASA
MANAGER IN RUSSIA
INASA RELEASE-94-1821 P94-10182 06
RESULTS FROM HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994
INASA RELEASE-94-2161 P94-10216 06
DUNNE, JAMES A.
ASTEROID MOON DISCOVERED BY GALILEO
SPACECRAFT IS NAMED
I NASA RELEASE-94-158 p R94-10158 06
DURRANCE, SAMUEL T.
CREW SELECTED FOR STS-67 ASTRONOMY
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-51 P94-10005 06
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVlTY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94 25d P94-10025 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
I NASA RELEASE-94-381 P94-10038 06
INTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVlTY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE*94-114 I P94-10114 06
E
EASTERBROOK, GREGG
GOLDIN/CORDOVA INTERVIEW P94-10230 05
ECKBERG, DWAIN L.
NASA SELECTS SCIENTISTS FOR NEUROLAB
SHUTTLE MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-1001 P94-10100 06
ECKENHOFF, EDWARD A.
NASA AND MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS ASSOCIATION TO
COLLABORATE
I NASA RELEASE-94-801 P94-10080 06
EDGERTON, Y. REGGIE
NEW SPACELAB SCIENCE MISSION TO ELY IN
1996
INASA RELEASE-94-2121 P94-10212 06
EDWARDS, JOE F., JR.
1995 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES SELECTED








I NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
EINSTEIN, ALBERT
HST CONFIRMS EXISTENCE OF MASSIVE BLACK
HOLE IN ACTIVE GALAXY
I NASA RELEASE*94-821 P94-10082 06
EISENHOWER, DWIGHT D.
REMARKS GIVEN AT YALE POLITICAL UNION
P94-10229 05





I NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
EVANS, DIANE
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
I NASA RELEASE-94-381 P94-10038 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
[ NASA RELEASE-94-1141 P94-10114 06
EVANS, MICHAEL
AGENCIES FORM JOINT PROGRAM IN PLANT
BIOLOGY




STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
4NASA RELEASE 94-95 ] P94-10095 06
EWALD, S. P.
HURDLE YIELDS SECRETS OF STAR BIRTH IN THE
EARLY UNIVERSE
I NASA RELEASE-94-171 r P94-10171 06
F
FABER, SANDRA
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
OF UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE-94-1801 P94-10180 06
FARADAY, MICHAEL
NATIONAL PRESS CLUB LUNCHEON; WASHINGTON,
DC P94-10232 05
FARMER, JACK
NASA DEVELOPS PLAN TO SEARCH FOR MARTIAN
FOSSILS
I NASA RELEASE-94-49 ] P94-10049 06
FAVIER, J. J.
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT




INASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-t0096 06
FEDORS, JOHN
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
I NASA RELEASE-94-38 I P94-10038 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
NASA RELEASE-94-114] P94-10114 06
FELTON, ELIZABETH
LIVE EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTS FROM
ANTARCTICA
NASA RELEASE-94-2071 P94-10207 06
FERRARESE, LAURA
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
OF UNIVERSE




NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
FINA, LOUIS
RESEARCHER DEVELOPS 1993 INVENTION OF THE
YEAR
NASA RELEASE-94-33 I P94-10033 06
FISCHER, ALFRED
SULFUR-RICH ASTEROID SITE HOLDS CLUES TO
DEMISE OF DINOSAURS
INASA RELEASE-94-2191 P94-10219 06
FISH, DURLAND
NASA USES SATELLITE DATA TO DETECT LYME
DISEASE RISK
INASA RELEASE-94-1231 P94-10123 06
FISHER, RICHARD
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHUTTLE MISSION STS-64
INASA RELEASE_94-1351 P94-10135 06
FISHMAN, GERALD
SATELLITE FINDS IMPRINT OF UNIVERSE ON
GAMMA-RAY EXPLOSIONS
INASA RELEASE-94-10] P94-10010 06
UNUSUAL HIGH ENERGY FLASHES SEEN IN
EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE
I NASA RELEASE-94-861 P94-10086 06
FITTS, JERRY J.
BROOKS APPOINTED SPACE COMMUNICATIONS
DEPUTY AA
I NASA RELEASE-94-91 P94-10009 06
FITTS, ROBERT
NEW SPACELAB SCIENCE MISSION TO FLY IN
1996
INASA RELEASE-94-2121 P94-10212 06
FITZSIMMONS, ED
NASA HOSTS NATIONAL AEROSPACE EDUCATION
CONFERENCE
NASA RELEASE-94-461 P94-10046 06
FLATER, RHETT
NASA-ARMY RESEARCH PAVES WAY FOR BETTER
HELICOPTERS
I NASA RELEASE-94-21 I P94-10021 06
FLEET, MARY
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT




NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 05
FLYNN, CHRIS
HUBBLE RULES OUT A LEADING EXPLANATION FOR
DARK MATTER
NASA RELEASE-94-188 } P94-10188 06
FOALE, C. MICHAEL
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
NASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
INASA RELEASE-94-381 P94-10038 06
INTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVITY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-1 t41 P94-10114 06
FORCE, CHARLES T.
BROOKS APPOINTED SPACE COMMUNICATIONS
DEPUTY AA
I NASA RELEASE-94-9] P94-10009 06
NASA OPENS GROUND STATION FOR COMPTON
GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY
I NASA RELEASE-94-42 ] P94-10042 06
NASA INITIATING INDUSTRY TESTING PROGRAM
VIA SATELLITE NETWORK
I NASA RELEASE-94-43_ P94-10043 06
FORD, HOLLAND
HST CONFIRMS EXISTENCE OF MASSIVE BLACK
HOLE IN ACTIVE GALAXY
I NASA RELEASE-94-821 P94-10082 06
iMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
OF UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE-94-1801 P94-10180 06
FORDYCE, J. STUART
FORDYCE NAMED OHIO AEROSPACE INSTITUTE
CHIEF SCIENTIST
INASA RELEASE-94-130) P94-10130 06
FOSTER, JOHN
NASA DEVELOPS NEW DIGITAL FLIGHT CONTROL
SYSTEM
INASA RELEASE-94-2091 P94-10209 06
FREEDMAN, WENDY L
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
OF UNIVERSE
NASA RELEASE-94-1801 P94-10180 05
FREEMAN, H. RICHARD
INVESTIGATION PANEL RELEASES REPORT ON
NOAA-13 FAILURE
NASA RELEASE-94-157i P94-10157 06
FRENCH, AMY E.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
NASA RELEASE-94-95} P94-10095 06
FRIDAY, BRIDGE'n'E N.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
NASA RELEASE-94-951 P94-10095 06
FRITZSCH, BERND
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
NASA RELEASE-94-1751 P94-10175 06
FROHBIETER, JACK A.
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION
NASA RELEASE-94-1901 P94-10190 06
GIBBONS, JOHN H.
FU, LEE-LUENG
FRENCH SPACE AGENCY HONORS
TOPEX-POSEIDON TEAM
INASA RELEASE-94-132t P94-10132 06
TOPEX/POSEIDON BUILDS CRITICAL DATA BASE ON
CLIMATE CHANGE
INASA RELEASE-94-202J P94-10202 06
FULLER, CHARLES A.
NASA SELECTS SCIENTISTS FOR NEUROLAB
SHUTTLE MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-1001 P94-I0100 06
FULLERTON, CHARLES GORDON
RUNWAY RESURFACING STARTS FOLLOWING
Cvo990 TESTS




I NASA RELEASE-94-96 r P94-10096 06
G
GABRION, JACQUELINE
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-1751 P94-10175 06
GADDY, EDWARD
INVESTIGATION PANEL RELEASES REPORT ON
NOAA*13 FAILURE
INASA RELEASE-94-1571 P94-10157 06
GAGARIN, YURI
INTERVIEW WITH NASA ADMINISTRATOR DAN
GOLDIN P94-10228 05
REMARKS GIVEN AT YALE POLITICAL UNION
P94-10229 05
GAMMON, R.
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT




I NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
GASTON, EVA V.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-94-951 P94-10095 06
GEHRELS, NElL
NASA OPENS GROUND STATION FOR COMPTON
GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY
I NASA RELEASE-94-421 P94-10042 06
COMPTON GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY FINDS
BRIGHT NEW X-RAY SOURCE
NASA RELEASE-94-1401 P94-10140 06
GEMAR, CHARLES D.
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT




NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
GERNHARDT, MICHAEL L.
CREW NAMED FOR SECOND WAKE SHIELD
FACILITY SHUTTLE FLIGHT
NASA RELEASE-94-1121 P94-10112 06
GERREN, RICHARD
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
NASA RELEASE-94-11 I P94-10011 06
GERSTENFELD, LOUIS
NASA AND NIH READY FOR FIRST JOINT SCIENCE
FLIGHT
NASA RELEASE-94-551 P94-10055 06
GIBBONS, JOHN H.
NASA DECLARES HURDLE SERVICING MISSION
SUCCESSFUL
NASA RELEASE-94-71 P94-10007 06
TECHNOLOGY 2004 CONFERENCE OPENS
NOVEMBER 8
I NASA RELEASE-94-184 I P94-10184 06
B-7
GIBSON,MELINDA
NASA PRESS CONFERENCE: GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, MARYLAND P94-10223 05
, PRESS CONFERENCE OF THE HUDDLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IMAGES RELEASE; GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT. MARYLAND
P94-10224 05
GIBSON, MELINDA
NASA FY 1995 BUDGET BRIEFING P94-10227 05
GIBSON, ROBERT L.
ASTRONAUT LINENGER JO_NS STS-64 CREW
I NASA RELEASE-94-31 I P94-10031 06
NASA HOSTS NATIONAL AEROSPACE EDUCATION
CONFERENCE
I NASA RELEASE-94-461 P94-10046 06
SHUTTLE ASTRONAUT GRADE MOVES TO ORBITAL
SCIENCES CORP
INASA RELEASE-94-571 P94-10057 06
CREW NAMED FOR FIRST SPACE SHUTTLE. MIR
DOCKING MISSION
NASA RELEASE-94 901 P94-10090 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
NASA RELEASE-94-1 t4 I P94-10114 06
CABANA APPOINTED CHIEF OF ASTRONAUT
OFFICE
NASA RELEASE-94-1461 P94-10146 06
RESULTS FROM HUDDLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994




I NASA RELEASE-94-g6 F P94-10096 06
GIFFORD, KARl L
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-94-951 P94-10095 06
GILBAUGH, BRUCE
REMOTE ACCESS WINE) TUNNEL AIDS IN HIGH
SPEED RESEARCH
I NASA RELEASE-94-1861 P94-10186 06
GILLAM, TONYA R.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE 94 95 I P94-10095 06
GILMOZZI, R.
HUDDLE YIELDS SECRETS OF STAR BIRTH _N THE
EARLY UNIVERSE
kNASA RELEASE-94-171 I P94-10171 06
GILRUTH, ROBERT
ABBEY NAMED JSC DEPUTY DIRECTOR; WEtTZ TO
RETIRE IN APRIL
INASA RELEASE-94-61 P94-10006 06
GLICKSMAN, M.
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE 94-25 I P94-10025 06
GLOBUS, RUTH
NASA AND NIH READY FOR FIRST JOINT SCIENCE
FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-55 I P94-10055 06
GLOECKLER, G.
NASA'S WIND SATELLITE WILL STUDY SOLAR WIND
AND CARRY FIRST RUSSIAN INSTRUMENT TO FLY ON
A U S SPACECRAFT
I NASA RELEASE 94-178l P94-10178 06
GOBLER, HARRY
UNIQUE NASA WIND TUNNEL RESTORATION
COMPLETED
INASA RELEASE-94-1931 P94-10193 06
GODWIN, LINDA M.
UNITED STATES M_CROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
I NASA RELEASE-94+381 P94-10038 06
AVAILABILITY OF SHUTTLE CREWS CHANGES FOR
POST.FLIGHT INTERVIEWS
INASA RELEASE-94-671 P94-10067 06
GOLDBERG, RICHARD
NASA SOUNDING ROCKET CAMPAIGN TO STUDY
IONOSPHERE WITH BRAZIL
INASA RELEASE-94-1261 P94-10126 06
GOLDIN, DANIEL S.
MARS OBSERVER INVESTIGATION REPORT
RELEASED
I NASA RELEASE-94-1 P94-10001 06
NASA ADMINISTRATOR ANNOUNCES
MANAGEMENT CHANGES
INASA RELEASE-94-3 P94-10003 06
ABBEY NAMED JSC DEPUTY DIRECTOR; WEITZ TO
RETIRE IN APRIL
I NASA RELEASE-94-6 P94-10006 06
NASA DECLARES HUDDLE SERVICING MISSION
SUCCESSFUL
INASA RELEASE-94-7 P94-10007 06
BROOKS APPOINTED SPACE COMMUNICATIONS
DEPUTY AA
INASA RELEASE-94-9 P94-10009 06
REPORT CALLS FOR GREATER NASA GENERAL
AVIATION ROLE
I NASA RELEASE-94-29 P94-10029 06
REFLIGHT OF TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM
CONFIRMED
I NASA RELEASE-94-40 P94-10040 06
WINSTON-SALEM UNIVERSITY TO PARTICIPATE IN
JOINT NASA VENTURE
I NASA RELEASE-94-48 P94-10048 06
NASA AND BRAZIL SIGN SOUNDING ROCKET
CAMPAIGN AGREEMENT
I NASA RELEASE-94-51 P94-10051 06
YELLOW CREEK FACILITIES TO PERFORM SHUTTLE
NOZZLE WORK
I NASA RELEASE-94-68 P94-10068 06
HUDDLE TEAM TO RECEIVE COLLIER TROPHY
L NASA RELEASE-94-71 ] P94-10071 06
NATIONAL FACILITIES INVENTORIED. NEEDS
ESTABLISHED
I NASA RELEASE-94-731 P94-10073 06
NASA TO STOP WORK ON POLAR SPACECRAFT
INASA RELEASE-94-75 P94-10075 06
NASA AND MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS ASSOCIATION TO
COLLABORATE
I NASA RELEASE-94-80 P94-10080 06
NASA DEDICATES RESEARCH FACILITY IN WEST
VIRGINIA
I NASA RELEASE-94-88 P94-10088 06
NASA AND CSA ANNOUNCE SPACE COOPERATION
PLAN
I NASA RELEASE-94-89 P94-10089 06
CHAPPELL NAMED TO WHITE HOUSE GLOBE
PROJECT
NASA RELEASE-94-92 1:)94-10092 06
NASA ANNOUNCES SMALLSAT CONTRACT
AWARDS
NASA RELEASE-94-94 P94-10094 06
NASA AND RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCY SIGN SPACE
STATION INTERIM AGREEMENT AND $400 MILLION
CONTRACT
NASA RELEASE-94-101 I P94-10101 06
NASA ADMINISTRATOR RELEASES STATEMENT ON
_AO REPORT
NASA RELEASE-94-103 P94-10103 06
NASA CHIEF HAILS HOUSE VOTE PRESERVING
SPACE STATION
I NASA RELEASE-94-106 P94-10106 06
WELCH NAMED NEWS CHIEF AT NASA
HEADQUARTERS
NASA RELEASE-94-116 P9,4-10116 06
NASA AND UKRAINE SPACE AGENCY AGREE ON
AREAS OF SPACE COOPERATION
INASA RELEASE-94-119 P94-10119 06
GOLDIN HALLS SOLID SENATE VOTE ON SPACE
STATION
INASA RELEASE-94-127 P94-10127 06
NEW DATA BRIGHTENS DEBRIS OUTLOOK FOR
SPACE STATION
INASA RELEASE-94-136 P94-10136 06
NASA TECHNOLOGY SUPPORTS NEW MEDICAL
INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY
NASA RELEASE-94-156 P94-10156 06
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX
NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR
AWARDED
INASA RELEASE-94-1631 P94-10163 06
TECHNOLOGY 2004 CONFERENCE OPENS
NOVEMBER 8
INASA RELEASE-94-1841 P94-10184 06
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EOUCAT+ON
INASA RELEASE-94-1901 P94-10190 06
PEARSON RESIGNS AS SPACE FLIGHT ASSOCIATE
ADMINISTRATOR
INASA RELEASE-94-191 I P94-10191 06
KRAFT TO HEAD INDEPENDENT SHUTTLE
WORKFORCE REVIEW
INASA RELEASE-94-1971 P94-10197 06
INDEPENDENT SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT REVIEW
TEAM MEMBERS NAMED
I NASA RELEASE-94-200 t P94+ 10200 06
APOLLO ASTRONAUT STUART ALLEN ROOSA
DIES
INASA RELEASE-94-2101 P94-10210 06
KSC CENTER DIRECTOR ROBERT L CRtPPEN TO
LEAVE NASA
I NASA RELEASE-94-211 I P94-10211 06
JAY HONEYCUTT NAMED KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
DIRECTOR
I NASA RELEASE-94-2141 P94-10214 06
RESULTS FROM HUDDLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994
INASA RELEASE-94-216} P94-10216 06
+ VIDEOTAPE OF NASA ADMINISTRATOR DAN
GOLDIN ON THE US-RUSSIAN INTERNATIONAL
SPACE STATION TO BE PRESENTED TO PRESIDENT
CLINTON FOR HIS TRIP TO MOSCOW
P94-10220 05
+ ADDRESS TO THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS: CHALLENGE.
CHANGE AND ACHIEVEMENT * RESHAPING THE US
SPACE PROGRAM IN 1993 P94-10221 05
+ AIAA MEETING REMARKS; CRYSTAL CITY
P94-10222 05
+ NASA PRESS CONFERENCE; GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, MARYLAND P94-10223 05
PRESS CONFERENCE OF THE HUDDLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IMAGES RELEASE; GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND
P94-10224 05
+ ROTARY CLUB LUNCHEON; NASHVILLE,
TENNESSEE P94-10225 05
+ MSFC PRESS AVAILABILITY P94-10226 05
NASA FY 1995 BUDGET BRIEFING P94-10227 05
+ INTERVIEW WITH NASA ADMINISTRATOR DAN
GOLDIN P94-10228 05
+ REMARKS GIVEN AT YALE POLITICAL UNION
P94-10229 05
GOLDIN/CORDOVA INTERVIEW P94-10230 05
+ REMARKS: REINVENTING NASA CONFERENCE
HELD BY THE NATIONAL SPACE SOCEITY; GEORGE
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY P94-10231 05
NATIONAL PRESS CLUB LUNCHEON; WASHINGTON,
DC. P94-10232 05
GOLDIN, JUDY
NATIONAL PRESS CLUB LUNCHEON; WASHINGTON,
D.C. P94-10232 05
GOLOMBEK, MA'n'HEW
NASA SELECTS MARS PATHFINDER LANDING SITE
INASA RELEASE-94-149] P94-10149 06
GONZALEZ-VELEZ, JUAN M.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-94-951 P94-10095 06
GOODMAN, STEVE
GAMMA RAY FLASHES IN ATMOSPHERE MORE
COMMON THAN THOUGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-2041 P94-10204 06
GOODYEAR, AMY L.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM




NATIONAL FACILITIES INVENTORIED. NEEDS
ESTABLISHED
j NASA RELEASE-94 73 [ P94-10073 06
NASA AND RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCY SIGN SPACE
STATION INTERIM AGREEMENT AND $400 MILLION
CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-94 1011 P94-10101 06
NASA CHIEF HALLS HOUSE VOTE PRESERVING
SPACE STATION
INASA RELEASE-94-I061 Pg4-10106 06
GOLDIN HALLS SOLID SENATE VOTE ON SPACE
STATION
I NASA RELEASE-g4-1271 Pg4-10127 06
ROTARY CLUB LUNCHEON; NASHVILLE,
TENNESSEE P94-10225 05
NATIONAL PRESS CLUB LUNCHEON; WASH}NGTON,
D C P94-10232 05
GORIE, DOMINIC L.
1995 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-94-205} P94-10205 06
GORMAN, JOSEPH T.
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION
INASA RELEASE-94 190 I P94-1019Q 06
GOULD, ANDREW
HURDLE RULES OUT A LEADING EXPLANATION FOR
DARK MATTER
1NASA RELEASE-94-188 I P94-10188 06
GOULD, DANIEL
NASA SSIP WINNERS HONORED IN WASHINGTON,
DC
INASA RELEASE-94-70] P94-10070 06
GRADE, RONALD J.
SHUTTLE ASTRONAUT GRADE MOVES TO ORBITAL
SCIENCES CORP
[ NASA RELEASE-94-571 P94-10057 06
RESULTS FROM HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994
1NASA RELEASE-94 216 I P94-10216 06
GRAHAM, JOHN
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
OF UNIVERSE
[NASA RELEASE 94-1801 P94-10180 06
GREAVES, JAMES
INVESTIGATION PANEL RELEASES REPORT ON
NOAA- 13 FAILURE
[NASA RELEASE-94-157 I P94-10157 06
GREENFIELD, MICHAEL
INVESTIGATION PANEL RELEASES REPORT ON
NOAA-13 FAILURE
INASA RELEASE-94-157 I P94-10157 06
GREENFIELD, PERRY
HUBBLE DETECTS PRIMORDIAL HELIUM IN THE
EARLY UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE-94-109] P94-10109 06
GREGORY, FREDERICK D.
NASA ANNOUNCES SOFTWARE OF THE YEAR
AWARD
I NASA RELEASE-94-221 P94-10022 06
NEW TECHNOLOGY TO BE TESTED FOR NASA
SAFETY OFFICE
I NASA RELEASE-94-361 P94-10038 06
NASA/DOD TO ESTABLISH STANDARD GUALITY
ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS
INASA RELEASE-g4-37J P94-10037 06
NASA HOSTS NATIONAL AEROSPACE EDUCATION
CONFERENCE
I NASA RELEASE-94-461 P94-10046 06
NASA/FEMA REMOTE SENSING SYSTEM TO SPEED
DISASTER RELIEF
{NASA RELEASE 94-621 P94-10062 06
GREGORY, J.
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVtTY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
GREGORY, WILLIAM C.
CREW SELECTED FOR STS-67 ASTRONOMY
MISSION
( NASA RELEASE-g4 5 [ P94-10005 06
UNITED STATES MtCROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
I NASA RELEASE-94-381 P94.10038 06
INTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVlTY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-96 b P94-10096 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
JNASA RELEASE-94-114 ) P94.10114 06
GRIFFITH, DOUG
MAGELLAN EXECUTES 'WINDMILL 1 EXPERIMENT AS
MISSION END DRAWS NEAR
INASA RELEASE-94-147] P94-10147 06
MAGELLAN LOSS OF CONTACT CAPS VENUS
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-1701 P94-t0170 06
GRUNSFELD, JOHN M.
CREW SELECTED FOR STS-67 ASTRONOMY
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-51 P94-10005 06
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
I NASA RELEASE-94-381 P94-10038 06
INTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVITY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
[ NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
] NASA RELEASE-94-114) P94-10114 08
GUIDONI, UMBERTO
GUIDONI NAMED TO CREW OF TETHERED
SATELLITE REFLIGHT
[ NASA RELEASE-94-1691 P94-10169 06
RESULTS FROM HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994
[NASA RELEASE-94-216J P94-10216 06
GUNN, JAMES
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
OF UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE-94-180] P94-10180 06
GUNSON, MICHAEL R.
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-1751 P94-10175 06
GUTIERREZ, SIDNEY M.
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
I NASA RELEASE-g4-38 [ P94-10038 06
AVAILABILITY OF SHUTTLE CREWS CHANGES FOR
POST-FLIGHT INTERVIEWS
INASA RELEASE-94-671 P94-10067 06
ASTRONAUT GUTIERREZ LEAVES NASA, AIR
FORCE
INASA RELEASE-g4-1291 P94+10129 06
RESULTS FROM HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994
[NASA RELEASE-94-2161 P94-10216 06
H
HABIB, SARA
NASA SSIP WINNERS HONORED IN WASHINGTON,
DC
I NASA RELEASE-94-701 P94-10070 06
HACKING, PERRY B.
NASA SELECTS TWO SMALL EXPLORER MISSIONS
FOR DEVELOPMENT




I NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
HARMON, B. ALAN
HADFIELD, CHRIS A.
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW NAMED FOR SECOND MIR
DOCKING MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-94-145[ P94-10145 06
HAGEN, DAVID F.
LANGLEY AND FORD SIGN TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER AGREEMENTS
INASA RELEASE-94-1661 P94-10166 06
HALL, RYAN
NASA SSlP WINNERS HONORED IN WASHINGTON,
DC
I NASA RELEASE-94-701 P94-10070 06
HALSELL, JAMES DONALD, JR.
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
I NASA RELEASE-94-3B I P94-10038 06
INTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVITY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
[ NASA RELEASE-94-1141 P94-10114 06
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW NAMED FOR SECOND MIR
DOCKING MISSION




_NASA RELEASE-94-96J P94-10096 06
HAMMEL, HEIDI
HURDLE OBSERVATIONS SHED NEW LIGHT ON
JUPITER COLLISION
I NASA RELEASE-94-161 ) P94-10161 06
HAMMOND, L BLAINE, JR.
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
ASTRONAUT LINENGER JOINS STS-64 CREW
INASA RELEASE-94-31 I P94-10031 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
INASA RELEASE-94-3Bt P94-10038 06
INTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVlTY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-94-114 I P94-10114 06
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHUTTLE MISSION STS-64
INASA RELEASE-94-1351 P94-10135 06
NAN, MINGSHENG
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE. SIZE
OF UNIVERSE




INASA RELEASE-94-961 P94o10096 06
HARBAUGH, GREGORY J.
CREW NAMED FOR FIRST SPACE SHUTTLE, MIR
DOCKING MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-901 P94-10090 08
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-94-114i P94-10114 06
HARCH, ANN
GALILEO DISCOVERS MOON OF ASTEROID
[NASA RELEASE-94-501 P94-10050 06
HARDING, PAUL
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
OF UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE.94-1801 P94-10180 06
HARMON, B. ALAN
COMPTON GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY FINDS
BRIGHT NEW X-RAY SOURCE




HST CONFIRMS EXISTENCE OF MASSIVE BLACK
HOLE IN ACTIVE GALAXY
I NASA RELEASE-94-821 P94-10082 06
HARPER, JEFFREY
AGENCIES FORM JOINT PROGRAM IN PLANT
BIOLOGY
I NASA RELEASE-94-213i P94-10213 06
HARRIS, ALAN J.
NASA APPOINTS NEAR-EARTH OBJECT SEARCH
COMMITTEE
INASA RELEASE-94-1281 P94-1012B 06
HARRIS, BERNARD A., JR.
UNITED STATES MICROGRAV_TY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
I NASA RELEASE-94-3BI P94-10038 06
INTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVlTY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 0B
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-1141 P94-10114 06
HARRIS, MARCELITE J.
NASA HOSTS NATIONAL AEROSPACE EDUCATION
CONFERENCE
INASA RELEASE-94-461 P94-10046 06
HARRIS, RICK





I NASA RELEASE-94-3 r P94-10003 06
WHITEHEAD NAMED NASA DEPUTY AA FOR
AERONAUTICS
I NASA RELEASE-94-231 P94-10023 06
NASA HOSTS NATIONAL AEROSPACE EDUCATION
CONFERENCE
I NASA RELEASE-94-461 P94-10046 06
NASA/FAA SPONSOR GENERAL AVIATION
COMPETITION
INASA RELEASE-94-1021 P94o10102 06
FORDYCE NAMED OHIO AEROSPACE INSTITUTE
CHIEF SCIENTIST
INASA RELEASE-94-t30p P94-10130 06
NASA FY 1995 BUDGET BREFING P94-10227 05
NATIONAL PRESS CLUB LUNCHEON; WASHINGTON,
DC P94-10232 05
HART, BILL
NASA PRESS CONFERENCE; GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, MARYLAND P94-10223 05
PRESS CONFERENCE OF THE HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IMAGES RELEASE; GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND
P94-10224 05
HARTIG, GEORGE
HST CONF_RMS EXISTENCE OF MASSIVE BLACK
HOLE IN ACTIVE GALAXY
I NASA RELEASE-94-82 f P94-10082 06
HARTMANN, GERD K.
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-175[ P94-10175 06
HAYE, JOHN
MSFC PRESS AVA_LABILITY P94-'_022£. 05
HAYES, DORA K.
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-1141 P94-10114 06
HEFLIN, JAMES M., JR.
HUBBLE TEAM TO RECEIVE COLLIER TROPHY




INASA RELEASE-94-96J P94-10096 06
HELIN, ELEANOR
COMPUTER MODEL OF NEAR-EARTH ASTEROID
SHOWS 'DOUBLE OBJECT'




fNASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
HELMS, SUSAN J.
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
ASTRONAUT LINENGER JOINS STS-64 CREW
I NASA RELEASE-94-31 r P94-10031 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
I NASA RELEASE-94-38 f P94-10038 06
INTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVITY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
J NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
[ NASA RELEASE-94-1141 P94-10114 06
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHUTTLE MISSION STS-64




I NASA RELEASE-94-96_ P94-10096 06
HENDRY, R. D.
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHUTTLE MISSION STS-64
INASA RELEASE-94-1351 P94-10135 06
HENRICKS, TERENCE T.
CREW MEMBERS NAMED FOR SPACE SHUTTLE
MISSION STS-70




INASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
HERMAN, JAY R.
ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE LEVELS SAME AS LAST
YEAR'S RECORD LOWS
INASA RELEASE-94-1671 P94-10167 06
HESKETH, W.
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
] NASA RELEASE-94-381 P94-10038 06
HIEB, RICHARD J.
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
{NASA RELEASE-94-381 P94- I0038 06
INTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVITY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
{ NASA RELEASE-94-96L P94-10096 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-B4-1141 P94-10114 06
HIGHSTEIN, STEPHEN M.
NASA SELECTS SCIENTISTS FOR NEUROLAB
SHUTTLE MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-1001 P94-10100 06
HILL ROBERT
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
OF UNIVERSE
I NASA RELEASE-94-1801 P94-10180 06
HILSENRATH, ERNEST
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
tNASA RELEASE-°J4-1751 P94-10175 06
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX
HINSON, DAVID R.
NASA HELPS PILOTS COMBAT FATIGUE DURING
LONG FLIGHTS




I NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 0'6
HIRE, KATHRYN P.
1995 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES SELECTED
I NASA RELEASE.94-2051 P94-10205 06
HOATH, STEVEN B.
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-1751 P94-10175 06
HOOGES, ATHENE
NASA SStP WINNERS HONORED tN WASHINGTON,
D.C.
I NASA RELEASE-94-701 P94-10070 06
HODGES, WARREN
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
I NASA RELEASE-94-11 I P94-10011 06
HOESSEL, JOHN
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
OF UNIVERSE
I NASA RELEASE-94-1801 P94-10180 06
HOFFMAN, JEFFREY A.
HUBBLE TEAM TO RECEIVE COLLIER TROPHY
I NASA RELEASE-94-71 I P94-t0071 06
HOFFMAN, RICH
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
I NASA RELEASE-94-111 P94-10011 06
HOGGE, JOHN
WINSTON_SALEM UNIVERSITY TO PART_C(PATE IN
JOINT NASA VENTURE
I NASA RELEASE-94-481 P94-10048 06
HOLCOMB, LEE B.
NASA STIMULATES USE OF SCIENCE DATA OVER
THE INTERNET
I NASA RELEASE-94-131 ) 1:'94-10131 06
NASA AWARDS INTERNET GRANTS AND
COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS
INASA RELEASE-94-138J P94-10138 06
HOLLIMAN, JOHN
NASA PRESS CONFERENCE; GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, MARYLAND P94-10223 05
PRESS CONFERENCE OF THE HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IMAGES RELEASE; GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND
P94-10224 05
HOLLOWAY, HARRY C.
NASA, NIH SIGN AGREEMENT ON BIOMEDICAL
RESEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-94-1341 P94-10134 06
HOLLOWAY, PAUL F.
NASA HOSTS NATIONAL AEROSPACE EDUCATION
CONFERENCE
INASA RELEASE-94-461 P94-10046 06
LANGLEY AND FORD SIGN TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER AGREEMENTS
I NASA RELEASE-g4-1661 P94-10166 06
HOLLOWA¥, TERRY
VIDEOTAPE OF NASA ADMINISTRATOR DAN
GOLDIN ON THE U.S -RUSSIAN INTERNATIONAL
SPACE STATION TO BE PRESENTED TO PRESIDENT
CLINTON FOR HIS TRIP TO MOSCOW
P94-10220 05
HOLLOWAY, THOMAS
NASA ESTABLISHES PROGRAM OFFICE FOR
US-RUSSIAN SPACEFLIGHTS
INASA RELEASE-94-1721 P94-10172 06
HOLMES, BRUCE J.
NASAfFAA SPONSOR GENERAL AVLATLON
COMPETITION
I NASA RELEASE-94-1021 P94-10102 06
HOLSTEIN, GAY R.
NASA SELECTS SCIENTISTS FOR NEUROLAB
SHUTTLE MISSION




NASA SELECTS PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SPACELAB MISSION
[ NASA RELEASE-94-981 P94-10098 06
HONEYCUTT, JAY F.
INDEPENDENT SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT REVIEW
TEAM MEMBERS NAMED
INASA RELEASE-94-2001 P94-10200 06
JAY HONEYCUTT NAMED KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
DIRECTOR
I NASA RELEASE*94-2141 P94o10214 06
RESULTS FROM HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994
I NASA RELEASE-94-2161 P94-10216 06
HOOVER, WILLIAM R.
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION
NASA RELEASE-94-190 P94-10190 06
HORN, EBERHARD R.
NASA SELECTS SCIENTISTS FOR NEUROLAB
SHUTTLE MISSION




NASA RELEASE-94-96 P94-10096 06
HORNER, MATTHEW
NASA SSIP WINNERS HONORED IN WASHINGTON,
D C
NASA RELEASE-94-70 P94-10070 06
HOSAKA, S.
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
INASA RELEASE-94-38 P94-10038 06
HOUSER, GEORGE G.
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION
I NASA RELEASE-94-190 P94-10190 06
HOUSTON, JAMES
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
INASA RELEASE-94-11 P94-10011 06
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH. ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHUTTLE MISSION STS-64
I NASA RELEASE-94-135 P94-10135 06
HOVERSTON, PAUL
NATIONAL PRESS CLUB LUNCHEON; WASHINGTON,
DC P94-t0232 05
HRASTER, J.
NASA'S WIND SATELLITE WILL STUDY SOLAR WIND
AND CARRY FIRST RUSSIAN INSTRUMENT TO FLY ON
A U.S, SPACECRAFT
[NASA RELEASE-94-1781 P94-10178 06
HUANG, HOWARD
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE*94-95 [ P94-10095 06
HUBBLE, EDWIN
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
OF UNIVERSE
I NASA RELEASE-94-180] P94-10180 06
HUCHRA, JOHN
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
OF UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE-94-1801 P94-10180 06
HUCKINS, EARLE K.
CASSINI DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENT RELEASED
INASA RELEASE-94-1741 P94-10174 06
HUDDLESTON, W. T.
NASA'S WIND SATELLITE WILL STUDY SOLAR WIND
AND CARRY FtRST RUSSIAN INSTRUMENT TO FLY ON
A US. SPACECRAFT
INASA RELEASE-94-178] P94-I0178 06
HUDSON, SCOTT
COMPUTER MODEL OF NEAR-EARTH ASTEROID
SHOWS 'DOUBLE OBJECT'
INASA RELEASE-94-261 P94-10026 06
HUGHES, SHAUN
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SiZE
OF UNIVERSE
[NASA RELEASE-94-1801 P94-10180 06
HUNTER, PAUL
NASA AWARDS INTERNET PUBLIC ACCESS GRANTS
AND COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-94-1941 P94-10t94 06
HUNTER, TIFFENY D.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM




INASA RELEASE-94-31 P94-10003 06
ABBEY NAMED JSC DEPUTY DIRECTOR; WEITZ TO
RETIRE IN APRIL
INASA RELEASE-94-61 P94-10006 06
RESULTS FROM HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994
I NASA RELEASE-94-2161 P94-10216 06
ADDRESS TO THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS: CHALLENGE,
CHANGE AND ACHIEVEMENT - RESHAPING THE US
SPACE PROGRAM IN 1993 P94-10221 05
AIAA MEETING REMARKS; CRYSTAL CITY
P94-10222 05
HUNTRESS, WESLEY T., JR.
MARS OBSERVER INVESTIGATION REPORT
RELEASED
t NASA RELEASE-94-1 I P94-10001 06
MAGELLAN EXECUTES 'WINDMILL' EXPERIMENT AS
MISSION END DRAWS NEAR
[NASA RELEASE-94-147] P94-10147 06
NASA SELECTS TWO SMALL EXPLORER MISSIONS
FOR DEVELOPMENT
INASA RELEASE-94-1521 P94-10t52 06
NASA BEGINS RESTRUCTURING EXPLORER
PROGRAM AND FUSE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-94-155] P94-10155 06
NASA'S WIND SATELLITE WILL STUDY SOLAR WIND
AND CARRY FIRST RUSSIAN INSTRUMENT TO FLY ON
A U.S. SPACECRAFT
INASA RELEASE-94-1781 P94-10178 06
HURT, TODD
HUBBLE UNCOVERS A HIDDEN QUASAR IN A
NEARBY GALAXY
I NASA RELEASE-94-160J P94-10160 06
HUSBAND, RICK D.
1995 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES SELECTED
tNASA RELEASE-94-2051 P94-10205 06
HYMER, W. C.
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT




I NASA RELEASE-94-96} P94-10096 06
I
IGNATIEV, ALEX
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF t994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT




I NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
ILLINGWORTH, GARTH
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
OF UNIVERSE
[NASA RELEASE-94-1801 P94-10180 06
ISHMAEL, STEVE
NASA DEVELOPS ENHANCED RUNWAY VIEWS FOR
SUPERSONIC PILOTS
[NASA RELEASE-94-2] P94-10002 06
JOHNSON, LYNDON B.
ISRAEL, ADINA
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-94-951 P94-10095 06
IVANOV, BORIS A.
SULFUR-RICH ASTEROID SITE HOLDS CLUES TO
DEMISE OF DINOSAURS




I NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
IVINS, MARSHA S.
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
J
JACKSON, ARTHUR
NASA INITIATING INDUSTRY TESTING PROGRAM
VIA SATELLITE NETWORK
I NASA RELEASE-94-43[ P94-10043 06
JACOBS, GREGG
TOPEX/POSEIDON CHARTS LONG TERM EL NINO
INFLUENCE ON CLIMATE
INASA RELEASE-94-1621 P94-10162 06
JAKOBSEN, PETER
HUBBLE DETECTS PRIMORDIAL HELIUM IN THE
EARLY UNIVERSE
[ NASA RELEASE-94-1091 P94-10109 06
JEDRZEJEWSKI, ROBERT
HUBBLE DETECTS PRIMORDIAL HELIUM IN THE
EARLY UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE-94-1091 P94-10109 06
JEFFS, GEORGE W.
INDEPENDENT SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT REVIEW
TEAM MEMBERS NAMED
INASA RELEASE-94-200] P94-10200 06
JENKINS, JAMES P.
ELECTRONIC CHART WILL A_D AERIAL
FIREFIGHTERS
NASA RELEASE-94-691 P94-I0069 06
NASA HELPS PILOTS COMBAT FATIGUE DURING
LONG FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-94-1771 P94-10177 06
JENKS, BRUCE G.
NASA SELECTS SCIENTISTS FOR NEUROLAB
SHUTTLE MISSION




I NASA RELEASE-94-8 ] P94-10008 06
JERNIGAN, TAMARA E.
CREW SELECTED FOR STS-67 ASTRONOMY
MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-5L P94*10005 06
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVlTY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
[ NASA RELEASE-94-25 ] P94-10025 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
I NASA RELEASE-94o381 P94-10038 06
INTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVlTY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-_I4-96_ P94-10096 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94*1141 P94-10114 06
JETT, BRENT W., JR.
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW NAMED FOR STS-72
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-208 ] P94-10208 06
JOHNSON, JIMMIE
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-25 t P94-10025 06
JOHNSON, LYNDON B.





ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-1751 P94-10175 06
JOHNSON, TORRENCE
GALILEO D}SCOVERS MOON OF ASTEROID








INASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
JOINER, NIKKI
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-94-95] P94-10095 06
JOLLY, CLIFFORD D.
RESEARCHER DEVELOPS 1993 INVENTION OF THE
YEAR
I NASA RELEASE-94-33 I P94-10033 06
JONES, ELVA
WINSTON-SALEM UNIVERSITY TO PARTICIPATE IN
JOINT NASA VENTURE
J NASA RELEASE-94-48) P94-10048 06
JONES, KEVIN
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHUTTLE MISSION STS-64
INASA RELEASE-94-1351 P94-10135 06
JONES, THOMAS DAVID
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
INASA RELEASE-94-38t P94-10038 06
AVAILABILITY OF SHUTTLE CREWS CHANGES FOR
POST-FLIGHT INTERVIEWS
I NASA RELEASE-94-67 j P94-10067 06
INTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVlTY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-96J P94-10096 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-1141 P94-10114 06
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR STS*68/ENDEAVOUR
INASA RELEASE-94-1541 P94-10154 06
JONES, W. LINWOOD
FRENCH SPACE AGENCY HONORS
TOPEX-POSEIDON TEAM
JNASA RELEASE-94-1321 P94-10132 06
JORDAN, MICHAEL





I NASA RELEASE-94-96) P94-10096 06
K
KANESHIRO, WENDV
NASA SSIP WINNERS HONORED IN WASHINGTON,
DC
INASA RELEASE-94-701 P94-10070 06
KAPLAN, DANIEL
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
[ NASA RELEASE-94-381 P94-10038 0B
KASIBHATLA, P.
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
[NASA RELEASE-94-381 P94-10038 06
KAVANDI, JANET L.
1995 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES SELECTED
j NASA RELEASE-94-205 { P94-10205 06
KEARNEY, GEORGE
NASA AND NCH READY FOR FIRST JOINT SCIENCE
FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-551 P94-10055 06
KEIBER, JOSEPH J.
AGENCIES FORM JOINT PROGRAM tN PLANT
BIOLOGY
I NASA RELEASE-94-213 I P94-10213 06
KELLY, JAY W,
NASA HOSTS NATIONAL AEROSPACE EDUCATION
CONFERENCE
[NASA RELEASE-94-46) P94-10046 06
KELSON, DAN
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE. SIZE
OF UNIVERSE
I NASA RELEASE-94-1801 P94-10180 06
KENNEDY, JOHN F.
ADDRESS TO THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS: CHALLENGE,
CHANGE AND ACHIEVEMENT - RESHAPING THE US
SPACE PROGRAM IN 1993 P94-10221 05
AIAA MEETING REMARKS; CRYSTAL CITY
P94-10222 O5
MSFC PRESS AVAILABILITY P94-10226 05
INTERVIEW WITH NASA ADMINISTRATOR DAN
GOLDIN P94-10228 05
REMARKS GIVEN AT YALE POLITICAL UNION
P94-10229 05
REMARKS: REINVENTING NASA CONFERENCE
HELD BY THE NATIONAL SPACE SOCEITY; GEORGE




{ NASA RELEASE-94-31 P94-10003 06
RESULTS FROM HUSBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994
J NASA RELEASE*94-2161 P94-t0216 06
ADDRESS TO THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS: CHALLENGE,
CHANGE AND ACHIEVEMENT - RESHAPING THE US
SPACE PROGRAM IN 1993 P94-I0221 05
AIAA MEETING REMARKS; CRYSTAL CITY
P94-10222 05
KENNICUTT, ROBERT
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
OF UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE-94-1801 P94-10180 06
KESHISHIAN, HAIG S.
NASA SELECTS SCIENTISTS FOB NEUROLAB
SHUTTLE MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-100J P94-10t00 06
KING, BRYAN R.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-94-951 P94-10095 06
KINNEY, ANNE
HUBBLE UNCOVERS A HIDDEN QUASAR IN A
NEARBY GALAXY
[NASA RELEASE-94-160[ P94-10160 06
KINNEY, E. K.
HUBBLE YIELDS SECRETS OF STAR BIRTH IN THE
EARLY UNIVERSE
JNASA RELEASE-94*171J P94-10171 06
KIRCHHOFF, V.
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
[ NASA RELEASE-94-38 [ P94-10038 06
KIRHAKOS, SOPHIA
HUBBLE RULES OUT A LEADING EXPLANATION FOR
DARK MATTER
INASA RELEASE-94-1881 P94-10188 06
KIRSHNER, ROBERT P.
HST OBSERVES THE SUPERNOVA IN THE
WHIRLPOOL GALAXY
[ NASA RELEASE-94-76 j P94-10076 06
KISER, MICHAEL
NASA SSIP WINNERS HONORED IN WASHINGTON,
DC.
J NASA RELEASE-94-70 J P94-10070 06
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX
KLAASEN, KENNETH P.
NEW GALILEO ASTEROID MOON IMAGES. DATA
RELEASED
I NASA RELEASE-94-831 P94-10083 06
KLEIN, GIL
* NATIONAL PRESS CLUB LUNCHEON:




[NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
KLINE, T.
NASA'S WIND SATELLITE WILL STUDY SOLAR WIND
AND CARRY FIRST RUSSIAN INSTRUMENT TO FLY ON
A US SPACECRAFT
j NASA RELEASE-94-178 I P94-10178 06
KNAPP, CHARLIE
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
I NASA RELEASE-94-11 I P94-10011 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
I NASA RELEASE-94-381 P94-10038 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
{NASA RELEASE-94-1141 P94-10114 06
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHUTTLE MISSION STS-64




(NASA RELEASE-94*96] P94-10096 06
KOCHHAR, AJAY K.
HST CONFIRMS EXISTENCE OF MASSIVE BLACK
HOLE IN ACTIVE GALAXY
J NASA RELEASE-94-821 P94-10082 06
KOHL, JOHN
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHUTTLE MISSION STS-64
INASA RELEASE-94-1351 P94-10135 06
KOHLMOOS, JAMES W.
NASA HOSTS NATIONAL AEROSPACE EDUCATION
CONFERENCE
I NASA RELEASE-94-46 t P94-10046 06
KOMAROV, VALERIY G.
NASA AND UKRAINE SPACE AGENCY AGREE ON
AREAS OF SPACE COOPERATION
INASA RELEASE-94-1191 P94-10119 06
KONOPOLIV, ALEXANDER S.
NASA NAMES SCIENCE TEAM FOR ASTEROID
RENDEZVOUS MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-1591 P94-10159 06
KOPCHEV, fURl NIKOLAYEV
NATIONAL PRESS CLUB LUNCHEON; WASH}NGTON,
DC P94-10232 05
KOPPEL, TED
INTERVIEW WITH NASA ADM{NISTRATOR DAN
GOLDIN P94-10228 05
KOPTEV, fURl
NASA AND RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCY SIGN SPACE
STATION INTERIM AGREEMENT AND $400 MILLION
CONTRACT
INASA RELEASE-94-101 I P94-10101 06
ADDRESS TO THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS: CHALLENGE,
CHANGE AND ACHIEVEMENT - RESHAPING THE US
SPACE PROGRAM IN 1993 P94-10221 05
AIAA MEETING REMARKS; CRYSTAL CITY
P94-10222 05
KOREKI, TAKEMASA
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHUTTLE MISSION STS-64
I NASA RELEASE-94-1351 P94-10135 06
KOSICK, KENNETH S.
NASA SELECTS SCIENTISTS FOR NEUROLAB
SHUTTLE MISSION










] NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
KRAFT, CHRISTOPHER C.
KRAFT TO HEAD INDEPENDENT SHUTTLE
WORKFORCE REVIEW
I NASA RELEASE-94-1971 P94-10197 06
INDEPENDENT SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT REVIEW
TEAM MEMBERS NAMED
INASA RELEASE÷94-2001 P94-10200 06
KREGEL, KEVIN R.
CREW MEMBERS NAMED FOR SPACE SHUTTLE
MISSION STS-70
I NASA RELEASE-94-141 I P94-10141 06
KRIKALEV, SERGEI KONSTANTINOVICR
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
I NASA RELEASE-94-11 I P94-10011 06
NASA ESTABLISHES PROGRAM OFFICE FOR
U S-RUSSIAN SPACEFLIGHTS
]NASA RELEASE-94-1721 P94-10172 06
RESULTS FROM HUDDLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994




[NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
KRIKORIAN, RAFFI
NASA SSIP WINNERS HONORED IN WASHINGTON,
DC
I NASA RELEASE-94-70 ] P94-10070 06
KRISS, GERARD
HST CONFIRMS EXISTENCE OF MASSIVE BLACK
HOLE IN ACTIVE GALAXY
]NASA RELEASE-94-82] P94-10082 06
KRUSE, LAWRENCE F.
NASA'S WIND SATELLITE WILL STUDY SOLAR WIND
AND CARRY FIRST RUSSIAN INSTRUMENT TO FLY ON
A US SPACECRAFT
I NASA RELEASE-94-1781 P94-10178 06
KULESH, DAVID
NASA AND NIH READY FOR FIRST JOINT SCIENCE
FLIGHT




[NASA RELEASE-94 961 P94-10096 06
KUNIN, MADELEINE
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION
[NASA RELEASE-94-1901 P94-10190 06
KURYLO, MICHAEL
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
I NASA RELEASE 94-38] P94-10038 06
L
LABELLE, JIM
NASA SOUNDING ROCKET CAMPAIGN TO STUDY
IONOSPHERE WITH BRAZIL
INASA RELEASE÷94-1261 P94-10126 06
LADWIG, ALAN
LADWtG TO LEAD NEW OFFICE OF POLICY AND
PLANS
I NASA RELEASE-94-1811 P94-10161 06
LALLA, MICHAEL
NASA ON-LINE SYSTEM SPEEDS UP MIDRANGE
PROCUREMENTS
I NASA RELEASE-94-148 I P94-10148 06
LAMBERT, JACK
RESEARCHER DEVELOPS 1993 INVENTION OF THE
YEAR
I NASA RELEASE-94-33 [ P94-10033 06
LAMBERT, JAMES L.
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-1751 P94-10175 06
LAMEDA, NICKY
INTERVIEW WITH NASA ADMINISTRATOR DAN
GOLDIN P94-10228 05
LANDIS, WILLIAM
NASA AND NIH READY FOR FIRST JOINT SCIENCE
FLIGHT




INASA RELEASE-94-96] P94-10096 06
LANGMEAD, JOHN T.
NASA'S WIND SATELLITE WILL STUDY SOLAR WIND
AND CARRY FIRST RUSSIAN INSTRUMENT TO FLY ON
A US, SPACECRAFT
tNASA RELEASE-94-178[ R94-10178 06
LAPLACE, SIMONE PIERRE
HST CONFIRMS EXISTENCE OF MASSIVE BLACK
HOLE IN ACTIVE GALAXY
INASA RELEASE-94-82] P94-10082 06
LARSEN, MIGUEL
NASA SOUNDING ROCKET CAMPAIGN TO STUDY
IONOSPHERE WITH BRAZIL
INASA RELEASE-94-1261 P94-10126 06
LAWLER, ANDREW
NATIONAL PRESS CLUB LUNCHEON; WASHINGTON,
DC. P94-I0232 05
LAWRENCE, WENDY B.
CREW SELECTED FOR STS-67 ASTRONOMY
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-94-51 P94-10005 06
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
( NASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
INASA RELEASE-94-381 P94-10038 06
INTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVlTY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-1141 P94-10114 06
LEAVlTT, HENRIETTA
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
OF UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE-94-1801 P94-10180 06
LEBLANC, ADRIAN
NEW SPACELAB SCIENCE MISSION TO FLY IN
1996




I NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
LEE, FENGLIEN FRANK
WINSTON-SALEM UNIVERSITY TO PARTICIPATE IN
JOINT NASA VENTURE
I NASA RELEASE-94-481 P94-10048 06
LEE, JACK
ADDRESS TO THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS: CHALLENGE,
CHANGE AND ACHIEVEMENT - RESHAPING THE U.S
SPACE PROGRAM IN 1993 P94-10221 05
AIAA MEETING REMARKS; CRYSTAL CITY
P94o10222 05
NASA FY 1995 BUDGET BRIEFING P94-10227 05
LEE, MARK C.
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVlTY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
ASTRONAUT LINENGER JOINS STS-64 CREW
I NASA RELEASE-94-31 I P94-10031 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59




I NASA RELEASE-94-96 I P94-10096 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-1141 P94-10114 06
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHUTTLE MISSION STS-64




I NASA RELEASE-94-31 P94-10003 06
MSFC PRESS AVAILABILITY P94-10226 05
LEESTMA, DAVID C.
SHUTTLE ASTRONAUT GRADE MOVES TO ORBITAL
SCIENCES CORP
{ NASA RELEASE-94-571 P94÷10057 06
ASTRONAUT WILLIAM THORNTON RETIRES FROM
NASA
I NASA RELEASE-94-87 p P94-10087 06
ASTRONAUT BOLDEN RETURNS TO MARINE
CORPS
I NASA RELEASE-94-97 J P94oI0097 06
SHUTTLE ASTRONAUT RICHARD COVEY TO LEAVE
NASA, AIR FORCE
INASA RELEASE-94-1101 P94-10110 06
ASTRONAUT GUTIERREZ LEAVES NASA, AIR
FORCE
tNASA RELEASE-94-1291 P94-10129 06
CABANA APPOINTED CHIEF OF ASTRONAUT
OFFICE
[NASA RELEASE-94_1461 P94-10146 06
INDEPENDENT SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT REVIEW
TEAM MEMBERS NAMED
I NASA RELEASE-94-2001 P94-10200 06
LEFEBVRE, MICHEL
FRENCH SPACE AGENCY HONORS
TOPEX-POSEIDON TEAM




INASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
LEHOCZKY, S.
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-25 I P94-10025 06
LEIGH, MARY B.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
{NASA RELEASE-94-951 P94-10095 06
LEISER, DANIEL
IMPROVED SHUTTLE TILE TO FLY ON STS-59
[ NASA RELEASE-94-54 ] P94-10054 06
LEMAISTRE, MICKEY




I NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
LEPPING, R.
NASA'S WIND SATELLITE WiLL STUDY SOLAR WIND
AND CARRY FIRST RUSSIAN INSTRUMENT TO ELY ON
A US SPACECRAFT
INASA RELEASE-94-1781 P94-10178 06
LEPROVOST, CHRISTIAN
TOPEX/POSEIDON BUILDS CRITICAL DATA BASE ON
CLIMATE CHANGE
INASA RELEASE-94-2021 P94+10202 06
LESLIE, FRED W.
NASA SELECTS PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SPACELAB MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-981 P94-10098 06
COMMANDER, PILOT AND FLIGHT ENGINEER
NAMED TO STS-73 CREW
INASA RELEASE-94-1951 P94-10195 06
LETO, JIM
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION




FRENCH SPACE AGENCY HONORS
TOPEX-POSEIDON TEAM
I NASA RELEASE*94-132_ 1:>94-10132 06
LEVIN, GEORGE
NEW DATA BRIGHTENS DEBRIS OUTLOOK FOR
SPACE STATION
tNASA RELEASE-94-1361 P94-10136 06
NASA SIGNS CONTRACT WITH UKRAINE TO FLY
SPACE WELDING TOOL




1 NASA RELEASE-94-81 P94-10008 06
LEWIS, NORMAN
NEW SPACELAB SCIENCE MISSION TO FLY IN
1996
INASA RELEASE.94-2121 P94-I0212 06
LIN, R.
NASA'S WIND SATELLITE WILL STUDY SOLAR WIND
AND CARRY FIRST RUSSIAN INSTRUMENT TO FLY ON
A US. SPACECRAFT
JNASA RELEASE.94-17BJ P94-10178 06
LINDSEY, STEVEN W.
1995 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES SELECTED
I NASA RELEASE-94-205 _ P94-10205 06
LINDSTROM, ROBERT E.
INDEPENDENT SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT REVIEW
TEAM MEMBERS NAMED
INASA RELEASE-94-20OI P94-I0200 06
LINENGER, JERRY M.
ASTRONAUT LINENGER JOINS STS-64 CREW
I NASA RELEASE.94-31 I P94-10031 06
INTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVITY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-114] 1:>94-10114 06
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHUTTLE MISSION STS_4
INASA RELEASE-94-135i P94-10135 06
LITTLES, WAYNE
PEARSON RESIGNS AS SPACE FLIGHT ASSOCIATE
ADMINISTRATOR
I NASA RELEASE-94-1911 P94-10191 06
RESULTS FROM HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994
NASA RELEASE-94-2161 P94-10216 06
LIU, CHI-LI
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
NASA RELEASE-94-11 I P94-10011 06
LOGAN, J.
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
NASA RELEASE-94-381 P94-10038 06
LOKERSON, DONALD
INVESTIGATION PANEL RELEASES REPORT ON
NOAA- 13 FAILURE
NASA RELEASE-94-1571 1::_4-10157 06
LOPEZ-ALEGRRIA, MICHAEL E.
COMMANDER, PILOT AND FLIGHT ENGINEER
NAMED TO STS-73 CREW




NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
LOSCHKE, PAUL
NASA-ARMY RESEARCH PAVES WAY FOR BETTER
HELICOPTERS
NASA RELEASE.94-21 I P94-10021 06
LOW, GEORGE M.
ABBEY NAMED JSC DEPUTY DIRECTOR; WEITZ TO
RETIRE IN APRIL
NASA RELEASE-94-61 P94-10006 06
LU, EDWARD T.
1995 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES SELECTED
INASA RELEASE-94-2051 P94-10205 06
LUCID, SHANNON W.
ASTRONAUTS BLAHA AND LUCID TO TRAIN FOR
FLIGHT ON MIR
INASA RELEASE-94-1831 P94-10183 06
RESULTS FROM HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994
INASA RELEASE-94-2161 P94-10216 06
LuI"rGES, MARVIN
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
I NASA RELEASE-94-11 I P94-10011 06
LYNN, JOHN C.
LYNN TO BECOME NASA'S FIRST CIO
1NASA RELEASE-94-1991 P94-10199 06
M
MACCHE'I_O, DUCCIO
HUBBLE IDENTIFIES PRIMEVAL GALAXIES.
UNCOVERS NEW CLUES TO THE UNIVERSE'S
EVOLUTION
I NASA RELEASE-94-201 I P94-10201 06
MACKEY, A. J.
NASA'S WIND SATELLITE WILL STUDY SOLAR WIND
AND CARRY FIRST RUSSIAN INSTRUMENT TO FLY ON
A U.S, SPACECRAFT
JNASA RELEASE-94-178 P94-10178 06
MACKEY, WILLIAM S.
INDEPENDENT SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT REVIEW
TEAM MEMBERS NAMED
INASA RELEASE-94-200 P94-10200 06
MADDEN, JEREMIAH J.
INVESTIGATION PANEL RELEASES REPORT ON
NOAA-13 FAILURE
{NASA RELEASE-94-157 P94.10157 06
MADORE, BARRY
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
OF UNIVERSE
NASA RELEASE-94-1B0 P94-10180 06
MAMN, MICHAEL C.
NASA NAMES SCIENCE TEAM FOR ASTEROID
RENDEZVOUS MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-159 P94-10159 06
MANKINS, JOHN
NASA SOLICITS AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM PROPOSALS
NASA RELEASE-94-91 P94-10091 06
MANN, MICHAEL
NASA ANNOUNCES SPACE FLIGHT PERSONNEL
CHANGES
I NASA RELEASE-94-66 P94.10066 06
MANSFIELD, JOHN E.
MANSFIELD TO LEAD NEW OFFICE OF SPACE
ACCESS AND TECHNOLOGY
INASA RELEASE-94-137 P94-10137 06
RESULTS FROM HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994
JNASA RELEASE-94-216/ P94-10216 06
MANSFIELD, STEVE
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
I NASA RELEASE-94-38 J P94.10038 06
INTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVITY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94.10096 06
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHUTTLE MISSION STS-64




INASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
MARGON, BRUCE
HST CONFIRMS EXISTENCE OF MASSIVE BLACK
HOLE IN ACTIVE GALAXY
I NASA RELEASE-94-821 P94-10082 06
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX
MARRONE, PAMELA
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
I NASA RELEASE-g4-11 t P94-10011 06
MARSOEN, RICHARD G.
ULYSSES STARTS PRIMARY MISSION AT SUN








INASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
MARTIN, RUTH M.
TESTS SEEN AS STEP TOWARD QUIETER
HELICOPTER BLADES
NASA RELEASE-94-741 P94-10074 06
MATTHEWS, REBECCA E.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
NASA RELEASE-94-951 P94-10095 06
MATTHIESEN, DAVID H.
NASA SELECTS PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SPACELAB MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-981 P94-10098 06
MAULTSBY, THOMAS E.
INDEPENDENT SHUFFLE MANAGEMENT REVIEW
TEAM MEMBERS NAMED
NASA RELEASE-94-200 J P94-10200 06
MAY, JENNIFER L
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-94-95] P94-10095 06
MAZETS, E.
NASA'S WIND SATELLITE WILL STUDY SOLAR WIND
AND CARRY FIRST RUSSIAN INSTRUMENT TO FLY ON
A U.S. SPACECRAFT
INASA RELEASE-94-1781 P94-10178 06
MAZUR, WILFRED
INVESTIGATION PANEL RELEASES REPORT ON
NOAA-13 FAILURE
NASA RELEASE-94-157 P94-I0157 06
MCARTHUR, WILLIAM S., JR.
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW NAMED FOR SECOND MIR
DOCKING MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-94-145 P94-10145 06
MCCARTHY, WILLIAM
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
NASA RELEASE-94-11 P94-10011 06
MCDONNELL, JOHN F.
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION
'NASA RELEASE-94-190 P94-10190 06
MCFADDE, LUCY-ANN A.
NASA NAMES SCIENCE TEAM FOR ASTEROID
RENOEZVOUS MISSION
NASA RELEASE-94-159 P94-10159 06
MCGOVERN, JAMES F.
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION
JNASA RELEASE-94-190 P94-10190 06
MCGRATH, MELISSA
HUBBLE OBSERVATIONS SHED NEW LIGHT ON
JUPITER COLLISION
NASA RELEASE-94-161 I P94-10161 06
MCGUIRE, JAMES
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
NASA RELEASE-94-381 P94-10038 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
JNASARELEASE-94-114J P94 10114 06
MCGUNIGAL, THOMAS E.
INVESTIGATION PANEL RELEASES REPORT ON
NOAA-13 FAILURE




STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
4NASA RELEASE-94-95( P94-10095 06
MCLEAN, CHARLES
NASA PRESS CONFERENCE; GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER. MARYLAND P94-10223 05
MCMONAGLE, DONALD R.
ASTRONAUTS SELECTED FOR ATLANTIS' STS-66
MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-41 P94-10004 06
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
NASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
NASA RELEASE-94-38J P94-10038 06
INTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVITY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
NASA RELEASE-94-114 I P94-10114 06
LAUNCH DATE FOR SPACE SHUTTLE M_SSION
STS-66 ANNOUNCED
NASA RELEASE-94-1731 P94-10173 06
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-1751 P94-10t75 06
MCNAIR, RONALD E.
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
r NASA RELEASE-94-114 I P94-10114 06
MCNAUGHTON, BRUCE L
NASA SELECTS SCIENTISTS FOR NEUROLAB
SHUTTLE MISSION
{NASA RELEASE-94-100} P94-10100 06
MCNEAL, ROBERT J.
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
(NASA RELEASE-94-114J P94-10t14 06
MCNUTr, RALPH L.
NASA NAMES SCIENCE TEAM FOR ASTEROID
RENDEZVOUS MISSION




INASA RELEASE-94*961 P94-10096 06
NEW SPACELAB SCIENCE MISSION TO FLY IN
1996
INASA RELEASE-94-212J P94-10212 06
MEADE, CARL J.
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-25 J P94-10025 06
ASTRONAUT UNENGER JO_NS STS-64 CREW
pNASA RELEASE-94-31 t P94-10031 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
I NASA RELEASE-94-381 P94-10038 06
_NTERNAT_ONAL M_CROGRAVITY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-96 r P94-10096 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-114 I P94-10114 06
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHUTTLE MISS{ON STS-64
INASA RELEASE-94-135] P94-10135 06
MENU, WILLIAM
NASA AND NIH READY FOR FIRST JOINT SCIENCE
FLIGHT
(NASA RELEASE-94-55 J P94-10055 06
MELLOR, JAMES R.
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION
JNASA RELEASE-94-1901 P94-10190 06
MELROY, PAMELA A.
1995 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES SELECTED
JNASA RELEASE-94-2051 P94-10205 06
MERTZ, CHARLES
NASA DEDICATES RESEARCH FACILITY IN WEST
VIRGINIA
INASA RELEASE-94-881 P94-10088 06
MEYER, MICHAEL A.
NASA SSIP WINNERS HONORED IN WASHINGTON,
DC




INASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
MIDDENDORF, WILLIAM J,
iNVESTIGATION PANEL RELEASES REPORT ON
NOAA-13 FAILURE
INASA RELEASE-94-157J P94-10157 06
MIKULSKI, BARBARA A.
NASA DECLARES HUBBLE SERVICING MISSION
SUCCESSFUL
INASA RELEASE-94-7 _ P94-10007 06
NASA PRESS CONFERENCE; GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, MARYLAND P94-10223 05
PRESS CONFERENCE OF THE HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IMAGES RELEASE; GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND
P94-10224 05
NATIONAL PRESS CLUB LUNCHEON; WASHINGTON,
D.C. P94-10232 05
MILLER, DONALD L.
NASA'S WIND SATELLITE WILL STUDY SOLAR WIND
AND CARRY FIRST RUSSIAN INSTRUMENT TO FLY ON
US. SPACECRAFT
NASA RELEASE-94-1781 P94-10178 06
MILLER, ED
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
NASA RELEASE-94-11 I P94-10011 06
MILNER, BARBARA
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
NASA RELEASE-94-114 J P94-10114 06
MITCHELL, EIDGAR DEAN
APOLLO ASTRONAUT STUART ALLEN ROOSA
DIES
NASA RELEASE-94-210 ) P94-10210 06
MOLLOHAN, ALAN
NASA DEDICATES RESEARCH FACILITY IN WEST
VIRGINIA
NASA RELEASE-94-881 P94-10088 06
MONFORD, LEO G.
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
NASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
MONK, TIMOTHY
NEW SPACELAB SCIENCE MISSION TO FLY IN
1996
NASA RELEASE-94-2121 P94-10212 06
MONSON, RICHARD
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
NASA RELEASE-94-381 P94-10038 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT




JNASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
MOORE, R. GILBERT
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
INASA RELEASE-94-111 P94-10011 06
MOOS, WARREN
NASA BEGINS RESTRUCTURING EXPLORER
PROGRAM AND FUSE M_SS_ON
INASA RELEASE.94-1551 P94-10155 06
MORITZ, KONRAD
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
( NASA RELEASE-94-175 J P94-10175 06
NAITO-MUKAI, CHIAKI
MORRISON, DAVID
NASA APPOINTS NEAR-EARTH OBJECT SEARCH
COMMITTEE




INASA RELEASE-94-31 P94-10003 06
RESULTS FROM HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994
INASA RELEASE-94-2161 P94-10216 06
ADDRESS TO THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS: CHALLENGE,
CHANGE AND ACHIEVEMENT - RESHAPING THE US
SPACE PROGRAM IN 1993 P94-10221 05
AIAA MEETING REMARKS; CRYSTAL CITY
P94-10222 05
MOULD, JEREMY
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
OF UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE-94-1801 P94-t0180 06
MUKAI, CHIAKI
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVlTY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-I0025 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
l NASA RELEASE-94-381 P94-10038 06
MUMI_ MICHAEL J.
NASA APPOINTS NEAR-EARTH OBJECT SEARCH
COMMITTEE




INASA RELEASE-94*31 P94-10003 06
RESULTS FROM HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994
INASA RELEASE-94-2161 P94-10216 06
ADDRESS TO THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS: CHALLENGE,
CHANGE AND ACHIEVEMENT - RESHAPING THE US,
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INASA RELEASE-94-2121 P94-10212 06
SCHMIDLIN, FRANK
NASA SOUNDING ROCKET CAMPAIGN TO STUDY
IONOSPHERE WITH BRAZIL




tNASA RELEASE-94-961 P94.10096 06
SCHNEIDER, CARL
NASA/DOD TO ESTABLISH STANDARD QUALITY
ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS
i NASA RELEASE-94-371 P94-10037 06
SCHOEBERL, MARK
NASA'S UARS CONFIRMS CFCS CAUSED
ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE
INASA RELEASE-94-215J P94.10215 06
SCHULZE, NORM
NEW TECHNOLOGY TO BE TESTED FOR NASA
SAFETY OFFICE




NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION
INASA FIELEASE-94-1901 P94-10190 06
SCHWARZSCHILD, KARL
HST CONFIRMS EXISTENCE OF MASSIVE BLACK
HOLE IN ACTIVE GALAXY
I NASA RELEASE-94-82 [ P94-10082 06
SCOTT, RICK
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
I NASA RELEASE-94-381 P94-10038 06
SCOTT, ROBERT FALCON
NASA PRESS CONFERENCE; GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, MARYLAND P94-10223 05
PRESS CONFERENCE OF THE HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IMAGES RELEASE; GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT, MARYLAND
P94-10224 05
SCOTT, WINSTON E.
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW NAMED FOR STS-72
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-2081 P94-10208 06
SCOZZAFAVA, JULIA
NASA SSIP WINNERS HONORED IN WASHINGTON,
D.C.
INASA RELEASE-94-701 P94-10070 06
SEGA, RONALD M.
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
I NASA RELEASE-94-11 ] P94-10011 06
ASTRONAUT SEGA TO REPLACE READDY AS NASA
MANAGER IN RUSSIA
I NASA RELEASE-94-182 [ P94-10182 06
SELLER, W.
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
NASA RELEASE-94-381 P94-10038 06
SEIVOLD, ALFRED L.
INVESTIGATION PANEL RELEASES REPORT ON
NOAA- 13 FAILURE
NASA RELEASE-94-1571 P94-10157 06
SENTMAN, DAVIS
SPECTACULAR COLOR FLASHES RECORDED
ABOVE ELECTRICAL STORMS
NASA RELEASE-94-124] P94-10124 06
SEROVA, LUBA
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
NASA RELEASE-94-1751 P94-10175 06
SEVERYN, BRYAN
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
NASA RELEASE-94-11 } P94-10011 06
SNALALA, DONNA
NATIONAL PRESS CLUB LUNCHEON; WASHINGTON,
D.C. P94-10232 05
SHAW, BREWSTER HOPKINSON, JR.
HUBBLE TEAM TO RECEIVE COLLIER TROPHY
[NASA RELEASE-94-71 ] P94-10071 06
RUNWAY BESURFACING STARTS FOLLOWING
CV-990 TESTS
[NASA RELEASE-94-1531 P94-10153 06
SHEPARD, ALAN BARTLETT, JR.
APOLLO ASTRONAUT STUART ALLEN ROOSA
DIES




[NASA RELEASE-94-31 P94-10003 06
STATION CONTROL BOARD RATIFIES IMPROVED
ASSEMBLY SEQUENCE
[ NASA RELEASE-94-1171 P94-10117 06
ADDRESS TO THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS: CHALLENGE,
CHANGE AND ACHIEVEMENT - RESHAPING THE US
SPACE PROGRAM IN 1993 P94-10221 05
AtAA MEETING REMARKS; CRYSTAL CITY
P94-10222 05
SHERLOCK, NANCY JANE
CREW MEMBERS NAMED FOR SPACE SHUTTLE
MISSION STS-70
I NASA RELEASE-94-141 I P94-10141 06
SHIMIZU, TSUYOSHI
NASA SELECTS SCIENTISTS FOR NEUROLAB
SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-94-1001 P94-10100 06
SHMAROV, VALERIY
NASA AND UKRAINE SPACE AGENCY AGREE ON
AREAS OF SPACE COOPERATION
INASA RELEASE-94-1191 P94-10119 06
SHOEMAKER, EUGENE
NASA APPOINTS NEAR-EARTH OBJECT SEARCH
COMMITTEE
[NASA RELEASE-94*1281 P94-10128 06
RESULTS FROM HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994
INASA RELEASE-94-2161 P94-10216 06
SHORS, TRACEY J.
NASA SELECTS SCIENTISTS FOR NEUROLAB
SHUTTLE MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-1001 P94-I0100 06
SHOUOUAN, KE
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHUTTLE MISSION STS-64
NASA RELEASE-94*1351 P94-10135 06
SHRONTZ, FRANK A.
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION
NASA RELEASE-94-190 P94-10190 06
SIANSBURG, SCOTT
NASA HOSTS NATIONAL AEROSPACE EDUCATION
CONFERENCE
NASA RELEASE-94-46 P94-10046 06
SIECK, ROBERT B.
INDEPENDENT SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT REVIEW
TEAM MEMBERS NAMED
NASA RELEASE-94-2001 P94-10200 06
SIEGERT, C.
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT




INASA RELEASE-94-96 P94-10096 06
SILBERMANN, NANCY
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
OF UNIVERSE
I NASA RELEASE-94-180 P94-10180 06
SIMSKE, STEVEN
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT




I NASA RELEASE-94-96 P94-10096 06
SLADE, JIM
NASA PRESS CONFERENCE; GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, MARYLAND P94.10223 05
PRESS CONFERENCE OF THE HUBBLE SPACE
TELESCOPE IMAGES RELEASE; GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBELT. MARYLAND
P94-10224 05
NASA FY 1995 BUDGET BRIEFING 1:)94-10227 05
SMALL, JOSH
NASA SSIP WINNERS HONORED IN WASHINGTON,
D.C.
INASA RELEASE-94-70] P94-10070 06
SMILOWITZ, ZANE
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
I NASA RELEASE-94-111 P94-10011 06
SMITH, ANNE
HUBBLE TECHNOLOGY CONTRIBUTES TO
IMPROVED BREAST BIOPSIES
I NASA RELEASE-94-1071 P94-10107 06
SPEAR, ANTHONY
SMITH, EDWARD J.
ULYSSES STARTS PRIMARY MISSION AT SUN
I NASA RELEASE-94-1041 P94-10104 06
SMITH, JAMES E., JR.
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
INASA RELEASE-94-11 I P94-10011 06
SMITH, STEVEN L.
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
I NASA RELEASE-94-381 P94-I0038 06
INTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVlTY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-114 I P94-10114 06
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR STS-68/ENDEAVOUR
NASA RELEASE-94-1541 P94-10154 06
SMREKAR, SUZANNE
VENUS STILL GEOLOGICALLY ACTIVE, MAGELLAN
FINDS




I NASA RELEASE-94-96 P94-10096 06
SNYDER, PHIL
REMOTE ACCESS WIND TUNNEL A_DS IN HIGH
SPEED RESEARCH




INASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
SODERMAN, PAUL
NASA TESTS NOISE-REDUCING NOZZLE FOR
SUPERSONIC AIRLINERS
INASA RELEASE-94-14 P94-10014 06
SOLL DIETER
AGENCIES FORM JOINT PROGRAM IN PLANT
BIOLOGY
NASA RELEASE-94-213 P94-10213 06
SOLMAN, F. JOHN, III
INVESTIGATION PANEL RELEASES REPORT ON
NOAA-13 FAILURE
NASA RELEASE-94-157 P94-10157 06
SOLOVYEV, ANATOLY
CREW NAMED FOR FIRST SPACE SHUTTLE, MIR
DOCKING MISSION
NASA RELEASE-94-90] P94-10090 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-114 I P94-10114 06
SONNENFELD, GERALD
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
INASA RELEASE-94-11 I P94-10011 06
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-1751 P94-10175 06
SOVA, DON
NASA ANNOUNCES SOFTWARE OF THE YEAR
AWARD
INASA RELEASE-94-221 P94-10022 06
SPALDING, EDGAR
AGENCIES FORM JOINT PROGRAM IN PLANT
BIOLOGY




I NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
SPEAR, ANTHONY
NASA SELECTS MARS PATHFINDER LANDING SITE




NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR
AWARDED
I NASA RELEASE 94-163 P94-10163 06
SQUYRES, STEVEN W,
NASA NAMES SCIENCE TEAM FOR ASTEROID
RENDEZVOUS MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-159 P94-10159 06
STARWALT, RONALD D.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-94-95 P94-10095 06
STEFANESCU, DORU M,
NEW SPACELAB SCIENCE MISSION TO FLY IN
1996
INASA RELEASE-94-212 P94-102t2 06
STEIN, T. PETER
NEW SPACELAB SCIENCE MISSION TO FLY IN
1996
I NASA RELEASE-94o212 1:)94-10212 06
STEPHENS, WILLIAM
HUBBLE TECHNOLOGY CONTRIBUTES TO
IMPROVED BREAST BIOPSIES
INASA RELEASE-94-107 P94-t0107 06
STERTZ, CHELSEA
NASA SSIP WINNERS HONORED IN WASHINGTON,
DC
I NASA RELEASE-94-70 P94-10070 06
STETSON, PETER
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
OF UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE-94-180 P94-10180 06
STILL, SUSAN L.
1995 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES SELECTED
}NASA RELEASE-94-2051 P94-10205 06
STOCKLIN, FRANK
NASA OPENS GROUND STATION FOR COMPTON
GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY
I NASA RELEASE-94-42] P94-10042 06
STODIECK, LOUIS
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
I NASA RELEASE-94-11 I P94-10011 06
STONE, EDWARD C.
NASA TECHNOLOGY SUPPORTS NEW MEDICAL
INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY
i NASA RELEASE-94-1561 P94-10156 06
MAGELLAN LOSS OF CONTACT CAPS VENUS
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-170 I P94-10170 06
STOYANOF, MARCO
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT




INASA RELEASE-94-96} P94-10096 06
STRAUCHS, TIFFANY Y.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
tNASA RELEASE-94-951 P94-10095 06
STREKALOV, GENNADLY
CREW NAMED FOR FIRST SPACE SHUTrLE, MIR
DOCKING MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-901 P94.10090 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-114 I P94-10114 06
STURCKOW, FREDERICK W.
1995 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES SELECTED




I NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
SUTTON, FEDORA
AGENCIES FORM JOINT PROGRAM IN PLANT
BIOLOGY
1NASA RELEASE-94-213t P94-10213 06
SWAIN, TOMI L
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-94-951 P94-10095 06
SWANSON, TED
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
SWENSON, G.
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT




I NASA RELEASE-94-31 P94-10003 06
RESULTS FROM HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994
I NASA RELEASE-94-2161 P94-102t6 06
ADDRESS TO THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS: CHALLENGE,
CHANGE AND ACHIEVEMENT - RESHAPING THE U,S
SPACE PROGRAM IN 1993 P94-10221 05
AIAA MEETING REMARKS; CRYSTAL CITY
P94-10222 05
SZANISZLO, ANDREW J.
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT

















INASA RELEASE-94-31 P94-10003 06
ADDRESS TO THE AMERICAN iNSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS: CHALLENGE,
CHANGE AND ACHIEVEMENT - RESHAPING THE US
SPACE PROGRAM IN 1993 P94-10221 05
AIAA MEETING REMARKS; CRYSTAL CITY
P94-10222 05
TAMURA, YUJI
NATIONAL PRESS CLUB LUNCHEON; WASHINGTON,
O.C P94-I0232 05
TANNER, JOSEPH R.
ASTRONAUTS SELECTED FOR ATLANTIS' STS-66
MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-4] P94-10004 06
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-25 J P94-10025 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
I NASA RELEASE-94-381 P94-10038 06
INTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVITY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
NASA RELEASE-94-114 I P94-10114 06
LAUNCH DATE FOR SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-66 ANNOUNCED
INASA RELEASE-94-1731 P94-t0173 06
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-1751 P94-10175 06
TARBELL, JEFF




LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHUTTLE MISSION STS-64




I NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
TEEGARDEN, B.
NASA'S WIND SATELLITE WILL STUDY SOLAR WIND
AND CARRY FIRST RUSSIAN INSTRUMENT TO FLY ON
A US SPACECRAFT
I NASA RELEASE-94-178 I P94-10178 06
TELLEP, DANIEL M,
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION
INASA RELEASE-94-1901 P94-10190 06
TESCH, PETER A.
NEW SPACELAB SCIENCE MISSION TO FLY IN
1996
JNASA FIELEASE-94-2121 P94-10212 06
THAGARD, NORMAN E.
ASTRONAUTS THAGARD AND DUNBAR TO TRAIN
FOR FLIGHT ON MIR
INASA RELEASE-94-16] P94-10016 06
CAMERON TO MANAGE NASA ACTIVITIES AT STAR
CITY, RUSSIA
INASA RELEASE-94-27_ P94-_0027 06
CREW NAMED FOR FIRST SPACE SHUTTLE, MIR
DOCKING MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-901 P94-10090 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-1141 P94-10114 06
ASTRONAUT READDY TO REPLACE CAMERON AS
NASA MANAGER IN RUSSIA
INASA RELEASE-94-1151 P94-10115 06
SHUTTLE/MIR DOCKING HARDWARE ARRIVES
FROM RUSSIA
INASA RELEASE-94-151 I P94-10151 06
NASA ESTABLISHES PROGRAM OFFICE FOR
US-RUSSIAN SPACEFLfGHTS
INASA RELEASE-94-1721 P94-10172 06
ASTRONAUT SEGA TO REPLACE READDY AS NASA
MANAGER IN RUSSIA
I NASA RELEASE-94-182 [ P94-10182 06
RESULTS FROM HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994




I NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94 10096 06
THIENEL, CHARLES
INVESTIGATION PANEL RELEASES REPORT ON
NOAA- 13 FAILURE
I NASA RELEASE-94-157 I P94-10157 06
THOMAS, DONALD A.
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLJGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
I NASA RELEASE-94-381 P94-t0038 06
INTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVlTY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-114 I P94-10114 06
CREW MEMBERS NAMED FOR SPACE SHUTTLE
MISSION STS-70
I NASA RELEASE-94.141 I P94 10141 06
THOMAS, LAWRENCE R.
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
INASA RELEASE-94-11 I P94-10011 06
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHUTTLE MISSION STS-64
tNASARELEASE-94 1351 P94-t0135 06
B-20
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX VOSS, JAMES S.
THOMAS, MARY E.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-94-95 [ P94-10095 06
THOMAS, PETER C.
NASA NAMES SCIENCE TEAM FOR ASTEROID
RENDEZVOUS MISSION
]NASA RELEASE-94-1591 P94-10159 06
THOMAS, VALERIA
WINSTON-SALEM UNIVERSITY TO PARTICIPATE IN
JOINT NASA VENTURE
I NASA RELEASE-94-481 P94-10048 06
THOMPSON, BRIAN
NASA FY 1995 BUDGET BRIEFING P94-10227 05
THOMPSON, DAVID W.
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION
INASA RELEASE-94-1901 P94-10190 06
THORNTON, KATHRYN C.
PAYLOAD COMMANDER, MISSION SPECIALIST
NAMED TO STS-73
INASA RELEASE-94-47[ P94-10047 06
HUDDLE TEAM TO RECEIVE COLLIER TROPHY
I NASA RELEASE-94-71 I P94-10071 06
COMMANDER, PILOT AND FLIGHT ENGINEER
NAMED TO STS-73 CREW
I NASA RELEASE-94-195i P94-10195 06
THORNTON, WILLIAM EDGAR, JR.
ASTRONAUT WILLIAM THORNTON RETIRES FROM
NASA
INASA RELEASE-94-871 P94-10087 06
RESULTS FROM HUDDLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994
INASA RELEASE-94-2161 P94-10216 06
THUILLIER, GERARD O.
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
1NASA RELEASE-94-1751 P94-10175 06
THUOT, PIERRE J.
UNITED STATES MICROGRAV_TY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
TITLE, ALAN
NASA SELECTS TWO SMALL EXPLORER MISSIONS
FOR DEVELOPMENT
I NASA RELEASE-94-1521 P94-10152 06
TITOV, VLADIMIR G.
UNITED STATES MICROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
I NASA RELEASE-94-381 P94-10038 06
INTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVITY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-96} P94-10096 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-114 I P94-10114 06
NASA ESTABLISHES PROGRAM OFFICE FOR
US-RUSSIAN SPACEFLIGHTS
INASA RELEASE-94-1721 P94-10172 06
TOOLEY, CRAIG
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHU_rLE MISSION STS-64
INASA RELEASE-94-1351 1:)94-10135 06
TOWLES, JAMES E.
NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR
AWARDED
LNASA RELEASE-94-163 t P94-I0163 06
TOWNLEY, CANDANCE
SPACE RADAR LABORATOR_ MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
JNASA RELEASE-94-114 J P94-10114 06
TOWNSEND, WILLIAM
FRENCH SPACE AGENCY HONORS
TOPEX-POSEIDON TEAM




I NASA RELEASE-94-31 P94-10003 06
SPACE STATION SYSTEM DESIGN REVIEW
COMPLETED
I NASA RELEASE-94-531 P94-10053 06
STATION CONTROL BOARD RATIFIES IMPROVED
ASSEMBLY SEQUENCE
NASA RELEASE-94-1171 P94-10117 06
NASA AND BOEING REACH AGREEMENT ON SPACE
STATION CONTRACT
I NASA RELEASE-94-1441 P94-I0144 06
SPACE STATION MANAGERS RELEASE UPDATED
ASSEMBLY PLAN
NASA RELEASE-94-1641 P94-10164 06
RESULTS FROM HUDDLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994
NASA RELEASE-94-2161 P94-10216 06
ADDRESS TO THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS: CHALLENGE,
CHANGE AND ACHIEVEMENT - RESHAPING THE U.S
SPACE PROGRAM IN 1993 P94-10221 05
AIAA MEETING REMARKS; CRYSTAL CITY
P94-10222 05
NASA FY 1995 BUDGET BRIEFING P94-10227 05
GOLDIN/CORDOVA INTERVIEW P94-10230 05
THIMBLE, VIRGINIA
SATELLITE FINDS IMPRINT OF UNIVERSE ON
GAMMA-RAY EXPLOSIONS
I NASA RELEASE-94-10 _ P94-10010 06
THIMBLE, WILLIAM
NASA SSIP WINNERS HONORED IN WASHINGTON,
DC.
iNASA RELEASE-94-701 P94-10070 06
TRISCHBERGER, MANFRED
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHUTTLE MISSION STS-64
INASA RELEASE-94-1351 P94-10135 06
TROMBKA, JACOB I.
NASA NAMES SCIENCE TEAM FOR ASTEROID
RENDEZVOUS MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-94-159] 1:>94-10159 06
TSOU, PETER
FIRST SHUTTLE MISSION OF 1994 TO INCLUDE
RUSSIAN COSMONAUT
f NASA RELEASE*94-11 I P94-1001t 06
TSVETANOVo ZLATAN
HST CONFIRMS EXISTENCE OF MASSIVE BLACK
HOLE IN ACTIVE GALAXY
_NASA RELEASE-94-821 P94-10082 06
TURNER, ANNE
IMPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
OF UNIVERSE





{ NASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 06
ULRICH, PETER B.
CASSINI DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENT RELEASED
[ NASA RELEASE-94-174 r P94-I0174 06
UNRUH, JAMES A.
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION




_ NASA RELEASE-94-96 } P94-10096 06
USUI, SHIRO
NASA SELECTS SCIENTISTS FOR NEUROLAB
SHUTTLE MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-94-1001 P94-10100 06
UTSMAN, THOMAS E.
SPACE SHUTTLE MODIFICATION WORK TO
CONTINUE AT PALMDALE
I NASA RELEASE-94-44 I P94-10044 06
NASA ANNOUNCES SPACE FLIGHT PERSONNEL
CHANGES
INASA RELEASE-94-661 P94 10066 06
V
VANALLEN, JAMES A.
NASA AND AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION
HONOR JAMES A VAN ALLEN
I NASA RELEASE-94-81 I P94-10081 06
VANDENBURGH, HERMAN H.
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-94*175[ P94-10175 06
VANN, A. VERNON
NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR
AWARDED




I NASA RELEASE-94 961 P94-10096 06
VERNIKOS, JOAN
NASA AND NIH READY FOR FIRST JOINT SCIENCE
FLIGHT
fNASA RELEASE-94-551 P94 10055 06
NASA USES SATELLSTE DATA TO DETECT LYME
DISEASE RISK
[NASA RELEASE-94-1231 P94 10123 06
VEVERKA, JOSEPH
NASA NAMES SCIENCE TEAM FOR ASTEROID
RENDEZVOUS MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-94-1591 P94-10159 06
VINCENT, GEOFFREY H.
HEADQUARTERS NEWS DISTRIBUTION GOES
ON-LINE JULY 25
INASA RELEASE-94-1211 P94 10121 06
VINCENT, JEFF









INASA RELEASE-94-96_ P94-10096 06
VONBRAUN, WERNER
INTERVIEW WITH NASA ADMINISTRATOR DAN
GOLDIN P94 10226 05
VONROSENVINGE, T.
NASA'S WIND SATELLITE WILL STUDY SOLAR WIND
AND CARRY FIRST RUSSIAN INSTRUMENT TO FLY ON
A U.S SPACECRAFT
INASA RELEASE-94-1781 P94-10178 06
VOSS-FORD, JANICE E.
UNITED STATES MtCROGRAVITY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
I NASA RELEASE-94-381 P94-10038 06
INTERNATIONAL MICROGRAVlTY LABORATORY
MAKES SECOND FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-94-961 P94-10096 D6
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-114 1 P94-10114 06
VOSS, JAMES S.
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
I NASA RELEASE-94-38 I P94-10038 06
CREW NAMED FOR SECOND WAKE SHIELD
FACILITY SHUTTLE FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-1121 P94.10112 06
B-21
WAGNER, G.
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT





INASA RELEASE 94-961 P94-10096 06
WAGNER, JOHN
NASA FY 1995 BUDGET BRIEFING P94-10227 05
WAHL, MANFRED
SPACE RADAR HIGHLIGHTS SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-59
qNASA RELEASE-94-381 P94-10038 06
WAKATA, KOICHI
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW NAMED FOR STS-72
MISSION
INASA RELEASE-94-2081 P94-10208 06
WALD, LAWRENCE
UNITED STATES MICROGRAV_TY PAYLOAD MAKES
SECOND FLIGHT
[ NASA RELEASE-94-251 P94-10025 06
WALKER, DAVID M.
CREW NAMED FOR SECOND WAKE SHIELD
FACILITY SHUTTLE FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-94-1121 P94-10112 06
WALKER, JOSEPH C., n
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P94-10106
NASA CHIEF HAILS HOUSE VOTE PRESERVING
SPACE STATION
29 JUN 1994 11) NASA RELEASE-94-106
P94-10107
HUBBLE TECHNOLOGY CONTRIBUTES TO
IMPROVED BREAST BIOPSIES
30 JUN 1994 4p NASA RELEASE-94-107
P94-10108
ARNOLD ALDRICH RETIRES
1 JUL. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-10B
P94-10109
HUBBLE DETECTS PRIMORDIAL HELIUM IN THE
EARLY UNIVERSE
7 JUL 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-109
P94-10110
SHUTTLE ASTRONAUT RICHARD COVEY TO LEAVE
NASA, AIR FORCE
6 JUL. 1994 21) NASA RELEASE-94-110
P94-10111
15 ADDITIONAL 1994 PHASE ONE STTR SELECTIONS
ANNOUNCED
8 JUL, 1994 11) NASA RELEASE-94-111
P94-10112
CREW NAMED FOR SECOND WAKE SHIELD
FACILITY SHUTTLE FLIGHT
7 JUL. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-112
P94-10113
NASA SELECTS PARTICIPANTS FOR STUDENT
LAUNCH PROGRAM
8 JUL. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-113
P94-10114
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY MAKES SECOND
FLIGHT
AUG, 1994 42p NASA RELEASE-94-114
P94-I0115
ASTRONAUT READDY TO REPLACE CAMERON AS
NASA MANAGER IN RUSSIA
12 JUL. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-115
I)94-10116
WELCH NAMED NEWS CHIEF AT NASA
HEADQUARTERS
13 JUL 1994 lp NASA RELEASE-94-116
P94-10117
STATION CONTROL BOARD RATIFIES _MPROVED
ASSEMBLY SEQUENCE
15 JUL. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-117
P94-10118
BOEING AND DOUGLAS TEAM UP IN HIGH-SPEED
AERO CONTRACT
15 JUL 1994 3p NASA RELEASE-94-118
1>94-10119
NASA AND UKRAtNE SPACE AGENCY AGREE ON
AREAS OF SPACE COOPERATION
18JUL 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-119
P94-10120
GENERAL AVIATION FEATURED IN NASA OSHKOSH
1994 EXHIBIT
19 JUL 1994 11) NASA RELEASE-94-120
P94-10121
HEADQUARTERS NEWS DISTRIBUTION GOES
ON-LINE JULY 25
20 JUL 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-121
P94-I0122
APOLLO REFLECTORS CONTINUE TO AID STUDIES
OF THE MOON
21 JUL. 1994 3p NASA RELEASE-94-122
P94-10123
NASA USES SATELLITE DATA TO DETECT LYME
DISEASE RISK
26 JUL. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-123
P94-10124
SPECTACULAR COLOR FLASHES RECORDED
ABOVE ELECTRtCAL STORMS
26 JUL, 1994 21) NASA RELEASE-94-124
1394-10125
DELTA CL_PPER AGREEMENT S_GNED
1 AUG. 1994 lp NASA RELEASE-94-125
P94-10126
NASA SOUNDING ROCKET CAMPAIGN TO STUDY
IONOSPHERE WITH BRAZIL
1 AUG 1994 3p NASA RELEASE-94-126
P94-10127
GOLDIN HAILS SOLID SENATE VOTE ON SPACE
STATION
3 AUG. 1994 lp NASA RELEASE-94-127
P94-10128
NASA APPOINTS NEAR-EARTH OBJECT SEARCH
COMMITTEE
3 AUG 1994 lp NASA RELEASE-94-12B
P94-10129
ASTRONAUT GUTIERREZ LEAVES NASA, AIR FORCE
4 AUG, 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-129
P94-10130
FOROYCE NAMED OHIO AEROSPACE INSTITUTE
CHIEF SCIENTIST
8 AUG. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-130
!>94-10131
NASA STIMULATES USE OF SCIENCE DATA OVER
THE INTERNET
8 AUG. 1994 lp NASA RELEASE-94-131
P94-I0132
FRENCH SPACE AGENCY HONORS
TOPEX-POSEIDON TEAM
10 AUG. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-132
P94-10133
GALILEO BEGINS SENDING SHOEMAKER-LEVY
DATA
12 AUG, 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-133
P94-10134
NASA. NIH SiGN AGREEMENT ON BIOMEDICAL
RESEARCH
15 AUG 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-134
P94-10135
LASER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH, ROBOTIC
OPERATIONS AND UNTETHERED SPACEWALK
HIGHLIGHT SHU_-FLE MISSION STS-64
SEP. 1994 56p NASA RELEASE-94-135
P94-I0136
NEW DATA BRIGHTENS DEBRIS OUTLOOK FOR
SPACE STATION
19 AUG 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-136
P94-10137
MANSFIELD TO LEAD NEW OFFICE OF SPACE
ACCESS AND TECHNOLOGY
23 AUG. 1994 lp NASA RELEASE-94-137
1>94-10138
NASA AWARDS INTERNET GRANTS AND
COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS
24 AUG, 1994 5p NASA RELEASE-94-138
1>94-10139
NASA COMPLETES FIRST MIRROR FOR AXAF
OBSERVATORY
24 AUG. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-139
P94-10140
COMPTON GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY FINDS
BRIGHT NEW X-RAY SOURCE
24 AUG. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-140
P94-10141
CREW MEMBERS NAMED FOR SPACE SHUTTLE
MISSION STS-7O
25 AUG, 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-141
P94-10142
CHANG-DIAZ NAMED PAYLOAD COMMANDER FOR
TSS REFLIGHT
25 AUG 1994 11) NASA RELEASE-94-142
P94-10143
NASA TO USE RUSSIAN SUPERSONIC AIRLINER
FOR FLIGHT TESTS
25 AUG 1994 21) NASA RELEASE-94-143
P94-10144
NASA AND BOEING REACH AGREEMENT ON SPACE
STATION CONTRACT
1 SEP. 1994 21) NASA RELEASE-94-144
P94-I0145
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW NAMED FOR SECOND MIR
DOCKING MISSION
2 SEP. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-145
P94-10146
CABANA APPOINTED CHIEF OF ASTRONAUT OEFICE
6 SEP, 1994 21) NASA RELEASE-94-14B
P94-10147
MAGELLAN EXECUTES 'WINDMILL' EXPERIMENT AS
MISSION END DRAWS NEAR
7 SEP 1994 3p NASA RELEASE-94-147
P94-10148
NASA ON-UNE SYSTEM SPEEDS UP MIDRANGE
PROCUREMENTS
8 SEP. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-148
P94-10149
NASA SELECTS MARS PATHFINDER LANDING SITE
8 SEP 1994 3p NASA RELEASE-94-149
1>94-10150
NASA AWARDS HIGH-SPEED PROPULSION
CONTRACT
9 SEP. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-150
1:'94-10151
SHUTTLE/MIR DOCKING HARDWARE ARRIVES
FROM RUSSIA
12 SEP, 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-151
1>94-10152
NASA SELECTS TWO SMALL EXPLORER MISSIONS
FOR DEVELOPMENT
14 SEP. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-152
P94-10153
RUNWAY RESURFACING STARTS FOLLOWING
CV-990 TESTS
15 SEP 1994 3p NASA RELEASE-94-153
I)94-10154
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR STS-68/ENDEAVOUR
16 SEP. 1994 lp NASA RELEASE-94-154
P94-10155
NASA BEGINS RESTRUCTURING EXPLORER
PROGRAM AND FUSE MISSION
16 SEP 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-155
P94-10156
NASA TECHNOLOGY SUPPORTS NEW MEDICAL
INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY
19 SEP 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-156
P94-10157
INVESTIGATION PANEL RELEASES REPORT ON
NOAA- 13 FAILUR E
20 SEP. 1994 4p NASA RELEASE-94-157
P94-I01_
ASTEROID MOON DISCOVERED BY GALILEO
SPACECRAFT IS NAMED
20 SEP. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-158
P94-10159
NASA NAMES SCIENCE TEAM FOR ASTEROtD
RENDEZVOUS MISSION
21 SEP. 1994 3p NASA RELEASE-94-159
P94-10160
HUBBLE UNCOVERS A HIDDEN QUASAR IN A
NEARBY GALAXY
21 SEP, 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-160
P94-10101
HUBBLE OBSERVATIONS SHED NEW LIGHT ON
JUPITER COLLISION
29 SEP, 1994 4p NASA RELEASE-94-161
P94-10162
TOPEX/POSEIDON CHARTS LONG TERM EL NINO
INFLUENCE ON CLIMATE
28 SEP. 1994 3p NASA RELEASE-94-162
F-3
P94-10163
NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR
AWARDED
30 SEP 1994 lp NASA RELEASE-94-163
P94-10164
SPACE STATION MANAGERS RELEASE UPDATED
ASSEMBLY PLAN
30 SEP 1994 2p NASA RELEASE.94-164
P94-10165
AtTP PROPOSALS SELECTED FOR NEGOTIATIONS
3 OCT 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-165
P94-19166
LANGLEY AND FORD SIGN TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER AGREEMENTS
6 OCT 1994 lp NASA RELEASE-94-166
P94-10167
ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE LEVELS SAME AS LAST
YEAR'S RECORD LOWS
6 OCT 1994 3p NASA RELEASE-94-167
P94-10169
MIR COSMONAUTS CONDUCT NASA EXPERIMENT
7 OCT 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-168
P94-10169
GUtDONI NAMED TO CREW OF TETHERED
SATELLITE REFLIGHT
12 OCT 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-169
I)94-10t70
MAGELLAN LOSS OF CONTACT CAPS VENUS
MISSION
12 OCT 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-170
P94-10171
HUBBLE YIELDS SECRETS OF STAR BIRTH IN THE
EARLY UNIVERSE
17 OCT 1994 3p NASA RELEASE-94-171
P94-10172
NASA ESTABLISHES PROGRAM OFFICE FOR
U S -RUSSIAN SPACEFLIGHTS
17 OCT 1994 3p NASA RELEASE-94-172
P94-10173
LAUNCH DATE FOR SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION
STS-66 ANNOUNCED
19 OCT 1994 lp NASA RELEASE-94-173
P94-10174
CASSINI DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENT RELEASED
19 OCT 1994 3p NASA RELEASE-94-174
P94-10175
ATMOSPHERIC LABORATORY MAKES THIRD
FLIGHT
NOV 1994 56p NASA RELEASE-94-175
P94-10176
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 SBIR PHASE 1
SELECTIONS
21 OCT 1994 3p NASA RELEASE-94-176
P94-I0177
NASA HELPS PILOTS COMBAT FATIGUE DURING
LONG FLIGHTS
25 OCT 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-177
P94-10178
NASA'S WIND SATELLITE WILL STUDY SOLAR WIND
AND CARRY FIRST RUSSIAN INSTRUMENT TO FLY ON
A U S SPACECRAFT
NOV 1994 18p NASA RELEASE-94-178
P94-10179
NASA RADAR OBSERVES ERUPTING VOLCANO ON
THE RING OF FIRE
24 OCT 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-179
P94.10180
_MPORTANT STEP TAKEN TO DETERMINE AGE, SIZE
OF UNIVERSE
26 OCT 1994 4p NASA RELEASE-94-180
P94-10181
LADWIG TO LEAD NEW OFFICE OF POLICY AND
PLANS
28 OCT 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-181
P94-10182
ASTRONAUT SEGA TO REPLACE READDY AS NASA
MANAGER IN RUSSIA
1 NOV 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-182
P94-10183
ASTRONAUTS BLAHA AND LUCID TO TRAIN FOR
FLIGHT ON MIR
3 NOV 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-183
P94-10184
TECHNOLOGY 2004 CONFERENCE OPENS
NOVEMBER 8
3 NOV. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-184
P94-10195
ASTRONAUTS CHILTON, READDY TO COMMAND
SHUTTLE/MIR MISSIONS
8 NOV 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-185
P94-10186
REMOTE ACCESS WIND TUNNEL AIDS IN HIGH
SPEED RESEARCH
9 NOV 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-186
P94-10187
ULYSSES SPACECRAFT COMPLETES SOUTHERN
SOLAR PASS
10 NOV 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-187
P94-10188
HUBBLE RULES OUT A LEADING EXPLANATION FOR
DARK MATTER
15 NOV. 1994 5p NASA RELEASE-94-188
P94-10189
DECEMBER 4 LAUNCH PLANNED FOR NOAA-J
15 NOV 1994 3p NASA RELEASE-94-189
1=94-10190
NASA AND INDUSTRY SIGN AGREEMENT TO
SUPPORT EDUCATION
15 NOV, 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-190
P94-10191
PEARSON RESIGNS AS SPACE FLIGHT ASSOCIATE
ADMINISTRATOR
16 NOV, 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-191
P'94-10192
NASA SELECTS PHASE II SMALL BUSINESS
PROJECTS
16 NOV 1994 3p NASA RELEASE-94-192
P94-19193
UNIOUE NASA WIND TUNNEL RESTORATION
COMPLETED
16 NOV 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-193
1=94-10194
NASA AWARDS INTERNET PUBLIC ACCESS GRANTS
AND COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS
18 NOV 1994 4p NASA RELEASE-94-194
P94-10195
COMMANDER, PILOT AND FLIGHT ENGINEER
NAMED TO STSo73 CREW
18 NOV 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-195
1>94-10196
NASA SIGNS CONTRACT WITH UKRAINE TO FLY
SPACE WELDING TOOL
22 NOV 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-196
P94-10197
KRAFT TO HEAD INDEPENDENT SHUTTLE
WORKFORCE REVIEW
23 NOV, 1994 lp NASA RELEASE-94-197
P94-10198
EDUCATION TELECASTS SCHEDULED FOR 1994-95
SCHOOL YEAR
30 NOV. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-198
1='94-10199
LYNN TO BECOME NASA'S FIRST CIO
1 DEC, 1994 lp NASA RELEASE-94-199
P94-10200
INDEPENDENT SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT REVIEW
TEAM MEMBERS NAMED
2 DEC. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-200
P94-10201
HUBBLE IDENTIFIES PRIMEVAL GALAXIES,
UNCOVERS NEW CLUES TO THE UNIVERSE'S
EVOLUTION
6 DEC. 1994 3p NASA RELEASE-94-201
1=94-10202
TOPEX/POSEIDON BUILDS CRITICAL DATA BASE ON
CLIMATE CHANGE
7 DEC 1994 3p NASA RELEASE°94-202
NEWSRELEASES
P94-10203
NASA SELECTS PROJECTS FOR COMMERCIAL
REMOTE SENSING
6 DEC 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-203
P94-10204
GAMMA RAY FLASHES IN ATMOSPHERE MORE
COMMON THAN THOUGHT
7 DEC 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-204
P_H-10205
1995 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES SELECTED
8 DEC 1994 12p NASA RELEASE-94-205
P94-10206
DELUCAS NAMED SPACE STATION ACTING SENIOR
SCIENTIST
9 DEC. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-206
I_i4-10207
LIVE EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTS FROM
ANTARCTICA
9 DEC. 1994 3p NASA RELEASE-94-207
P94-1020S
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW NAMED FOR STS-72
MISSION
12 DEC. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-208
P94-10209
NASA DEVELOPS NEW DIGITAL FLIGHT CONTROL
SYSTEM
12 DEC. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-g4-209
1>94-10210
APOLLO ASTRONAUT STUART ALLEN ROOSA DIES
12 DEC, 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-210
1>94-10211
KSC CENTER DIRECTOR ROBERT L CRIPPEN TO
LEAVE NASA
13 DEC. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-211
P94-10212
NEW SPACELAB SCIENCE MISSION TO FLY IN 1996
13 DEC. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-212
P94-10213
AGENCIES FORM JOINT PROGRAM IN PLANT
BIOLOGY
14 DEC. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-213
P94-10214
JAY HONEYCUTT NAMED KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
DIRECTOR
15 DEC. 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-214
P94-10215
NASA'S UARS CONFIRMS CFCS CAUSED
ANTARCTIC OZONE HOLE
19 DEC 1994 3p NASA RELEASE-94-215
P94-10216
RESULTS FROM HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HIGHLIGHT 1994
20 DEC 1994 16p NASA RELEASE-94-216
P94-10217
NASA COMPLETES SHIPMENT OF FIRST STATION
HARDWARE TO RUSSIA
21 DEC 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-217
P94-10219
PERSEUS MISHAP TRACED TO FAULTY GYRO
22 DEC 1994 2p NASA RELEASE-94-218
P94- t0219
SULFUR-RICH ASTEROID SITE HOLDS CLUES TO
DEMISE OF DINOSAURS
28 DEC, 1994 3p NASA RELEASE-94-219
F-4
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